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PREFACE

The object of this book is to fumi teachers and
speed students with a selection of suitable matter for
dictation purposes. The passages, which are of
varying difficulty, have .een carefuUy selected
covering, as they do. a wide range of subjects; and
It IS confidently hoped that the book wia be found
very serviceable to all aspiring high-speed writers
Each test is marked off in quarter-minute sections

at rates from 80 to 200 words per minute.
The Publishers beg to tender their thanks to the

propriet6rs of the several newspapers and periodicals
from which extracts have been made for their kind
permission to include the passages in this work.





INTRODUCTION

HOW TO BECOME A FAST WRITER
BY PHIL. P. JACKSON

To acquire the ability to record, with faithfulness and com-
parative ease, the words of a rapid speaker, and to furnisha perfect transcript of the shorthand notes, should be theaim of everyone who embarks upon the study of Phonography
This ability IS not gained without considerable effort orwithout some real hard work and close application, but

«^.'L .%£T.i,^''TP"'^^^ *^^ *^^k are in unanimous
agreement that the effort is well worth while, and that theresults will amply compensate the student for all the timeand labour involved. Quite apart from the fascinating
nature of the subject itself, a practical knowledge of Phono-graphy is. by general consent, admitted to be an important
factor in education, and one that is capable of placing its
devotees and practitioners on a level of intelligence notreached by the study of any other single subject.

WHAT SPEED IS NECESSARY?
It is a great mistake to suppose—as some people unfor-

tunately do.-that a speed of 80 words a minute is sufident
or shorthand writing. It is, indeed, almost useless fo

Znw"? P^^'P^T:, ^" "">' ^P^"*^"' ^20 ^^ords a minuteshould be regarded as the minimum speed for practical

S^ST'' ^"^ «' '^"^""^ ^h° ^^^ r^^ched that stageshould spare no effort to add very considerably to his note-takmg abihty. for by doing so he will augment very materially
nis wage-earning powers. ^

Some students may not have the muscular energy or the

^oHltvlt \'' "ecessary to enable them to become excep.

^S^!^t nf
^'*^''

' Y ^\''^ '^ "° "^^•'^^" ^^'hy the average

least. 140 or 150 words a minute, and a very large number
v«
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could attain to a much higher speed if they wc aid only devote
to study and practice the requisite amount of time, andwould exhibit a httle more determination than is observablem some quarters. A shorthand writer who can take downfrom dictation at the rate of 80 or 100 words a minute, andwho has no special accomplishment in any other direction
IS not m great demand; but the student who possesses
sufficient enthusiasm and foresight to rise considerably above
that level will have no difficulty in securing a remunerative
position at any time.

THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE.
It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to reiterate the statement

that has been so often made, that if a really practical speed
is to be reached, a sound knowledge of the theory of Phono-
graphy IS absolutely "ssential. for it must be obvious to anv
intelligent mind that the writer who has not secured a thorough
grasp of the rules which govern the formation of the phono-
graphic symbols will never succeed in doing work of a usefuland reliable character. The shorthand writers who excelm their profession are not those who were satisfied with a
superficial knowledge of Phonography: they are those who
set about their work m a methodical and enthusiastic mannerand were willing to go through the Instructor many times
oyer where this was iound necessary to complete their eraso
of some of the rules of which" they were conscious that thevhad not a perfect knowledge. ^

RAPID THINKING.

Those who attempt fast writing do not, as a rule, experienceany very pat difiiculty in developing the requisite amount
of dexterity with the pen. With practice, the majority of
students can train themselves to write the shorthand charac-
ters as qmckly as the fastest orator can utter the words thev
represent. The real difiiculty, in most cases, is inability
to think with sufficient rapidity—there is hesitancy in visualis-
ing promptly the stenographic equivalents of the spoken
sounds. This mental hesitation (than which there is nothing
more fatal to speed) can be overcome to a very great extent
If not entirely, by practice of the right kind, and by the
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judicious reading of well written and printed shorthand
In order to become a fast writer, it is necessary that the
1 itmanic characters should be so impressed upon the brain
that they can be brought to the point of the pen immediately
the sounds leave the lips of the speaker. This is a matter
of the greatest importance, and I shall refer to it more fully
later on. '

'• SHORT CUTS. '

'

It^ has been pointed out over and over again that there is
no royal road " to high speed, but, occasionally, one still
meets with phonographic students who entertain the impres-
sion that the ability to report a fast speaker can be acquired
only by the employment of a multiplicity of contractions
phraseograms, intersected outlines, and other shorthand
expedients of one's own invention. This is an entirely
erroneous impression. It is possible to reach a very high
rate of speed, one that is sufficient for all practical purposes
wanout m any way departing from the principles laid down
in the text-books. If the student attempts to burden hismemory with a large number of so-called " short cuts." he
will put an unnecessary strain upon his mental powers and
will, probably, retard, rather than assist, his progress It is
sometimes difficult to convince the young student—especially
It he is rather fond of inventing abbreviating devices—that
the most condensed outline is not always the best for practical
purposes

;
but if he can be induced to study the notes of

practical writers who have had some years of experience in
various kinds of reporting work, he will discover that the
outhnes they employ are, for the most part, simple in charac-
ter, and such as can be read with very httle difficulty by
anyone who has made a thorough study of Phonography
1 do not, of course, mean to say that special abbreviations

wS"^*
usefully employed in highly technical reporting

PHRASEOGR/;PHY.

In his initie! .attempts to become a fast writer, there are
two extremes which the young student is advised strenuously
to avoid. One is the tendency to write each word separately

A -(41)
'
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muscular energy that they ''arc able to n-poTfair v ^0^
X ent bTf-,™' 7"'^"!^ Phraseography^o a V y gr^t
aH r, I .

» Practical writer who does not summon to his

nLo Z * '""
r™"^" "' Ph'''=<>''gran.s, written on the

Phr!/
"•\<'>'^'np'es given in the text-books is a raritvPhraseography, as most students realise is a rarticulark'mterestmg part of the study of Phonography an^if r,SX a'AiJ s'L^bf""

"' PT'"« "' great^lrVke to'aSwno aspires to become a verbatim writer.

THE NEED FOR ACCURACY.
There is one thing that I wish specially to imoress nnnn

Ind^? fP'f""'' ""^ '^^' ''' '^'^ ^^Porta^nce of g^eometr^^

.hn 5 K '*l?^
accuracy. It is very desirable that tSudentshould be able to write quickly ; bit speed is valueless unlesst IS accompanied by the ability to produce S^^^^^ no es

I StTwrthXfd
*° ""*; ''''^'- '^'^ '' ^«« - 200 Tordsa mmute with that degree of precision and correctness thatmay characterise notes written at half that speed but t ispossible-as has l)een demonstrated by high-spe^d uTife^s

e"enTo^"rdsT°"^^^-"-"*^
Phono^apfy TtL rifoeven 200 words a minute in such a manner that the nntp«can be read with ease. If, from the commencement of hispractice, the student makes a determined TZtToTor^ thl

aSon^^nll finTthT
''

F'^'^'^'y
^' ^^^ circums^nce

ihTlL^V ^ n .*^^*' ^ ^^^ increases his dexterity withthe pen. there ;yill be very little loss of legibility ^
for fhi f^'^y^T^^ ^'' P'"^^*^^^' there is often a tendencyfor the s udent to develop a careless style of writing andto form the shorthand characters larger^ than Ts SableThis IS especially noticeable when a definite effor is made toput on speed. It IS. however, a tendency that should be
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resisted from the outset. The student should always

even alter the lapse of months or years, his notes can Hpread without hesitation. The student who keeps this noin?in mind throughout the whole course of hrpractice andmakes a determined resolve not to sacrifice Ic^Mhv forspeed will never regret that resolution, for though S the

amnlh n^K
''^^y '"^^^^^ '^' expenditure of more time

?o d voteVo ft" ?n"t^T ^'^''''^l^
^""^^^^^^ "^^^ ^^ ^^'p-'^

Inf ZV : a' u"
*^^ ^°"^ •""" h^ ^vill find that he is able

^h ^^^eVer ea'se a'^d I

""''
?"/ *° -^^^""^^^^^ t^-* workWilli greater ease and less mental strain.

READING PRACTICE.

hand characters for a large and ever-incrM,^„J^n,V,tl, .

tne easier it wil become to write rapidly and accuratelv

r^rdTrL^h'a",?" ''' ^"^^^'^ '' ^ vLba';irtfter Joufdreaa through a large proportion, if not the whole of iCnotes he takes for practice, and should, in addition readand study every shorthand periodical he can lay hS^ handson. Readmg practice is a part of the shorthand writerttrajnmg that is frequently neglected, though he expm'encepi those who have been " through the mill " show^ ?h«f ^t!
importance cannot be over-estimated The dfrulty with

ZTa T''V' ''°' ^° "^"^h '^^' they cannot foSnThl^sirort

to minS^'^^if'' T'^^y '"^"S^- ''"t th.t they cannot ca 1

wrif^ Tf^^^
?^'^'"t '^P^^^ty the outhnes they ^sh towrite If the student knows what to write he wm^suallvfind that practice will enable him to wield the pen w"th the

TnTfl 'T^r- ^'''°"* d°"bt. one of hHeTy best

brain iafford;dT"' ""V'^^'^^^S the outhnes on theDrain is afforded by readmg practice. Indeed ouite a^much miportance should be attached to readTng printed andwell-written Phonography as to writing from dkfaJion
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WORKING UP SPEED.

It is necessary that the shorthand student who has madeup his mmd to turn his theoretical knowledge to practical
account by becoming a fast writer should not train merely

l ^^^y Pol't'<^al speeches or commercial correspondence-

sH^nHfii T'l
"" Sr^i.\^"^*y of matter-classical, technical!

scientific, and legal-<lictated to him as well, so that he maybecome a thoroughly proficient shorthand writer, and be
able, should the occasion arise, to undertake any class ofreporting work. As he makes headway in speed, and finds
himself able to write comfortably at the rate of 'about 100or 120 words a minute, he should also avail himself of every
possible opportunity of taking down lectures, speeches, andsermons, selecting, if possible, slow speakers at first. If this
plan be adopted, the student will not only greatly improve
h.s powers aS a shorthand writer, but will gradually acquirea knowledge of a wide range of subjects with which, in theabsence of the necessity for such practice, he would, in allprobabihty, remain entirely unfamiliar
This book is published with the object of supplying teachers

of shorthand, as well as conductors if speed classes^at ShorJ!hand Writers Associations, and other centres of phonographic
activity, with a good selection of matter, of varying de^ees
of difficulty, for dictation purposes. Doubtless, it will alsobe widely used by students who have not an opportunity of
attending speed classes, but who have to rely upon the
services of a reader at home. The tests are marked out in
quarter-minute sections for reading at rates from 80 to 200words a minute. They will, therefore, afford practice ofthe right kind, not only for the student who is on the firstrungs of the speed ladder, but for the fast writer as well and
If they are used systematically they will, undoubtedly, provevery helpful. ,», yi vc

TRANSCRIPTION WORK.
Students in speed classes should be encouraged to readthrough their shorthand notes and to devote a considerable

portion of their time to transcription work, so that they may
get accustomed to their own peculiarities of writing and
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S.lw ^ ""T''^ *h f^'"*y *° *"^n their shorthand intoreadable longhand with facility and precision. Some studentsconsider that they are doing all that is necessary if they

iccitt
difference between reading the notes with theassistance of someone to put in a word here and there whenthe student hesitates over a badly-formed outHne or aSunfami lar expression and transcribing them into bnghanS

rTaS mlv 'S'p ZV'\ ^°' ^. ^^"^^^ °"*""^ ^^at cannot he

rll. ?u^ ?^*^! ^^y }"" ^" involved sentence. In the onecase the student might have the impression that he hadsecured an ahnost perfect note, while in the other case tJetraii.cript might reveal a dozen or more errors
It is advisable, too, when going through the notes, to circlewith a pencil and afterwards to writi out in geomptS

ma/h7vfh'^^^^T'P^y r^^^^ *^"^^^' -"y outfineTwhichmay have been clumsily formed or any ^oups of words

mLj^f' ^V^^^"t-.ge, have been ^tten wiThoulifting the pen. This practice vyill help the student to write

^t^^ry':""^'
"*' '^^'^'y -^ '' -P-- them° ^on

GENERAL HINTS TO THE SPEED ASPIRANT.
1. Speed in writing is attained by systematic and regularpractice, based on an adequate knowledge of thrprinSsof Phonography

;
by an abundance of reading practkeby the judicious use of intersections, contractions andphraseograms formed on the hues of the examples Sven"nthe authorised text-books

; by embracing every a^SaWeopportunity of strengthening any weak points in thlorv orm connection with the formation of outlines
; and by dojgeddetermination and hard work. ^ ""ggea

2. Remember that the section in the text-book which is

partfof the hoT"^ Tr^-' ^1°"^ °^ *^^ "^«^* ^Po^tan
that .n .n

^ ^'
^u'^

^s. obvious when it is pointed outthat on an average, about six words out of every ten writtenby the shorthand scribe are represented by GrLimaZues
lo^hJ^u^"'^'"' '^^^^

*^^'"^^°^^' b^ <^ommitted to memoryso that they may be written without the least hesitation.
^'

3. When practising with the object of increasing your
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comfortably at the rate nf im T*' '"!"' "=»" *"«« '"riy
get some practice at IM aSd r^ p >.jntaute. you should
in taking^dowu^th^: w^ou'o the m^ul^^ri^'rV''^the mere effort to do so win f.r!« ? . r .

*"® ^^'^^^^ >»*«.

outlines in the 140 tesT^l nTb. .n^^"^
Probably, your

n the 120 test ; but you vSn ?*
ahlffn''- "

'°""«d *« those
further practice.

^'^^^ *° improve them with

someVeport&^ dictation or attempting

slowanfLstTritTn^ 1%^^^^^^^^ P^"^"' ''^^^ ^^^

be the best-pSkSfarlv for rifn ' "1- '' "'."^^^ ^«""d to

lightens labouflnrvSv materia ^v"^-'*^
A fountain pen

of good work.
^ materially assists in the production

PitL''n'r''Fot''°Notforfn^^^^ °" *^^ ^-^^ - *-ble.

for all shorthand work and can h^v 'm
^" "^"'-'"^"* ^^^^

precise meanSn^ Sfo^.r.
afterwards to look up their

plan an I hyfolh^nJ^lZ^^^^^^
student will.it^meTenderhimtr ^'f^^^^fy given, the
note and of^resent^raloo'd^f^^^^^^^^^^^ '' ^^^-^ -^Pi<i
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PITMAN'S FIVE MINUTE
SPEED TESTS

SECTION I

80 WORDS PER MINUTE
1. A PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

A YEAR ago It was my very pleasant duty to congratulate allhe members of our Union on the great | progress made during

IpLf'^^u
/'^'

f"^
*° '^P'"'' *^« ^°P^ that succeeding

years would be no less satisfactory from | all points of view
It IS, therefore, not without a degree of pride that at this
Conference I agam have | the pleasure of calling attention toour continued ^owth, and to our increasing influence overthe conditions of employment of || the clerical workers of this
country. Our membership is larger by several thousands
than a year ago. and, although considering | the large field wehave on which to work progress may seem slow, closer
acquaintance with the life and conditions | of the average
clerk shows that this view is quite a superficial one, and thatour growth during the past | three or four years is almost
phenomenal. But satisfactory growth in numbers is not
all we have to report. We || can point to gratifying successes

^^T Ax.'5?^'
°" ^'^^/ °^ °"'" "^^"^bers on the industrial

field Whether m the | law courts against unscrupulous
employers, or m the more satisfactory way of agitation and-
negotiation, experience teaches us that only [ by organised
endeavour can any material advantage be obtained by the
working class. We have obtained large increases in salaries |and material reductions in the number of hours worked bymembers m various parts of the country. As is quite. || ^

1
^ *

I—(43)

I
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"'}Ay
>

s'^

fact that his work ta the 1? T J^'
'^'^^^ '^^^'^ »' 'he

.nbuted to I Ws^lrrnt S^th^aYsCl^th^" ".""

- on the clericSS nf^ ' Jl^^^ "'^^^'^ °^ clerks to carry

/enter^lZ^r^'cZk ^^"^""^^^t'^^ co those who have "

^ 2. ELECT?!? Tr nTTor^xT-rELEClfeiC DEBENTURE STOCKY/^' „

that at the meetinK veslerdav r,l .t. a u^ ^ ° ' "°'<'

of the South MetroDoS^ FlZ,^ t f^''^'""' ^'-x^khoMers

the I proposalspS't^d Che h!" ?" ''™^ ^"""P^y
A thrreXurths maioX^f tf

^ Erectors were defeated,

carry the IproLS hi ."'"f
P'^^™' "-as necessary to

voted in fa'CCd 6 ^atast t'^t ""T^S. °' '^ ""'^ '

'

had it been necesi^TtaL l^u'il'^'^r''^^'^'' "
proposals would have W„ ^ t"^ ' ""f

™'* *8«"'' "»'

not nec^ssa.^To go .nt^lLTil'
™°«/°^™<lable. It | is

mately theXctS"~ "1","
'^"'"v'"'* *PP^°«-

I
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It appears that the trustees for the uebenture stockholdpr.were not even consulted regarding what they | hatwdescribed m the circular as an impairment of the siuri^v ofthe debenture holders by an amount which | dt^ngX n^leight years would reach not less than ^40.000. ^ite ap2
?rn ' ?"""P^.*^^ ^^1- very impSrt^t mat^ inSThe proportion of the debenture stock issued by the comn^v
a7d'd^ *^^ ^r"^'°" °^ " *^^ debenture tockhSs"^and by this means the company was enabled to avoid issuiSa second debenture stock, but as | the proportion 7m ^Scent, debenture stock to the share capital is an TusuaUv hflone It was particularly

| important that the inTerestfof^leholders of the senior security should be fully protect^ as iSdone by the I trust deed. At the same time Mr^'eetonhinted that there might be a basis for negotiation betweenthe debentt
. || stockholders and the directors as rer,"

TaSnof be'd^^'^H^fT"'-'."*
^'^ "^^^^ ^' the senior secS^y"

aefiSte s'nkinf fid '
' P''""""' T '^-^^'^^> or someoennite sinkmg fund arrangement.

| If it is desirable in

Xodlfi T' °/ *^ shareholders that there should be 'ome

y^sfde'S'^th
'''" ^^P^--*-" provision |in the debenture

^ tnist deed then some compensation in other respects must

V
3. TRADE TRANSFERENCE

Mr. Heath said he felt it an honour to be ipvited to confrontthe actual Chanty Organisation Society. He first I describedhis experiment in trade transference. He found in tSearivdays of the war that the reaUv <;k'i]JH T , 1
^

. unwilling to apply to the Nafe^ rS S'asTan''P^™„s funds In dealing with the unlSl d | inveiiratrrestnct.ons, and regulations were, as alway. n"eLa^ h,?/he felt that some different plan was needJfirSSk ,He was fortunate enough to strike a real handicraft 1 X" I
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^7^^t:L7^:,rfi^ tr^- Again, the furniture
came, and to reabsorbKi Th

""' *"
T'^^ ^^^" Peace

was highly
I conflicting ?hree I?^^"^^^*"'-«' evidence

h^m h,s plan was the most^ l^u"?,
^''''^'^'^y ^^^^^^d

heard of.
| This illustrates t^e diffi u" T ^^^^ ^^^ ever

about industrial changes The t h 7 ?^ *^^^"^ ^^^ence ^

leather-Work School w^Mlemirdvfav 'k,
^^*^"^^ ^^^en

Committee gave a good grant-Sf^'^T'^^"- ^^e Cabinet 2action. ^ ^'^^ ^^^^^and complete hberty of

"^t'wTs tttZlZT^''^'"' ^' ''^^—n keen
difficulty lin not Sg^rSts -''o' ,"1^

*^^* ^^ ^^'a
!»en - iled. and he placed over 200 ll ^?. ^'' ^?"*- °f his
They were now making ma„v Tth"

'^^ '^^^^^er industry.
He gave them four l|w;eks'TrJ^int'"'' f *° ^^ Pe^ week,
maintenance grant of ^1 a^d spem rfofS' J"^

P^'^ each a 3
that on training them His men a^J.r f'.

' ^'' ^^^^ ^^ove
years of age. but he had | a ^umbe7orr T^ *" '^^^^'^^^
The experiment Drnv,viJ/

"""^^er over sixty.

hmnan psychology.^ SemTnr'''w° ''^*^^" ^"^^tions of
as beginners. buT did nrrndl^'""-^

^'^^^ ^^'"^ ' ^J^here
they were cordially received Th.T"/

'° -^^^^ <^^ass. where
"^en. He made no inve ISatioI r '

""^°" ^^"* " ^" the Z»

month's grind. Besides t^rint^^^^took on compositors insurr^.
furmture trade, he

poHshers. The la^ttw" ^ ^^^"*'' ^^^rks. and fr;nch
ThelpohshersVe^^r ;r3LT^^^^ f ^^^ ^^^^-
hand.^ Banging togethi' e^e^^^d t^^^^t Z]
Je^^SrlloZ 'Si; tt°"f,^

^^- P-ent would
unemployment. H-j^ cZrif^n ^ ^^^"'^ ^^"^es ofc/^n^y Organisation Review e

A PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
dpniiD-fo »,„ . -

- ^ ^vi:.oiiJii,^ 1 S ADDRESS

"*^ custom of giving a
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s of .,fr ?7''^' ^"^''^'^y ^" *^'^ d.rection. The sub ect

AssortfTnn T? ' ,^0-operating with the Railway Clerks'Association m the endeavour to get a Bill I na^,pr^ K,, p

SEE*?—-fsa
fho. 1,

,^y"^PatJ^etic public opinion on this subiect «;nthat when the time comes we shall II K« oKi 7 ^^^^^^^' ,^°

I

-no

\^i
' i

our attention for some time to come. | are only a few ofZ
ec'et Te?"'

'"' °'
^^T^ °^^"P^*^- The7oHcy;" g^'^

secret references is a || difficult matter to tackle and ^^?

espeln "W^hTT ^'^^ "f^^^ "°* --^ to sliowtnlh

fn h^i; ^ u
^''^' ^owe^er. brought several offending firms

Another phase of our work requiring consideration is | the

^
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11*

-hen II proposals n^ig^ ^yTu h
' 1" *T "''' '^^^

financial assistance o'f thlL^^Sies.-rS'ctr "" ""

5. ECONOMY IN EDUCATION
The council of the T<.a^i.«,o" ^ i .

attention to the serious fnu^^^^^
""'''''' *« direct public

that is involved in tS rSt1 ^f'^f «
"[^^'"^ '" London |

and in elementary sch'ok t

W

'*l^'
^^^^ '" secondary

the Education Commit^ of U'T ^"'"^ ^"^"^ '«"* by
We recognise that education Z .''r'r

^°""*y ^°""-"
public

I life, must expec t^uffer atfh°'^''
^^P^*"^^nts of

history, and we believe that te.rh
'"''' '" °"^ "^^'^nal

any personal sacrifice that may beT.
''' ^'""^ *° " "^^'^^

«
of national economy, but weTh,nl ! '^^ '" *^^ '"t^^-^^t

sacrifice of eclucatioL efficTencv shn/u k
P^'*""* '^^' '^y

realisation of its gravity a^Twfth ^' "^^^^ ^^th a full

thatitshaUonlybe'Item^ortym ls4''T """"fj^^^-^ »

advance has been achieved Inr.- i !f decent educational
the I size of classes rdi^^i°"^^ *^" '^"^^^^on in
specialised teaching ^d cLT^T^ P^'^^^^ '' --^
changes now being made J! wm nn. T^"^^ ,

^"""*^°"- The
but fail to take account of thTsieH.r^

'"^^^^' ^^^^^ ^^^«es. 2
schools, and wiU | tend to re^urth '''Tf""^^« ^^ differen ^
schools to the level of theLl effidem '' ''' ""* ^^^^^^^

in thi: ;:r;.^7irr;ijis^r ^^^^^ *« -^--e
have volunteered for mlliTil . ^ °^J^""

"^^^^ teachers
|

danger that, in the dem^dfoL.''- u^"*
^^ ^^^^^^^ the

made after the war in .^^ f^^^^^ that will rightly be 11 :;

the present po^^TyttSror °' ^"''^ ^^P^^^*-
"

beheve that our Lst pressWS a tH "*'"^^- ^^ »

greater educational efficiencf I^a !1 V^f "^^^ ^^" be for
educational progress hthT^' ^"^ .*^^* *be sacrifice of |P ogress Ks the one sacrifice that, as a nation
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we must not aHow. The welcome that has been given I bva section of the Press to the action of the London County
Council and the fact that other educational || authorities
are already adopting the same policy, lead us to feel that
bodies hke our own ought not to allow | it to be supposedby heir silence that they are not alive to the injurious effect.'
particularly m the teaching | of science and modern languages
of the reduction of staff that is now being made, and to th^
importance of

| restoring, at the earliest possible moment, astandard of staffing at least as large as that which is nowbeing 11 abandoned.—rA^ School World.

6. MEETING OF A STEAM CAR COMPANY
The annual general meeting of this company was held

cSSrl''^
Great Eastern Hotel. E.c'. L.ThomSUarkson

I (chairman and managing director) presiding.
Ihe Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report andaccounts and the declarati6n of | a dividend at theTate ofl

fnl f"f
• P^^;,^"""^' less income tax. said it was very gratify-

h!r h li
'^"''*°'' *° ^" *" ^ P°^*t^«" t« place before the

shareholders so strong a balance-sheet, particularly hav ng ^311"^ --Pt-n-^ ciFcumstances which LTIZ fbrought about owing to the war. The profit for the year after

^tair^^^^^;; '!°^ n ^^P^"^^^' including maTnten:!:::
aJid annual overhauhng of omnibuses, depreciation of plant,
tools and DUildings. was ^33.000. | Of that sum /16.0C0

,
had been placed to special reserve for the renewal of omnibuses

C^ lrc!rri:::.'S''"^^'^7^°''°^^^^'^-
The sum of^3^

N Ta t ^"^
^^"^'^^ '^'^^^' ^l^ile the carry-forward 11 2had been increased to /4.000. With +ho o J* „i-_-j A-=-
o"— „. .w^xvc, wime me carry-iorward II

reser^r?.'"'''^'''^
'° ^^'^- ^^*^ ^he amount placed ^

of /2^ rvi?^'' JT^l"' "°^ ""^^^^^^ ^^^ substantial figure |ot £60.000. and the financial position was stronger than it had

tified the directors m recommending a larger dividend, but

whi.r''' K^-^'"^'^"'
°^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^h' developments

|which were being made in the company's business had to be

>.
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^aken into consideration. At their la«f ,«. ^•
were II put forward that thevshonlff T^*'"^ suggestions

on the running side of th.

7

P^"'
^^^" attention more

the extension'and bui d n^'oV^h" "
^T^^*'°"

^^^ »

of the works, and negotiSn. Lf ^
^ "^,anufacturing side

view to meet ng1 ffr as ^^^^^
'*''"" P^^^^ ^'^^ « I

,

It was founi S.pl K'h^^^^^^^^^ *'^" ?P^^^^
P an which would show a benefi to th^ T'^ ' '"* ""^
directors had comp to tho t i

*"^ company. The
of hostilities tnemanSfrh''^ *^"* "" " '"^^ ^^^^^tion

exceedingly large Sid th^ h'"^^
j"°*°' ^^^'^^^^ ^'^"W be

resources'o'f then;rpi;';otirktTJ^ ^""^^
»

engaged. After carefully Jv^eiSnl^. *k
^'''''' "^^'^ ^"^^y

with the Icompany'faffdrs her^ t l^'''^'
^" connection

was well with their business knH I >,^^?' ""'^^^ ^^y ^^^t all

efforts which ha^ oTrSend^t ^^f'
^'!^ '^^ ^°"*^""-d |

past, that next yerSlht K
^'" '^°^" ^^ ^^ «taif in the

Telegraph. ^ ^'^^^ ^^ ^ successful || one.-Daily i

7. RESERVE POWER

ttp:TtLrr;teed" l't\;^^^
^^ ^^-^-^^ «^ ^ certain

knowledge of theU e't "hev a^eTn
'''" ^ » -operate

degree of skill in the practice of f.' .Tl^ ^^ ^ "^^^^^^^"-^

to be trying to acauirf Th ^ ^* ' ^^^^^ ^^^y happen
ability To iXTe^m?dILl:^:^^^^^^^ eno^Jgh

Later on the same neonlp ..Tl ^"fP^^^^ i ot the moment,
merits are not^coSd ?h.t

^^'^ complaining that their

their way. and thafSr tarTerd?" .^^^^^ ^^^^
'

result is that for which th.f/T
"''^ '"'^'^^^- The

The man who gets^nt uZ.T ^''^^'^
' themselves,

and skill are ^elL^t "Jte'\f;uirr| a^^ 1^""^''^
man who has fitted himself for tasks hnt h Z™"'

*^"

entrusted to him He I i^ thl u
^^""^ "°* ^^t been

emergency ariseT to coi w th' .r^"
''^" ^' ^^^^^ ^^en an

outside h^ llSly rou?L / ^"^^^^«f""y- He can step

unaccustom" dut'^'^'X^/"^^^^^^^^^^ ^^"^^ *« *he 2"ty. When opportunity comes along he is

4
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able to respond to | the call where the man who has con-
tented himself with " just enough " to get through his every-
day work discovers that | the very thing that opportunity
demands is beyond his capacity./lllustrations could be
given without number. Perhaps 4s good and | as forcible
an example can be drawn from the use of shorthand in the
business office as from any other || source. In the course
of the suggestive discussion the other day at the Incorporated
Phonographic Society on the question whether | what is
nowadays termed "high speed" is "worth while," the
testimony of rapid writers of proved capacity as to the |

value of a reserve of skill was emphatic. The shorthand
clerk whose employer dictates slowly is unexpectedly asked
to take

I notes of an interview in which one of the parties is
a rapid speaker. Or his employer takes a partner || who
is accustomed to dictate rapidly. Or the clerk is invited to
take down a document which is read out | to him quickly
while a caller who his brought it is waiting impatiently to
have It returned to him. The | greater the speed capacity
of the writer the more satisfaction he will be able to give
to everybody concerned, including | himself. If he be
incapable of anything more than a moderate speed, his
deficiency will be made painfully apparent ; and || it will
not be forgotten.—Piiman's Journal.

8. MEETING OF A MINING COMPANY
The shaft has gone down between 3,500 and 3,600 ft. Repre-
sentation is being made | to the Union Government in order to
secure some consideration for those who have risked such
large amounts of money | to prove the existence of the reefm the Far Eastern Rand. Those representations have met
with a favourable reception, | but the question arises naturally,
Yes, It is all very well

; you have incurred great expenditure
and we quite appreciate || what you have done, but what we
want to know is, having spent so much are you able to con-
tinue I the expenditure to install the plant necessary for
dealing w.th such an enormous area ? " That is the point
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in. the I Gold Mining c™U„ j *, y^' 't'^'
•"'""*

mind when you t,ny,^Jh^^^ ""' y"" *" •»» "'« in

ments
|| which have iSf^^*, ^,'T"f"" " "^ '"^«-

this property. Those^leemJ^k^'^'u """« "" """k on
or tout fof the moTp^wSSL^'"'^ ' ^"^ "V "••^«

Weil, that ensures tw^oT^ee Ss T '" '"""' '^'™*-
all, that the capital, wlJ r«'till LT,T' ""'' "' '

carrying on your worl< to its nl.S^L.
'""'":"n"n« foi

possible scale should develcnm^rL' "'"!
'?V"'" ' '»««'

another thing. It entirely Xl?.^
warrant i7 I, ensiires

be II raised b^ ,he '^^^^^ ^tuT^J^l!^''
""" "''«'«

capacity of those undertakinrth.^ i. . * ^ '''«"'" 'h"
!

to a successful complS |h,n » far aV'^J*
*''"""'' '

s concerned, it ciries with it tWs f„«h *"" "'"^'*
perfectly true that hv fh, . J ""'""^ Po'n*- I It is

cut do,4 to one-thirnLusToT f^'^''^'-^
-i" be

instead of having. J we We"tol7',tefh'' ""'^l^'gold mining comn ^ v that II «,, u *""'^^ shares in the
say. 33,000 or 34 doo Yes but th'^,^ ^"* ^"^ to. 4
wiU probably represent Jot ^u "h

'^ ' °'^'^ «^^«
under the oldTSions nA I^

"' ""^ '^^^^^

which.afterall^srvlrt '
a/T'*^-"?

"'^^ ^'^^ ^^^i'"^.

^^.ConipanyofTjiria'^—rar-^r;tS^ 5

/y When
9. DAMAGES FOR SLANDER CASE

^'l^:TC^^T'^^^^^^\t^ --„ in,
^' Mr. Holmes K C Taidl.. ^ i

*
,

^"'^ ^^"^ *« be sworn in

his Lordsh p m^ht luTil ?
"'' *° '^ ^'^^ '' ^'^'^ that

Of theiiur^ 4\^:jirr::ri^hs^j"of the I jur;. He wSied to^ l'^"'!
''^*^ *^^ ^^^^i^g i"

explain the posuLrt^ !° ! ^ ''''!"^^"* ^^^*^^ ^'"^
could IbefuSiisSoTheBlr Z '*

"°"'' '^ ^^'^^

relieved from service ^ ^"'>' ""'^^^ accordingly
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Proceeding, Mr. Holnios said the action was one || of con- |

siderable importance to the parties conccrneil, and in many
respects it was of material public interest. He felt from |

the beginning that there had been what he might describe as
a mistake, and that there had been no real | hos i ity towards
his client, who came into Court not for tne purpose oi obtaining
damages, but simply and solely to | vindicate his character.
The plaintiff stood high before the public for ma;iy yeaH as
a boot manufacturer and general leather || worker. He 2
carried on a successful business and enjoyed the goodwill and
esteem of not only his own trade, but | of all with whom he
came into contact. He supplied a great many wholesale
houses in Ireland, and had at ( one time a contract for supply-
ing as many as 1,000 pairs of boots to the pt)stal authorities,
arid he | was for many years contractor to the Dublin Corpora-
iion for supplying a special class of boots to the waterworks*
staff. II There was what was called a standard boot which 3
was lodged with the Corporation engineer's department.
During recent years the | corporation had an expert whose
duty it was to compare with the standard the boots suppl ed
by the contractor. By | some misfortune, unknown until
some time after the commencement of the action, Si^me nine
pairs of boots suppUed by plaintiff | were rejected as defev,tive
and not up to the standard, the allegation being that runners
were used in their manufacture. || The latter was entirely 4
disproved by the plaintiff, who furnished evidence, on exam-
ination of the cast boots, that they were | well and truly made.
It afterwards transpired that the real standard had been
stolen from the Corporation department by a | dishonest
employee. When he learned of what had taken place, he
realised that however badly plaintiff had been used by | the
comparison which had been made between his boots and those
provided for the expert to make the comparison, he || said 5
he had been hardly dealt with, but he could not agree there /
was malice in the conduct of the expert.—JAe Leather Trades' -r

Review.
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?-C™-~
"-^ to farmers »ml^ .u.^™"""- «avc useful advice

,,.3? :.°"^°''f
who has had th.'"^'""'">e land

years WoTe'^ter', "'1"^"^ "> wa^t oX'^o^r',
'°

wth that (lend in view.
°' "''' »d feeding stuff^

many estaL
"'"''^'''"8

'^'^'een iandlort 4d ^^Ir"'

encuS-thrfir' cr,"^ ''^ "-Wtrt^.T;

' ieft to grow, mature, die.
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and rot. on cultivated ground, where a phmgh cannot approach
withui many yards .A | them, and when the hmd is mown themachme has to be diverted from its course, and that causes
delay. |

A few trees on pastures are useful for stock to he under on
hot sumnier days, but when one sees || a dozen dotted over a i

ten-acre field one feels that there is a heavy tax uixm the
'

occupier.—rA^ Farmer and Stockbreeder.

II. PORT OF MANCHESTER WAREHOUSES
I WILL deal with the sugar traffic. The Ship Canal Company
d.schargtHl two cargoes of refined sugar and warehoused them I
in their quay sheds, where the sugar remained for about six
months. This was all the sugar they could take | at the port,
and the fact that it was warehoused in the quay sheds not
on y prevented other sugar from | coming to Manchester,
but the fouling of the quay berth during that six months
prevented a dozen or more steamers || and their cargoes from I

obtaining transit shed facilities there. The consequent
loss to the Canal Company in tolls may have | been, and no
doubt was, considerable, but that is as nothing to the indirect
loss to others by ships beir^ | unable to get rid <,; their cargoes,
and so be free for repeated voyages. In such circumstances

. r,U !^T*'
'^^y'^ demunag. upon a inige steamer

costs ^100 is the least consideration. This congestion at the
ports. II most of which was avoidable, has been one of the 2mam factors in the abnormal raising of the oversea rates | of
freight, and it will, I am sure, be a source of considerable
satisfaction to you. as it is to |your board, that this little
company has done more to relieve congestion at the ports—
principally of London and Liverpool- | than has the action
ot any Government Department or Committee.
When our opportunity came we offered the Sugar Com-

mission storage || for a cargo, and they gave us a steamer 3winch had already been lying for a considerable time in the |Ihames awaiting a discharging berth ; she came round here
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and we dealt satisfactorily with her cargo, and she probablymade
| another voyage than she otherwise would have done

.^. l7be th'
' r'° ""^^^ ^"' '^^" 'y-^ ^" Livexpoo^i wa":

of rifi T ' ^' ^ '"'"'* °^ providing the facihty cargoesof refined sugar are now being regularly consigned direfttlo Manchester, which has thus becom^ an iiSportan distnbuting centre for refined sugar, so that it is now only

se"et\^ t'raV ,W
P.^^^ ^°"^P^"^ -^ ourselvest

An i^n f 7 ^^^r'*
Pennanently to remain with us.An I important point I wish to make clear is that not one ofthese cargoes would have come to our port | unless we hadguaranteed warehousing accommodation for the wliole of thecargo; yet not one-half of the import has || used ourwarehouses because the remainder was sold and dehvereddunng discharge.- -rA^ Times.

aeuverea

12. THE SMOKE NUISANCE AND ITS
PREVENTION

Mr. E. D. Simon (chairman of the Manchester Smoke Abate-

tt. A,rP 11 . a'I'
-""^'"^ ""'"^^"^ in the creation, in 1913, ofthe Air Pollution Advisory Board. Roughly, the possible Hn^s Iof research might be divided into thre^amage done bvsmoke ajid the means of reducing factory fmoke anddomestic I smoke. It was estimated, he believed reasonaWy

that the damage done m Manchester and Salford bv smokeamounted to nearly ||.0.000.000 a year. Further reTabledata, however, was still required as ammunition to destrovpubhc apathy. As regarded | factory smoke, Mr. Simon saidthe problems were bound up with the question of the deZsof mechanical stokers and.|the supply of air at the ZnZlpoint to ensure smokeless combustion. There were coundess
patents, but the problems could | only be solved by or in onjunction with the manufacturers. Fortunately, on tl^whole, efficiency and smokelessness went together so 11 that
research paid, and on that account, and pfrtly o^ acLlt

I
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of pressure applied by public authorities, an advance was I
being made in the reduction of factory smoke
Domestic smoke undoubtedly provided at present themam field for such work. | The variation in efficiency between

existing types of coal-burning grates was enormous, and on
that point there was much root .: \ for further research There
was the possibihty, which f ad lon^- he^n held out before us
of the production, at a u' < oip.mcrcia! price, of semi-coked
coal which would bum as cue. rfully as oal and as smokelessly
as coke Improvements weie ucod.xl|in the adaptation
of open fires for the burning of coke, and, most important
of all. in gas fires. Although | valuable work was being done
in that direction in Lee^s, London, and Birmingham much

• remained to be done to give | the public a gas fire which would
give out radiant and convected heat in the best proportions,
would allow no || leakage of gas into the air. and would give
the nght amount of draught up die chimney.

Broadly, the most | hopeful hne of progress was in the
direction of endeavouring to secure that bituminous coal
should not be burned as |such. but after conversion into
products which could be burned smokelessly. They could
not hope to abolish the open coal | fire, but it ought to be
possible to confine it to the sitting-room, all cooking and
bedroom heating being || done by gas and electricity.-
I He Chamber of Commerce Journal.

13. MEETING OF A UNIVERSAL PR(3VIDER
COMPANY

When a portion of our premises was ready and open for
business, a siartling change took place in the business I
conditions and outlook throughout Argentina, culminatingm crop failures, enormous shrinkage of railway traffic
continued fall in the rate of | exchange, financial stringency of
an unexampled character and the estabhshment of a mora-
tonum. Our business thus rtjceived a serious blow.

| People
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ally, shops doing a high-class Se w eTC io^X

ajnong those of .he very first ^^nkt B no'sTZr

jradually, we shall ce';;air;tperfe^rt |'L"d e^T

we shouW not 1

1

' "'''^ '"^"'"^ expectations, then

ot depart^m^^^^^^^^^^

expenencing a || change for the good. (,

Du^Iir £ I ^ 'P^^'°"' ^"^ ^" of interest for the

I
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14. MEETING OF A MINING COMPANY

17

With reg^d to our programme for the coming year themanaging director oi the Russian company estimates to' pro-duce about I 1.000 tons of copper, with the usual high gold andSliver values, but the difficulties which we are experiencing hnthe supply of fuel and materials have led us on this side o

outout 1 f"T ^^^' """
^
conservative estimate of 6^) ton^output 1 he former average of precious metal values willbe matenally increased if we || include ore from the TubaMountam. Efforts will be made to keep the cyaniSe plant

be ZdeZVru-'"'- ^"' '""^' '^^^'"^ ^-^-ce must

w^^u ^'fficulties in supplies. At our last meetir- Istated that, with the cyanide plant | in operation, we should

e^ZT'l ^.Ti'^'fi
'^' '^'' "' '^y ^'^'"^ P^^ -nnum. Th^

of tT vJ'h ^°^t
^°°^' ""^' ^^^P^*^ intermittent working

of the cyanide plant, we are justified in looking on Mr, GilmanBrowns II estimate of 1.000.000 roubles profit during nextyear as a conservative statement, and this does not includeany profit
| from the 5.000 tons of phenomenally rich ore fromTuba Mountam which will be treated next year-

It is necessary for me to say a few words regarding the
financial position. At *' .resent moment, ovdng to heconditions of which I old you, the working of the
p ants IS only intermittent L .. the receipts are sufficient to || :

stTckf orn,T'"i' """^T"''
^"^^"^^"^ preparation of new '

stocks of materials, and to leave a surplus. When weembarked
| on our new construction programme we had every

ZZV" "TT' '''' '^^ ""'"'''^'y ^-ds would be pro^vided from the
| issue of reserve s.ares and f om the full andcontinuous operation of our plants, but the war made th^

Tr ;
' " ^'^l''

'^'''^''''' *« fi"^"ce the completion o

u^.?^f /•?''.*^' P"^^^"^^ ^"^ ^^^ction of the blast

Hur .Sh r
"'"^ '^' '"P*'"^ ^°^^^^ "P through the war ^m our gold shmes, arrangements were made in Russia for a

mto our balance sheet as loan from the Discount | Bank2—(43)

I
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Petrograd, this loan beine £?i,ar;,n+..^ u
ordinary current supplS account, .h -^^ "'• ^'^'' t^«"
ness. I I would mem on tW ' f u •

°"' ""^^ '"^^bted-
roubles. we have an amount o^or"^^Z S''^?'

'^'^
•n the gold slimes.-^. Finand^^T^^ " '°"'^" '^'^ "P 5

^^- A VISIT TO NEWARK ^J^^^,t^le.

r'^LLtTo^Lsn^^^^^^^^^^ presid:ifrh.
elation for the Inobl'etwn Xits ^^ """*f

"^^ ^PP^-
traditions. He was veTld "

h
^ °"'^"' '"'^^''^ ^^

because it was | alwavs a J^ohM ' ""^^ ^^'^ members,
had heard with inS XtV^u^ '° ?.'* "^^ '^'^'- He
regard to what the^ d To l^dttiurT f ^^^^*^^ "'^^ »

property which they had nurrhlt ""^^ ^''P°'^'^ ^^^^"t
it. lithe local authoritvhtfn!',°'''' ^^^^' ^^ took
had heard wouirbea^W ,T

''"'''^
m ^^ ^"P^ ^^at he

|

chance of mterfting vv^Th^^^ n'/ ' ^''r"'^ *^^>^'^^^ ^
might occur in their fnidst Th ^^T.*'^

vandahsm which
which the preside" ^ad reVerrX i^^^^^^^ f!

P^^'"^-^ »

so much remained intact r! '
,

""^'^ ^^^^ ^^^^ even
because their pro^s fon had f.7? ^^'"'"^ *^ "^^^^ 'them
hfe of the co^untrj a„5 esni f/

'"'"""^ "P°" ^^^ P^^ic
The amenities of ourCwnsZ 1^ ^i"?°" P"^^^^ ^^^^^h. H 2
had to do withTew T^^^lXL'Tlr^^^^^^^ T^^^'opening out of old courts Pn^

town planmng, and the
buildings

;
also 2se miters of

''^'^^ "^ °^^ ^°^"-o"t
much influence on public^Ls-^l'"'^'^^^^

'"'''"^ ^'^ '^
he said it had been his Dridl.n^^M"^ ° *^^ P^"^^ church.
in raising nearly /2()Sfl^^^^
the tower. The mav^ fl u' fP^!!" ^"^ restoration of
of the Tudor Harw^hLh^ j«^^^^^ 3
them that the work h^,^ u i

Visited, and reminded
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the orpc.>t.on. He hoped | the new school designed by

president t7"-'^^ ''^^'^ " *" ^hat thepresident had said concerning the advertisement for a newborough surveyor and engineer, he could only hope | it wouldnot prevent members of their association appl^ng There

young men and he instanced the case of the present borouehsurveyor, who was leaving a post at £250 | to take oneS
oTv tnr'

*'
il''- u""'

'^P^'" ^" *^^^^ -^-bers would notonly improve their || minds, and acquire knowledge, but be

i^Tvice.-The Journal of the Institution of Municipal Engineers.
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Government Board asK ^ "^Cl'^'r-an. The Local
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'
"••" «"™«1

authorities ami afDubrfffir\^'* expenditure of local

Government
I Lrd ™ks ast % 7 '""«" '" "* ^ocal

out of their various duTie? H,.
' '^''"''.8"i<le in the carrying

ng the I ratepayislr-opprSroT" .?%''"' "''"
inquines to lod^e tlieir nh,Sf .

^ attending public
the engineer re!;:!:^:t'2T:l'Z!tHr''' ""^"'^•
scheme with greater conhdenceaftrih " .""^ ™' "«
had been given, and in tht wl^ htS'

f "' ''^
'""IBoard was of the sreAtP^t nc=i 7 ? ^^ Government

|

out large and i^^^Tt ^ZT M-TT"'
'" '"'''"^

portion of the I salaries nf ^-.^ « ,
""^ Srantmg of a

very often enablS crnd s ."T °w "' '° '""' '"""'0""«
trained officials There I'n! ?.""" '^'""''^ '° P"Periv
been done, and wh cl in hir„n'

' '"^ """'='' ''^'' "<">«
Government Board - hit Z,T ' "'*<"{r*>'

the Local
liament to granrto 111 n„ht' V^T" "" ™' ™ P'^' i
securityoftLre Thi S '

hff^f'
^"Perannuation and

occupy the attention o theS Cnl
'"'• ™?." ^"^ =''™ '

sincerely hoped that the req^eft ?„ 7h '"' ^"''' ""^ "'
the full approval I of the T j -.

"^P*" """"'<' have
governmenrofBcral woX tiot .T "'' ."'^' ''^ '"-'

-vantage of the .^r^HLXaZ;^^:^^^^ 3
20
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they had been able to do much more surfacing work than they
could have hoped to do without its assistance. | He had
heard it said that the Road Board existed only for the benefit
of county councils, and that rural district councils derived

|no benefit whatever from the board. In the meantime this
might, to some extent, be true, because it is natural that the |Government were desirous that all main trunk roads carrying
heavy through traffic should be strengthened and put into
good repair first, after \\ which no doubt consideration would
be given to other roads where the traffic was not so excessive
rhere was no doubt in his | mind that the board since its
formation had made rapid strides in the right direction, and
that Its future policy would meet with

| general approval
As to the administrative bodies, it was to these that they, as
officials, had to look for their bread and | butter. A council
of any kind could not, in his opinion, be too careful in the
appointment of its various officials, and || full consideration
should be given to the amount of salary to be paid to these
oihcials. -Journal of the Institution of Municipal Engineers

17. LORD BURNHAM
English life is robbed of a remarkable and vigorous person-

^Vn^?"" f"^e*'"n& ^Jl^e sixty years Lord Bumham filled,
and filled always with honour | and distin^^tion, a leading
position m the world of journalism. His influence, it may
safely be said, was always an influence for good | It is a
mere commonplace to say that during the sixty years from
1855 to 1915 I the world and the conditions oi human Hfe
changed more and in more vital particulars than in any
similar penod in history. || Every such change immediately
affected and had to be reflected in the Press. That during all
that momentous period he succeeded in holding | the remark-
able position which he had won. adapting himself—and the
great newspaper which he controlled—to each alteration in
his environment, keeping

| pace always with his day, growing
with the growth of science and of human thought and

I
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enterprise, is In i.sel, an overwhelming
| testimony .„ his

""ttrp^rhiS'Brrn^''""^"^/-'--^^
himself, sp;rkini'?n

I a.rinoTh"
'''''''™'^™«'=- «»

which the Press tfrhewfrW
'°

.
J^'=""S"*'''«°ry address

his 80.h birthday, saidT 1™
| h "iS'tT '" """ ™

hurying each day when tlie ri»l ii„ ^ ""' ^'^^ »'
able to commence ajah, withVV T' '° """ y™ ""ay be
following morning'' l^^d thU vita^;"

'' ""'"'•'^ "" 'he
ness of view inspired all thot wt ^

I"'',
P''™"'"' ''^*-

in contact with Wm He wafalw!,
7''''''' "'"" " ""= |

grel^^s^cct", rr CTr%?'"l"'''"^' - 'he
3

'aid that the ojfy Teu'ltl f'^''-
^^'hew Arnold

Philistine" in Britis", Hfe
'

X^tat E"^ ."
'"f

' ^"^^^
was that it represented »ll .h i, .

'"""hew Arnold meant
of the middle cwfiLd'iTt ?"""""" P"'™«™
was possessed of a g at faUh n ,7\ 'T '"'" J^"™ham
he believed that the peoole |T„ .

'''"."^ "' '^"Sland, and
that faith with him '^ "^ ' ' " "'""" ''' ^"'""i. shared

aiw^'ir'^g^odli H:'„^;dltt"'r "^ "'^ "«--
the good of^England as he saw',', f^^^ S' ''"^^ '"' *
-n ways

| altogether private 1,^=;^ it ^^ ''"^ ""y^' ^n''

and to help others less all LI J ^^^ '"^ henevolence
himself. Of his I mMti„^rft ' """^ ""^ *°--M than
impossible to speak Oth"' ^"'°"'^ beneficence it is

have bee.. helpS by tZ Z^Tr'^t"^^ '^"^^ *hich
fnnds " and many other subiriJ ^'"^^ '""''^

'
" shilling

addition, Lord BnmhL ^ ""^''^^ '^"'<* ''""ws. In
many charitfble mterenrir

"""'*""' P^'™" °' ^^^
5

18. FARMERS AND INCOME TAX
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thought I it unjust that they should be taxed on hypothetical
profits three times larger than what they have hitherto been
taxed on, a method | which has not been adopted in the
case of any other class of taxpayer. It seems unjust, that
-fter a general laxity | on the part of the Inland Revenue with
legard to accounts, that they should be callctl upon to produce
accounts for the || previous three years, should tliey feel

themselves aggrieved. As far as dairy farmers are concerned,
I am sure no undue profits are being | made at present.

The relief under Schedule D will, I fear, be as illusory as
the reUef offered to landowners who complained | that
their actual expenses in repairs exceeded the statutory
allowance. There were not many estates where the books
had been kept in | such a manner as to admit of the average
cost of the previous five years being furnished, except with
great labour and expense, || so few claims were made. So
much for the relief under Schedule D. Some farmers under
the old regime may, no doubt, have | escaped paying a fair

share of income tax, but there is no reason why, if a man
requires his hair cut, you should i shave his head ! The
following appear to be some of the injustices which may
arise under whole rent assessment, or Schedule D, | as ordered
at present :

(1) A man who took his farm at a low rent in the old days
of extreme agricultural || depression, and by an unwritten
and honourable understanding has never had his rent raised,

will pay less income tax, uiough he is making | more profit,

than the man who took his farm in more recent and better
times.

(2) Many farmers rent extra land one year | and give it

up another. How are such profits to be averaged, or are
they to be excluded ?

(3) Some men may | have only farmed the same land for

two years, a period insufficient to admit of their furnishing
accounts for the previous three || years. Must they pay
on the whole rent for the last year ?

We all know that, unless your capital is very large, you |
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There is an | oldS < r
^'^ ^* P'""'""^ sanctioned,

and deductions that mT !' ^"'^""'^tances alter cases."

the old re^r Z' n"nv' weT nT' "—"able und;r
Farmer and Stock^okT *^'''"* complexion. ||-

'' ™ ^nTKnif^ ^" ^«^ EXCHEQUERON THE FOSTERING OF TRADE
I THEREFORE put down aS OnC of th^ fire*
country, if she is to hold her o^^ A

.^''* ."^^^^'t'es of this
when war is over, that we must^Zr "^ *"""' °^

'
^^ and

the edr^.tion oio^^ZTlZ'^^:^^^
nien. we should not Attempt to ..

^^-"'"^ °^ ^^'^
'
y«"n&

now spend on techniU 2^ aS"^^^^
'"

'' i

"'"'^ "^
There are | other directbns in

1^^^'™ appliances,

expenditure with less n^^ . Sa^^f Th
""" '^"^ ^°""

which undoubtedly is reoai' , in ,^ ii
^^^ "^^* ^"ality

•our own is that L\'^^ '^'e ada^Sble ''th
"^ ^^" '°^^

'

events has taught the commercLpeTp^^^^^^^^
war at aU

necessity of adaptability Thrwh^i ' *^'' '^^""try the
changed. Mm have had to J ' ^^^ercial world has
businesses.

| Thev Lvp h a. ^ '" ° ^"^^^* entirely new
conditions. Ld thaVadapLbil tV^'h"

^"^^^ ^^^^^^^^^
""

be our characteristic in the pSTL^^^^^T "^^ '^PP^^^^ to
hindered by the war ^ ' ^^^" ^°"*^'"ed 'ather than

custom in this country, may very ^li L f . !; u*'""''
'= °>" 2

« nothing that is rIor<^\U^Zl^tjt^T '^'''
commerce and place it on a W.l , t ^ '^'' '"dustiy and

-c .eat ioin. stoc. It, l^S^ZZ^t^
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country institutions, have to sf)me extent removed that
close touch between the individual banker and the individual
trader II which was cf the very essence of our industrial

prosperity. Tliere arc no institutions in the world that are
better managed than our | j(jint stoclv banks, but the mere fact

of their being centralised in London, and having only managers
instead of partners in the provincial | centres, has actually
placed our traders and manufacturers and comi^rcial men
at a disadvantage compared with those who in Germany are
in I touch all over Germany with more enterprising or, shall

I say, more adventurous institutions.

Our banks must be a little more adventurous. || If they
cannot, let us have .additional institutions. We must overhaul
once more our patent system and our copyright laws.

It has been | necessary to review a great many questions in

Government departments, but I can assure the H(»use we have
not restricted ourselves purely to | official inquiries. The
questions raised by the exchange meetings held for the benefit

of manufacturers are being considered by the Commercial
Intelligence | Committee, which is composed almost entirely
of practical business men. Let the House be assured that we
are now looking well ahead. \\—Thc Daily Telegraph.

20 1P0RT ON THE TEACHING OF FRENCH
In some schools oral answering is ridiculously low and obscure
in all subjects. The defence occasionally put forward by
teachers—that they are | always tellii\g the pupils to speak
out, but cannot get them to do so—is simply admitting
that the general standard they | set is not sufficiently high.
There are, of course, many schools where this piece of bad
manners, for it comes to that, does | not exist, and where
the teachers realise to the full that such apparent trifles may
exercise considerable influence on the future comfort ||

and success in life of their pupils. I have also noticed that this

obscurity of speech sometimes goes hand in hand with an |

excessive concentration on early or even premature success in

I
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written examinations Kr,.«,
only for the sake of | i-Vench ,>Z'^
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;s disastrous
; they have been wriir T^'^'

""^' ^^^« "--"It jthe a, ,f ^,^„^^J^ vocabuk^rn^'l'tr ''^'T^^^^'^
^'^^

held the words for a second on Th
"^'^' *'^^ "^'n^' ^as

to their destination and "L rLr
' 'T ^'"^'^ ^^eir sour.^

enough to make them
II a posLLn"^^^^^^^^ '"' "'' '""^ten mmutes. The old fllF ? ^ ^'"" "^^ time, or even for l

«f the Latin " prosc^'oH trnl'^^^^ ^^^^^^-^ a fa^copy ^
and o facing an examinatTon fn

.^^^^'"'"^/^^^^henextday^

Ittfh"'
'^^^^^^^ to brreviv-ed"|

"^'^^ ^^^^^ -"t'h

J>^"t
in^^^a ^t;hard Z^'^ "' ^^^^ ---^-"^

the teacher repeats the co^^t I for„f-Tk
"'•"^^^ ^ ^^^nder"^

cases the pupil does not ev^^Iketh?^^^
that is all. In many

^^^ teacher. The || resui:Vt^:^:^^^y '^ --^^

Stnrients IfH- k f ^ ,

^-^ ^^'''ays been a ponnj.r in .-•ents lo.,k forward to it almost fromtK " ^'*"^""n.
irom the begmnmg of the
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term. The striving | to be the " top dog " of the form or
class may be thore, and with that kind of rompftition or
emulation co-operators arc | nut hkely to quarrel. But
behind it—and the distance variis, of course, according to
the type of student—there is the | more or less latent desire
to be freed from the school stocks. Tlie Co-openitive Summer
School, which was opened a month ago || at Arnside, came
to a close on Saturday, and none regrettcil the fact more than
the students themselves. When they entered the school |

they morally bound themselves to attend the various lectures
and classes arranged by the Central Educational Committee,
and ii is to their credit \ that they faithfully carried out their
obligations in this respect. Visitors to Arnside know that,
given suitable weather, it is an ideal | place for a quiet
holiday, and that amidst such surroundings it is by no means
an easy matter to stay indoors and || study vhe causes and
effects of the Industrial Revolution, the laws of supply and
demand, or the future development of the co-operative
movement. | But the students at the Co-operative Summer
School did it

; th(;y were, as a matter of fact, just as regular
and prompt in | attending the lectures and classes as they were
the mid-day meal. Nor had Principal Hall, who was mainly
responsible for the educational | efficiency of the school.
a " big stick " in his desk ; he simply told the students
what was expected from them, and, as || he himself willingly
admits, he has never had reason to be disappointed with the
response.

It is, of course, difficult to estimate, or | to put down in
figures, the value of the Co-operative Summer School to the
movement. One feels that it has done good, and | that its

possibihties in the way of co-operative character formation
are practically unhmited, but it would probably be far from
an easy | matter to convince the merely commercial
co-operator that it lias an important place in the movement.
Incidentally, that is the type, of || co-operator the Central
Educational Committee are anxious to see at their Summer
School, and they are endeavouring to attract him by the
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tunity fol t;::,^-^^^^^^ ^^ven ample oppor.
custom. Once they do persual^^^^^^

^^*'' ^is usud hohd^y
hey fully believe. whilst^Tedeeti^^

'° '"^"^ *^^ ^^^^ol
to recreation, to make him XoLh '' ^'^"^^^ ^" ^^^^rd
co-operation, a source of str^nJk ^^ conversion to /true
"movement. It is estln^ate^Tht

'"''""^ °^ ^^^^^^^ to tl
have II attended the So 'lr.f««

different studen':
Co-operattve News. "^^ '* was opened.—r^^ i

22. THE PERSONAL LIABILITIES OF ARECEIVER AND MANAgIr''^^When a
^^^ ^^^^ MANAGER

asaruieinrabVSr^t^^^^^^^ -eiver his position
the property over Jhi h he is^ppol^,:^'^ *f^ P"^^^«^°- ^\
thereof, and to collect the incoZ^ ".^ '" P^^^^ ^^ the owner
usual outgoings, such T^S^l^^^^^'^y ^^y^^^^^ ^l]
Perty as productive as ift^Z^^^l:^ ^' *° "^^ke the pro-
The position is different. howTe' I? 7^''"P°^^^^^i°"-

Itha of manager as well ;s reX; A
'' '^' ^PP^^^tment is

l^phes. \\ has power to deal w! h Ik
"'^^^''' ^' *^^ term

« appointed, within certain fe 'Vp^"*^ ""^^ ^^'^^ he ,

,n r '!;
^"^°""* °^ I discretion but th^'

necessarily allowed
"1 regard to which he must obtain "h fu^'

"^^"^ "^^tters
before taking definite action ln\ ^^^ ^"*^°"*y ^^ the Court
IS merely a custodian of th/.' "^ ^ '"""'^^^ ^d manager
appointed. His relation to' J^^^^^^^^^ T' "^^^ ^e^

s

possession is not in anvJnl! Pf^son | who has given un
to an outgoing tenant "Tert;;,*^ *^^* «^ ^
supphed with gas or electric iL. '?""°* ^'^im to bf o

aJI questions of importancVthVr 'T'-^''^
^^ *^^ ^ourt. and in
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to carry out the Court's directions. On the contrary, he is

expected to use his knowledge || and discretion, and to come
to the Court only when he has a definite and concrete matter
upon which guidance is required. He | is personally Hable
to persons dealing with him in respect of all liabilities incurred
in carrying on the business, but he has the | right to be
indemnified out of the assets for the expenses he has properly
incurred. For this purpose lie is not an | agent but a principal,

and therefore assumed to pledge his personal credit . It is open
to him always to contract himself out || of personal Habihty
by a specific reservation to that effect, but the liabihty will

not be avoided merely by signing as recei\'( r and | manager.
Where a receiver and manager is appointed to carry on a

business one of the chief difficulties in the early stages is |

usually the want of cash, and there is a great inducement to
him to borrow—in fact it is sometimes absolutely necessary
to I do so. The natural course is to ask some of those
interested in the ekate to advance the amount required,

giving them || a first charge on the assets by way of security.—The Incorporated Accountants' Journal.

23. STANDARD HO'lEL CHARGES
MOTORISTS

FOR

The more the moderate motorist tours about his native
country, the more it is brought home to him that the one thing
he I cannot gauge on leaving home is what so many days' hotel
charges will run him into. It would seem not impossible for

some I motoring Thomas Cook to arise, and, commencing by
small degrees, and gradually extending operations till the
whole of the United Kingdom wa= | well covered, to arrange
a system of hotel coupons, available at any hotel under the
agreement. These coupons should in the first || place be
suitable for motorists, vi'., they should comprise bedroom and
attendance [a) for one, {h) for two, dinner, and breakfast.

As I one who has toured (not by road) fairly extensively on
the Continent, I must say that Messrs. Cook's system of hotel
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coupons
I abroad is verv harH * u

the same tlung shouldTot b^possiwf^.t'
' '" "°* ^^^ *^at

As matters go at present I .
^^ ^"""^ ^°^ motorists I

one is going to be cWd 3s '^f"'' rS*."
^"°- -^eth r'

same class bedroom at the sato H ' \ ^^; " ^^'^ ^^^^«y the
towns. If one is accompanied bt^^^^^

°/ ?" '" d^^-en

practically
I no value in "ws resn^t

'
T"''"*^""^

^'"^ of
good, bad, cheap, or expensive hoS '

.^"^ °"" "^^^ strike a
l^'dance Has if one werrtrave/hni"'^^ '"'^^^ ""^^^ their
Probably the only usefuTroadTni ^, "^'u

"° ^^^&« ^t all. j
at the I present Lmem rthattutj Iv m"*^' f

'"^^^^
I would suggest the matter be annr^ kL^"''''' ^'^^^h"-

take the well-known main routes fonw t
"^.^^ ^°"°^^

^ ^^rst
certain hotels along each route An f'""^^"-

Circularise
the system should be open or

../'''"* "^^ ^^^^^ whether
whether a league shouirbeV;^*^^^^^^^ ''^* ' ^^ *« «ay,
would be best to start an assodS T "°*- ^'^^^^^^ ^
purpose, charging a nominaiTutontion ""f

°"''' ^""^ " *^« ^members of the association wouH i?^'
'^y' ^'- ^nly

advantages of the | coupons and hn ,\''' '"*'*^^^ ^^ the
grant such advantages to m.^K *^^ ^^^P^^^ ^ould only
membership card, of hfothertnd if ^^k'^^" «^ ^^^^^
keepers would prefer the systl to k

""
'
^' '^^' ^°*"^

I would be a bigger advertTemTnt f ..f^'"
*° ^" "^^torists.

aU. they are the^eople wCwou^^^^^^^
themselves, and. | after

the matter. ^ °
''^''"^^ have the ultimate say in

cZt:^^;rZo:i:' ^^"^^' °^"—
^
be the scale of 5

24. THE PLACE OF MAP TESTS IN
EXAMINATIONS

I THANK Dr. Unstead for fh
-ake a good test^'rhl^etn;:!^'^?' ' ""^ ^'>°"^''

^ lor that for years, and | so
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have a good many other teachers. Many of us have not the
opportunity of meeting examiners with whom we could
exchange views. | If we could only have an examination
for schools, in which a girl may have two or three maps of some
district, i and write anything she could learn from them, it

would be a fairer test. It is no test to give a child || an
outline-map, with the rivers marked, and caterpillars for
mountains, and ask the child to name them. To name a
river is | no test of geographical knowledge. I would rather
have a mere outline-map and have the child asked to mark in
some river, and | something in connection with that river.

It is no good asking the child to mark here a river, and there
a river, | and so on. If it be a map of Africa, I would rather
the child be asked to mark in a river, || and then the towns of
Khartum. Cairo, and Alexandria. If the child marks Alex-
andria correctly, it means not only that the child knows |

about the Delta of the Nile, but also about the Medit ranean.
If the child marked Cairo correctly, he would no doubt think
of I it being on one side of the river. I have alwaye gone
through the map questions in examinations, and I have
found I many isolated points. I have seen children asked to
mark Galloway, in Scotland. Many people here could not
do that. Of what i| good is it ? If the child during the
examination could have an atlas, the paper could be set

differently. There might be one | part of the paper in

reference to the atlas, and the atlas could be used for that
part. In teaching, I find that | children hke to be given a piece
of the World which I have not touched upon at all, and asked
to write I about that part. I have tried to do it for forty
minutes, and I have had a demand to continue, and we ||

have continued. It is interesting to see a child stand up and
ask, " How did so-and-so find it out ? " I cannot | under-
stand why Mr. Barton said that the best scholar would do
the best map, because I have found that the most stupid
child I can generally get some marks in connection with the
map on the lines of some of the examinations ; she can make
something | of it ; but she does not know geography. The
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AGAINST .. RAILWAY COMPANY

or™Jl:*L?:i,r'"« ''^'^"'^ '" Hu". asked for an
preference of Itself I anffoTr/ *° "^'^^ """' » ""^uc
the acceptance of appHcIn,?T^ i^^?^""' '*«««^ '»'

prior to 1904 fruit traffic mnn« If^,. " ^PP^^red that

North.Eastern™tat o„7 hTh i'"
""" ^"^ destined for

Kingston Street g^s statl Tv'^P''"''"' "^ •^' '""
g«ted, the I fruit S,ffic '"'

* «
" ^'°'^'^ ">"-

sidings in the immrfiSe Ij^hh f"T*
'" '*« '» t""

side quay was opS «'„ Tfc''r': ^'''" '''<' ^ver-
ferred-ther.. For sraie LIT I ^" *"*"= ™s trans-

employed to ca?t S I Sffi^^ T"^ ^^'"*^ '«'<* '''™
the railway company Llowrf'.hl'*'' T'""''

'""• "^ch
When the riversMe quay wf, In Jl''^*" "' '=• » ton.

were brought down toThTqZ aS",1?
'">^f^'*ay wagons

the carting agents to t^LZ^', . i^' P"'**" ">«• was for

byruUydo^^othewits^^/™' '"•<»" No. 35 warehouse
reduced to 9d. becausrS^ H th^ V i"^!-

'"''• "^^ "''''ate being
last the carters'^ ftmck JSr?''™"- I" F*ruar^

J
were not granted the Is rl

7«h»«t notice, because they
whereupon the ralwav com '^ *^''' "J^ay-side

| work
bringin^he waj^is S^-ectTnr^,,^''°P't

*"' P^^-^"" <•'

the fruit direct iito tShf^
warehouse and loading

resuming work fa M„S the ii,"™
™"- O" "' <=a«eif

aUow them to cart tte fruiH f^l™'' '7^™^ "'"^ to
before, since cartage wL^ni "-arohouse to wagon as
accept fi-uit S c^Th^T?^ ^^ " "^ ^''"^^ '<>

Kingston Street station Anofc^''*'
^^""""^ II to the J

-is the railway eompan^-^ruld^-'J^S:^-«J^

I
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other carters, and claimed | that it was bound, as a reasonable
facility, to accept this carted traffic when tendered.
The chief point made by witnesses for the | applicants was,

thiit the method of handling trade by " niUying "
it from

the warehouse to wagons on the quay resulted in quicker j

despatch than the present method of loading it direct into
wagons in the warehouse.

Mr. Justice Lush, in giving judgment, said he |i was satisfied
that the company were not withholding a reasonable facility
in refusing to let the applicants cart from one portion of the |

railway premises to another. The applicants were trying to
force their services on the company, who did not require them.
Even if this | carting were a reasonable facility, the proper
persons to ask for it would not be the applicants, but the
purchasers of the | fruit. Nor did the company's refusal of
applicants' services cause delay in the receipt of the goods by
the consignees. The application || must accordingly be
dismissed.

—

The Freighters' Journal.

I
3—(43)
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SECTION III

100 WORDS PER MINUTE
26. MUSEUM OF FLOUR MILL MACHINERY

at its annual raeetog Tn IWh" r^ ?'
I^^^ wanimously

hospitality of rour clmn.T ^T' ' ' ''™'"'' "> ''^^ the

trale, anito e^lainlrC " ""^ '" "" ™"'"«

senUUv'^'r^lbftHn,:!,' f"""
^™^'"«*™ -"""- •«?-

from stone to rXr ^^? '""''• therefore, the transition

as a ^eZutL ' """« " "°* ^ ""h ^ development
|| j

Ofiwoh inT^zxxTtZt rv' ^ «--'»
the vear lSfi9 tI vV^ ^ traced, so far as I know, to

".^cSs'^^ h^"si;reS;VTyr "' "^-^ -^'^
has progressed in so rlr^^!^ !,. ^ ' ""^^^e since then

I fear So of the r^^^-^
^^^-reaching a manner, thatmost Of the machinery m previous use has been

34

I
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scrapped. | Still, I have a lingering hope that some of the
earlier machines may yet exist, together, of course, with
machines of a later type, though || already obsolete.

It is in this hope that I venture to appeal to the milling
trade for information as to the existence of such machines. |

I shall be grateful to any of. your readers who will kindly
send me such information, either as to machinery in their own
possession, or | known to them as existing in their own locality.

I purpose to try to compile a Mst or register of such
machines that I may | hear of as being available, and to beg
that they may be preserved for awhile. At a later period
I hope to go into this || list, with the counsel of such milling
experts as may be kind enough to advise me, for a selection
of representative machines to illustrate milling | progress
during the last fifty years. The owners of such obsolete
machines would then be asked to loan, or to give, same to
the national | collection at South Kensington as the nucleus
of an exhibition, that would probably grow and be of value
to students of milling technology.

May I I ask also the favour of any suggestions, or advice,
in regard to this subject, either in your columns or direct to
me, and I shall || be pleased, also, in either way, to answer
any inquiries. Yours truly,—The Miller.

27. PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS OF THE
MILLERS' ASSOCIATION

I UNDERSTATED that at this period of the proceedings it is

usual for the incoming President to address you on his policy
for the coming | year. This is, of course, a very difficult

matter as things are now, as this coimtry has been engaged
for over 10 months in what | is probably the most terrible
war that has taken place in the whole course of its history.
We, as traders, are running our businesses under i great
difficulties, which difficulties are much increased owing to the
shortage of staff in our offices, and labour in our mills. In
consequence of the || war we have been, and still are.
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matters are nn f^ ^ f }
"""'' pressing. Several such

secretary for
I seven vears ? wi^ ^^ ^^' ^^^" °"^

appoTm^ ,0 dea wf,h Vh
""'!';"'*" ^ I committee was

bSught up bv M hIwJ T""''
"'''* "g^*" has been

accepted! iMheStir' sZ;"* T "'^' '»' "»' l^"
«>ou.h for a Lth'srinttXerd'oT^hl/r/T '
however, states that Mr wrZ i i i.

week. He,

secretary, and whrhas*^o„:SLet:„td«o,te
connected with this Association, is aTottfvie *» w?I^:i
einTwe shaU be""..ad t"'™ "^ ""'"'' ""'* '" ""^ ' ^e

to tatij^fe;"™:
i ;o"uw ? "'r^™^ --'"^'y «

if tliey knew the wishes I ,;f,b? u
»^''^'™« «<> them

enlar^ment of the^o^^'ofV^:ATctr " "" ""''^'^

ocf^t^e^rd^^rt-TS-^^^
ht lerTn'er

'"""" ^^""^ •" ->- '"at 1 cTnni bu fTe

timeS tJ" T' ' ""''.'""' P''°'"""y '"=^'' ™" be a

p.o^.ror.^v;^Tr,fe;e.fr^r-'-'
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28. THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY
Gentlemen, having now so far given you a rough idea of the
history of geography and geographical teaching, I now
proceed to inquire what the | objects of teaching geography are.

We shall then be in a position to sec how far these objects are
realised and how far it is | possible, by improved methods of
teaching, to approach their realisation. In teaching geo-
graphy, a teacher should have in view two objectr,—a practical
and an | educative object. There is scarcely a subject which
is of more use to a people in their every-day life than geo-
graphy. The greater a || people are, and the greater their
commercial interests, the more indispensable does a knowledge
of geography become to them. But another object is, or
should I be, realised in teaching geography and that is the
training of the intellect in all its faculties, not the strengthen-
ing of the memorising faculty alone, | but the development of
the reason, of observation and of imagination. The fact is that
the teaching of geography, as generally carried on in our |

schools, serves neither of these purposes, except to a very
slight degree. Long lists of mountains, rivers, capes, towns,
exports, and imports, etc., answer Uttle i| practical purpose
but that of passing examinations. Little use is made in after-
life of this carrying knowledge. And no educative purpose

*

other than that of | strengthening the memorising faculty is

answered by committing to memory hsts of meaningless, be-
cause unrelated, facts, yet if rightly taught, both the pnctical
and the | educative objects may be readily realised The
geography lesson, generally disliked by teacher and pupils,
may be made the most interesting of the subjects in | the
school curriculum. No other lesson affords more opportunity
for the appHcation of general principles, for the exercise of the
imagination, and no subject yields || such fruitful results if •

only the pupil is taught to observe and to read into and
interpret the map.
Many of the faults committed in | teaching geography

would soon disappear if the teacher would dispense almost
entirely with the text-book, or at least not adhere to it so

I
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hlT ^^J T^y '*°- ^^"y -^-ographical text books are

inLZ l!^*""^!^*^'
^"d too often does the teacher limit themformation given to that contained in the | book. The

m3Sr' h".'-""''
"' ^°"^^^' »^^^ '*« --• It supplies

Si^^i 1 •"n"'^P '^" ^'•^"' •* ^y^tematises the pupil'sknowledge, i is | a means for familiarising the pupil

revLnr Tf 1'^'"^' "."?'' •
"^«^« ^" >t is adapted fo? the

revision of facts gamed from the map. | But the teachershouH remember that the text-book like the atlas shouHbe used almost exclusively for review and task-work at

sho^wrLS
*^'/'^'^''"'' instruction and the wall-map

f.rhl ? fo"- fiass-work. The usual practice with many
teachers is to spend the whole geographical period m | bearing

triLTrTJ"'
"''"'"''"• ^^' P*^'^'^" of the text-book pre-

i^^h^ >!"• *^ P""^^'""^ .^^y'« home task. The best teaching

the ma
^''P^"^^^ ".^ith the text-book and relies upon i

29. THE FACTORY WATCHMAN

l^Z^^^^'A\^^
'^'^^'^ ^* '" customary for a watchman tobe employed to guard the works from the time the men leave

moir 'V ^T^"^ ""*" *^^y ^^""^e the following

r.^ f"**
.^

watchman touches his hat to the manager

Trt. !f u'^^'i ^^ "^"^^ °^ » the men. perhaps, have

L„i r ^'u
^^°'^ *^"y ^^^^^ the works, but. on thewhole, the watchman is an individual in whose duties |little

interest IS taken until something unpleasant happens in the

inevitable exammation into || the habits of the watchman
Jduring the night, and the precautions taken to guard the

premises. The guardian of the premises is probably an old Iman. not gifted with the best of sight ar.d hearing, or he maybe a workman who is incapacitated in some way which pre-vents him I from following h usual occupation, for there
is a widespread idea that physical fitness is not essential for
this job, while any special qualifications for |si'ch a mono-
tonous and usually uneventful occupation is hardly ever
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discussed. In times ox peace there arc always a certain

number of fires and other || untoward incidents in factjries

during the time the watchman is on duty, but those which have
occurred since last August have, in many cases, been | put
down to the hand of the enemy, an accusation which, after

all, is only an attempt to explain the outbreak, and we are no |

nearer the solution of the real difficulty of preventing further

loss or damage. Theoretically, if we could employ a perfect

watchman, the factory would never | suffer damage after

business hours. Ingenious devices have been invented to give

evidence to the employer that the watchman has duly peram-
bulated the factory at || certain stated intervals. This,

of course, prevents the watchman from making himself too

snug in the office, but it does not compel him to take | an

intelligent interest in valuable goods which are lying around.

We think the watchman should be engaged with as much care

as any ordinary workman. | One gets some idea of the

contempt felt for the occupation when we come across a

maimed philosopher sitting in a wooden hut before a | coke

fire, engaged in the tremendous duty of guarding a hole in

the road. The watchman, in our opinion, should be young and
vigorous, with || some general knowledge of the trade con-

cerned. Many proprietors of houses of amusement employ
a fireman to guard the premises, a practice which has been |

in force many years. This custom is certainly worthy of imi-

tation more widely than it is at the present time, since, if

the watchman be | a trained fire-fighter he will more likely be

able to cope with a sudden outbreak and prevent it from
sprea'^.ing. Coach-body lofts and | saw mills should be swept

up nightly. If this is too big a task for the watchman himself,

someone should be specially employed for that || purpose.—The Automobile and Carriage Builders' Journal.

30. MEETING OF AN ELECTRIC LIGHTING
COMPANY

The balance sheet shows no alteration in our capital account

during the past year. That has been the case now for many
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years. I pointed | out last year that wp had provided over
£700,000—£766,(XK) to be exact—out of revenue for | capital
purposes, and this year the amount is raised to £800,000.
If wc had provided that by the issue of further capital. \
taking it at. say, 5 per cent., it would have involved an
extra charge of £40,000 for interest ; this you are deriving
the II benefit of. It has had the effect of providing all our
capital expenditure for the last ten years or so out of revenue,
a very

| welcome thing in these present somewhat difficult
times. The capital expenditure for the past year was rather
heavier than for the previous two years, due | to fi^. 1 pay-
ments for the most up-to-date turbine plant recently installed
by us in our power house at Bankside. FrHOtically the whole
of I the output of the station is now titrived from steam
turbines, and. of course, tiie result has been improved economy
in generating expenses. The expenditure || on mains is not
heavy, as we have only about a square mile to serve, and the
original mains were pi t down on a scale | that allowed for a
considerable increase of business.

Turning to ro nue, for the first time since 1910 the net
revenue for the

I year shows a shrinkage. At the end of June
we had an increase of £2,000 in revenue, whereas we finished
the year with | £8,000 to the bad.

I told you last year that we had come to an arrangement
with the City Corporation with regard to || public lighting
and had commenced to install it. Had it not been for the war
you would ere now, I think, have had a great | deal of gratifica-
tion in seeing those parts of the City which we had undertaken
to light the be<-t lighted portions of any great capital in |
Europe. I may remind you that on 18th August last the
City of London Corporation had the right to purchase our
undertaking by agreement. I | am pleased to say they have
not exercised it, and so the undertaking is secured to us for
the rest of our term. I also i| told you last year that a i

proposal was on foot for the unification of tlie London electric
supply by means of a Bill promoted by | a tn-oup of banks
with which the County of London Company was associated,
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and in whicli any other of tlu- London roinpanits had the
option I of joining. I explained the violent hostility to the
Bill. The promoters, therefore, withdrew the Bill. The
London County Council, as I had prophesied, brought |

forwanl a Bill based almost entirely u\K)n tlu Bill that was
withdrawn. The Bill was a s«)mewhat ambitious one. and
covered a very large area. \\ -T/ie Electrician.

3\. THE STORY OF BRIDGE-BUILDING

It is disappointing to the English lover of bridges to realise-

that so few i.i this country, and those almost all of the age of |

metal, are sufficiently important to figure in such a book.
A score of English bridges dwell in the memory with an
abiding charm ; but reflection | shows that the makers of tliis

book are right, and that there are sound physical reasons why
we have no old English bridges of the | first rank. If we
had grander bridges we should have a less green and kindly
land. On the whole, our northern rivers have an equable ||

and gentle flow ; in summer ar 1 winter alike they glide with
few sharp changes of level under firm turf banks. Our moist
but not tempestuous | cUmate at once keeps their channels
brimmed and their vales and meadows verdant. Streams
of this kind can be easily forded and ferried, so that | bridges
came as a late convenience ; this is shown by the preponder
ance on most rivers of names ending in " ford "'over those n
" bridge." Very | different are the torrential rivers of tlir

South of France and Italy and Spain. In wet weather their

foaming and boulder-strewn channels cannot be |i crossed in

a boat, on foot, on horse, or even swum ; and yet these lierce

fluctuating streams are not confined to poor or thinly peopled |

neighbourhoods, like the hill districts where streams of similar
kind are found in our own country, but flow by rich and
famous towns. Bridges in | Southern Europe were a prime
necessity of civilisation. The Romans built them on their

own grand scale, and the tradition has never been quite lost, i

The sharp alternations of climate also made it difftcult fe*r

I

V
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many towns to obtain a good water supply ; hence came the
Pont du Gard and || other great Roman aqueducts, cognate
with bridges in purpose and closely similar in architecture.
Further to the east a similar fitfulness in the rainfall led j

to the growth of the splendid Persian bridges described and
depicted in this book.

The earliest bndge was a fallen tree, spanning a stream,
or I a rock wedged betweeij the sides of a narrow gorge.
Such bridges are used freely by wild animals ; and Mr. Sparrow
draws a credible picture | of the construction of the first

artificial bridges on these models by " a tribe of ape-Uke men,"
under the guidance of a leader of imitative || genius. But
the earliest bridge-building of which we have definite evidence
is far more recent, and was combined with domestic archi-
tecture in the same | Hne of descent as old London Bridge,
the Bridge of Sighs at Venice, or Pulteney Bridge at Bath.
The lake-village near Glastonbury, apparently had | two
bridges connecting it with the shore, like the drawbridge of
a mediaeval castle, but the important part of the work was
a broad platform | supported above the water by piles.

The object of the builders was rather to get away from the
shore than to reach d ; instead of || building a bridge to
reach an island, they built an island and cut it off by a bridge.—The Times.

32. A CLAIM FOR ELECTRICAL FITTINGS

Mr. Woodcock (for plaintiffs) said the claim was divided into
two parts, the first two items of £50 each coming under a
general contract | for fitting up the theatre, a contract which
provided for payments upon architects' certificates, and as
to those he (counsel) contended that it was not | competent
for defendants to go outside their contract. The other item
was for an electric motor and gear for raising the curtain,
which was outside | the original contract work. Specifications
and an estimate were submitted by plaintiffs, and approved
by Mr. Gilbert Booth, defendants' architect, who wrote an
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acceptance, plaintiffs' |i undertaking being to do all^he work
ofr electric lighting and plant required for the theatre. The
work proceeded and payments were made from time | to time

on certificates ; but notwithstanding the certificates, defend-

ants now sought to go behind them and defended the claim on
the ground that the work | was not carried out according to

contract, and that it was negUgently and improperly per-

formed. On particulars being applied for, they said that the

motor-generators | were not fixed so as to avoid vibration,

the result of which was damage to the building and noise

causing annoyance to the audience. The || generators were,

however, fixed under the supervision of defendants' architect,

who showed the places where they were to be fixed, and he

would not allow | the generators to be bolted into proper

cement beds. If there were vibration it could easily have
been remedied, and throughout the whole of the | corre-

spondence he could find no complaint in regard to them. It

was not until particulars were filed in the action that any
complaint was made { about vibration. Defendants further

complained that the motor-gen 'ator sparked badly, but

plaintiffs said that if there were sparking it resulted from
proper attention not being || given to the machine. When
fitted they were not sparking unduly, and were showing no
signs of defect. Plaintiffs supphed Newton generators, which
were the | best on the market. The architect was satisfied,

and there was no suggestion by him that they were not what
they should be. Defendants said | that the lighting was
defective, but that was denied by plaintiffs, who stated that

any small defects were remedied at once. The work was duly |

passed by the local authorities, by the police, and by their

own architect. There was, moreover, no condition in the

contract as to silent working |1 of the motor. It was quite

impossible, where a curtain motor was placed inside the

theatre, to avoid some noise, and consequently the common
thing I was to have the motor placed outside. In that case the

architect had to say where it should be placed, and he chose

a place | under the stage.
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if 1; r f^'^T
'^'^ *^^^ *^« ™«tor was a good one butIt was placed m the worst possible place-under the ?lJi

n^ .
"^"^

'I ' ^^""^^"^ ^°-- He would hav^te
as to noise II might have been obviated by placing the motor»n a case lined with felt.-rA. Elecirician.

33. HOW TO PRODUCE A CHEAP BRITISH CAR

Irifkh^
^?^

'""F"'*'^
*^^* ^^' best means of saving theBnt^h motor industry lay in the production by onr maker

ma„uf^tu7r"-.f 'T "^'h a certain British automobile

i5^,-t-i-„=^^^^^^

SXTet^iotectTntew'l^trr'"""^^^^^^^^
an inherently cheap ctniSrllly'g^Xl^'the^uM?for a low-pnced article. Competifion will ce4 as betwee^ iBntish makers as a matter of rnnrcA or,^ • .t

"^^'^e^"
•

combination will beTomT notU^ri,,^''"
"" " """

P^^*' ">e

schfm»- ti,..
." "=™™ notmng but a pnce-maintaininK

r„» 'J f " '° ^y^ '
" "«^^"^ o' Wiling competition a?

Mv ^"A°' ^^"^-ging competition from abroadMy ongmal suggestion still has the merit of practicabihtvas a busmess
|| proposition, tliough I reeret to slv thtt t^^ .

utter deafness of the motor tradf to the'^ressons^'hou.^d t '

rstrpeC'p:^i.rrthr?ui^- "•- - - -

I
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car maker can make his pressed frames and wheels more
cheaply than he can buy them. The trade as a whole, andmotor capital || as a whole, is seriously to blame because it
has failed to grasp this fact, and to apply it to the manufacture
of other parts | of cars.

As soon as a manufacturer can turn out a part as good as any
other but cheaper, the world of assemblers will make | a track
to his door and he can do this if he will only apply intelligence
and capital to the task. He can safely leave | assembling to
take care of Itself, and if half a dozen car makers would
individually devote themselves to this task without the neces-
sity of co-operation. || and perhaps as a side line in the first
instance, the whole national problem would be on a fair wav
to solution Naturally the intelligent | maker would use
pressed work for many parts which he never dreams to-dav of

hlnrworil
°"* ^^"^P^i^ated castings, costly machining, and

For many
| years the whole trade has followed out its ideas

of pnce maintenance, the glorification and the enrichment
of the agent being a necessary consequence of | the sale of
articles that are not greatly superior to or cheaper than
others on the market. Advertising in its most complicated
and expensive form || is necessary to maintain the sale of such i

material.—r/tg Autocar.

34. THE SELECTION OF LUBRICANTS

V"",!?
1"^!?'?*'°" °^ ^ '^^^^''^^' lubricant is that its viscosity

should be the least possible which will allow it to stay in placeand I do the work. Summarising the commonly desirable
characteristics, they are : (1) The oil should possess cohesion

;

fu ^f'r P°^^^^^ *^^ maximum possible adhesion • (3) I
It should be as far as possible unchangeable

; (4) it should be
commercially free from acid

; (5) it should be pure-that is.
It should

I be what it purports to be.
The first to be discussed is the viscosity test, which is used

to measure the internal friction of the || oil. or. as an engineer |
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might put It. the shearing modulus. This test is of value
because a lubricant is really used to keep a | shaft or journaland Its bearing apart. The journal really revolves on a she^tof lubncant an action which has been described as revolvingon I the mdecules of the lubricant. The ease with which the
molecules shde ov^r one another, therefore, determines, to acertain extent, th^^ friction loss in |a bearingA fme example of the effect of the viscosity of lubricating
oil IS furnished by an experience in a certain spinning mill
Ihis II spinning mill was operated with power derived froman engme carrying about the maximum load of which it was

T^ Z' u
'"^"^^nt used on the | spindles was changed toone which was supposed to be better. It was then found thatthe engine did not have power enough to drive | the machinery

in the mill
;

as a matter of fact, it was unable to start themachinery m motion. Examination showed that the onlv^ential I difference between the tvo lubricants was "he
p<»session of higher viscosity by the new oil
The measurement of viscosity of lubricating oils is in a 11

certain sense unsatisfactory, because the results obtained with
'

the different instruments which are available for making this
test do not agree among themselves. It is | thereforecustomary to state the instrument which was used ndetermining any quoted viscosity.
One of the most commonly used viscosimeters is the

Saybolt instrument.
| This is of the pipette type, having atdl pipette of rather small diameter immersed in a jacket

^^rilT. f'x^'
"^^"t^ui^g ^"y I desired temperaturedimng the test The test is made by filling the pipette to acertam point and noting the time of efflux, in seconds. || which L

is taken as the measure of the viscosity of the oil tested. Orthe so-called specific viscosity may be determined by dividing

or'T" ffl'^"''f u'
*^' "^"^ °^ *^^ °^^ by *^^ '^^ required

for the efflux of the corresponding volume of water The
Saybolt mstniment was developed | by the Standard OilU>mpany, and was used as a standard for many years, and is
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The instrument most commonly used by the Germans | andnow commg mto rapid use in America both by the Gove^ment
.

and by mdividuals. is known as the Engler viscosimeter.
This differs from the || Saybolt principally in using a shorter 5
pipette of larger diameter.—T/wr Machinery Market.

35. THE NEED FOR A SIMPLIFIED MOTOR-CYCLE
FOR MIDDLE-AGED MEN AND WOMEN

Your very able leader " What of the Future ? " must nave
interested a very large number of your readers, and I think
with very few exceptions. | all would agree with your views'You announce a prize of £15 and £5 for the best skirtless dresses
to be worn by | lady motor-cyclists, and in this surely you are
absolutely wrong, as. if the motor-cycling industry is to
regain its normal prosperity, the sooner the | manufacturers
realise that they must build a machine that will be universally
smtable for all riders, instead of expecting the riders to be
brought into II line with the existing machines, the better. I

Ihe well-known motorist who is good enough to offer the
pnzes for the best skirtless dresses confirms my | view when
he states that he cannot understand why more women do not
go in for what is really a healthy pastime, and adds that |having been thrown several times with a long coat, he almost
thinks the present types of women's dress add to the small
daggers that there | are. But for the word " dress "

I would
substitute machines, as I do not think you can point out a
really suitable and safe motor-cycle || for ladies' use, or for 2
the use of a middle-aged man like myself, a: present on the
market. It is essential to popularise motor- |cycUng for
ladies, and you will not succeed by means of impossible drLes •

It can only be effected by a machine so designed that a | lady
in any dress can handle it in comfort and safety. For instance
a lady nding a suitable motor-cycle to golf. say, would attract
instant

| attention from her fellow members, and an oppor-
tunity of trying the machine there and then could be given
which is not possible when special dress || is reauired Again' J
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how many married men would become owners if their wives
could also use the machine ?

It is for the manufacturers to provide | a machine to sut
the new markets

; it should possess the following points :—
(1) Appearance. Must be light and graceful, and not filled

up as I If It were one solid mass from front to rear, as so many
of the existing machines are.

(2) A really " open frame " of unquestionable | strength and
lateral rigidity, sufficiently low for ladies and middle-aged
men to get on and off in their ordinary cycHng costume, and
perfectly safe || even if an overcoat is worn in bad weather

A I .i^"^*?^
*"" ^^ simplified, say. as in the case of the

Auto-Wlieel, to a minimum | number of levers.

(4) The machine should be fitted with a clutch and
gear-box. and all the latest improvements on existing
machines. ^

I do not I think it necessary to elaborate on these points
but I would emphasise the fact that a frame which can be
positively described as an open | frame is imperatively the
prominent feature of the present motor-cycling demand.
1 shall be very pleased to hear what your readers have to say. 11 5
—Motorcycling. J' " =

36. STORIES OF EARLY MEDIAEVAL TIMES
Another reason why we must be on our guard in reading
stories of early mediaeval times—" the Dark Ages." as thev
are sometimes called-is | that the only people who then had
leisure and quiet enough to write history were the monks
And the monks, being cut off from an | active Hfe themselves
hearing only the rumour of the clash and tumult of battle'
would, perhaps, for that very reason dehght all the more in j
tales of extraordinary deeds of arms and impossible feats of
heroism. Again, their monastic habits, their practice of
implicit obedience to others, would render them || uncritical I

aiid ready to beheve anything they were told. especiaUy as *

they could not contradict it from their personal knowledge.
And, lastly, because their imagination | was nourished on the
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wonderful stones of saints who performed miracles, and werealways ready to mtervene to help men out of their difficulties!
or I to give them extraordinary power, they would be lil-elvto account for any event which seemed otherwise inexplicableby attnbutmg ,t to divine agency. You | will find this verywel brought out in the famous story of Caedmon. Pe2
could not understand how an ignorant " lay "

brother, whodid not II even know how to write, should suddenly be able
to compose a poem, so they invented the legend of the
appearance of Christ to him. |

\hZ^^
^^'! T'^u-

*^^'" ^'""^ °"" "^ th« "^««t ^^liable sourcestha exist for this period of our history. It is from The
Ecclestasttcal\ Htstory of the English People, written by Bede.Now. Bede himself teUs us that he was bom in 673. and thatwhen I he was only seven years old he entered the monastery
of Wearmouth. whence he was afterwards transferred to
Jarrow. where he spent the rest of |1 his life. So. as the

'

monastery of Whitby was not founded tUl 657. he must have
"

lived almost at the same time | as Caedmon. and yet this legend

m.l 7J/l'''^
"P' ^d ^^ fi"d it in a copy of his hisLymade in 737. | only two years after his death.

Bede tells many other picturesque stories, such as that very
beautiful one about the conversion of Northumbria and the I
parable of the sparrow, and that other which is familiar to
everyone, even to those who know very little history, tellinghow Pope Gregory was || moved to send missionaries to Kent kto preach to the English.

^

Bede. hke most learned men of his time, wrote his history

V- A u Y^ I
'* "^^^ translated into English by order ofKing Alfred, who felt that his people ought to read about their

country in their own language. | And it is principally to King
Alfred also that we owe the " Anglo-Saxon Chrom^cle." the
hrst atternpt in ojir tongue at a contemporary record I of
events. About the middle of the seventh century the monks
of Winchester had begun to write down a diary of events very
njeagre at M first, with only a few words in each entry.- e
Ihe Home-Reading Magazine.

4—(43)
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37. REGIONAL SURVEYS IN RELATION TO
GEOGRAPHY

This is perhaps primarily a gathering of those who, in some
way or another, whether at the beginning of their careers or
later on, have | learned to appreciate the influence and the
point of view which Professor Geddes represents, and I should
like to take the opportunity, in his absence, | of expressing
my great debt to his unequalled power of felicitous suggestion,
to his greatness as an interpreter, an illuminator.

It was once the privilege | of the few to be brought into
contact with the broadest and most serene stream of European
tradition through a classical education, and this is still || the
opportunity for those who work for Oxford Greats. Probably
only the better pupils really fdt this influence, and for the rest

it was hard, | useful drill. But at any rate there was the
possibiUty. It can be argued that the modem movements
in education made that possibility more remote

; | they have
been nearly all in favour^ of a more intense contact with
narrower streams, often less serene and majestic. It seems
to me that | Professor Geddes has made it his central aim
to spread. the great stream in new waj^ if the old ones have
been blocked. Here comes || in, as I see it, the relation of
Geddes' work to that of the geography teacher. The geo-
graphical spirit pervades a great deal of what | is left us from
Greek thought, and it seems possible to do a great deal towards
making geography a channel for that stream. Far be | it

from me to think of suggesting an Act of Uniformity as regards
geographical method ; on the contrary, I feel strongly that the
adaptabihty of | the subject to the teacher's talent and
opportunity is greater than that of most other subjects, and
that it is this adaptability which is one || of geography's
chief claims upon the educationist. But if geography can
be treated as a broadly humanist subject, especially in close
association with literature, history | and art, it can become
a potent spiritual influence, promoting refinement of thought
and breadth of appreciation, ind thus contributing most
effectively to good citizenship.

|
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to the Gothic ."leTwchL; thi Tu"' ""
,T^ ^^ ''<^P

efforts of the South Th7l?"!u ^^"^ Romanesque

Revolution the ottr^Llud'"^ T'" '^^^^^^ «^ '^-

The relation ofall these facts S tl^L^TT. '^ ^^dalism.

physical facts and f alurefis so reTLd ^7"^^T^
it shows us how verv closllv T "^^^V^"^

^o direct ||that
[

stream of our crviSon 7^^^''^^^- 'T^'' '^' "^^'^"ui civuisation.—/Ae Geographical Teacher.

38. THE WRITING OF AN ESSAY

dTi™ on of
:^^^^ - "^- we may proceed to the

the hope tL weVaria TJ'^ T^f"* practitioners, in

method and workmTnshiD ^J ^"^^"y understand their

from the 5^^"^
of old timTT"'*' ^" "^^^

but I there can be no doubt Is toL .t T"^"^«"^'
subject is " Favourite Authors " and T nr

^"'^"""^^'P- The
writer's words as far L« .! k,

^'''P'''^ *^ ^^e. in the

of the pi^e .- ' P°'''^^'' ^ ^^"densation and epitome

Favourite Authors

^l^ZUZS^;^^ «-" --as to

or anvthine pkf» Th«^ r. i
^

,

^^ '-"'-'- euner in hterature

~xu a jubi mterest m their various duties.

I
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How many | husbands, even of the educated sort, would hke
their wives to be great readers ? Men, as well as women,
depend very little upon books. They | think that experience

of life and the light of nature together reduce books to the

rank of a sort of luxury which we can do || either with or

without.

(2) Those who do occasionally read books often fail to pay
due attention to what they are reading. Only one in | a thou-

sand does so. The vast majority pronounce sentence without

hearing the evidence. They, perhaps, by an unlucky chance,

fell asleep over the part which | contained the very pith and
gist of the whole. For this reason a good deal of the strong

preference which one hears professed for this | book or that, or

the vehement admiration for one author or the other, must
be taken with a large allowance.

(3) Favourite books are often || very poor books. A
writer who has So very little and such poor stuff to give to the

world as Mr. Tupper is a favourite | author of this country.

No human being who can read Mr. Tupper and enjoy him could

possibly enjoy any other author. After all, it is | better to

enjoy a halfpennyworth of skim milk thar to enjoy nothing

at all. There is more nourishment probably in blue milk

than in pure | water.

(4) Many people talk of a conventional enthusiasm

about poets and philosophers whom they do not understand.

They pretend to like writings which they || are quite

incompetent to fathom or even to get an inch below the

surface of.

(5) Authors may be encouiaged by a certain amount of |

praise, but they ought to get on very well without it. A poet,

say, is enchanted to find that a lady thinks his production all t

that is profoimd and rich. She sits with reverence and
admiration at his poetic feet. But presently he finds that he
is not the only | poet whose image has a place in her temple.

In the next niche to his own is the author who of all authors

he think'^ || the stupidest, emptiest, and most generally

contemptible.—Bft<tsA Weekly. ^
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39. ORGANISATION OF THE ENGINEERING
INDUSTRY

The constitution of the association wouI<l require cir^fnlframing, and ample funds for its work should brsecured in th

Tthe numh..T; "^''i

^"^ '" proportion, to the capitaor tne number
| of employees of the member anH }ll^u

three-fourths, or some other controlling pr?^rtfon oftte^ibeneficial owners of the share and debenture SStlj of ev„J

^tr!^raSl-ttrSldt 'en1™rt r-
Ar^ide.T'*'"^

^"'^'^'^'' "y ™»«"ittees of the councT

.t^^^^*'°" '^'""'^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ntral bureau r exchangeat headquarters and should also have bureaux or excha^/esin the largest towns in | this country and in variousShdependencies and foreign countries,^n the h^e burel iand exchanges inquiries and information would^ r«Sv^
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room, committep, smokinf,' and reading rooms. Possible

customers from abroad wtmlil >h' encourage<l to visit these

^premises of | the association and would 1>«- furnished with

information of makers of various machines. Local committees

would look after the immediate and special affairs of the |

bureaux and exchanges, but, of course, would not have

priority in access to information. The colonial and foreign

bureaux should, so far as necessary and | possible, be on

similar lines to those at home. In countries of sufficient

importance an engineer, who would also be a personage of con-

siderable local II influence, and wide as well as locai experi-

ence, would be at the head, with a technical and commercial

staff and with correspondcnls in various towns. | In coun-

tries of less importance the head would be an engineer of

wide experience with an intimate knowledge of local require-

ments. These bureaux should be | in close touch and work

in harmony with the Britis^ consul, the commercial attach^,

the colonial Government and the British chambers of

commerce, as the | case might be ; and would do propaganda

work in the interests of British engineering, including the

pointing out of the advantages of buying British machinery, ||

and of prospective purchasers placing their inquiries in the

hands of the bureaux.

—

The Electrician.

40. THE RED CROSS SOCIETY

However efficient an Army Medical Service may be, the

help of a Red Cross organisation i&—and ever will be—

a

necessity. All those who | are familiar with the operations

of the Army Medical Department will admit that its work has

been beyond praise and will own, indeed, that it | could

scarcely, be surpassed.

No Army Medical Service can be maintained in times of

peace upon a war footing. There is evolved in such times |

an elaborate scheme for expansion in war ; but one prominent

and inevitable feature of that scheme is the enrolment of a vast

body of personal II from the civil population in the form

.di»*:'^ny
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of doctois, imr^s. ordtrli. s. motor drivers, .-.lerlss cooks

can act with greattr or... and promptness than can a hu^t
organisation like the War Oftice. and thus it's that In the

rend J'^'
\^7'^''' '''" ^"^ ^^"^^ ''^-••^*'- "-^ undoubU^

rendered sterhng service. In the furnishing of medical and

mniVi L ^, r'y
"^^^^'-^--y forms and procedures whichmust^be observed by a Government knly dealing with public

a llntZf^.V^t'"'"*''''^'^' " ^^^^^°^^ .-cieties provide

rnZT ? .

?^*
f"*^"*

sympathy which the i>cople of thiscountry feel for the wounded soldier and. at the same | tim^make practical that bounteous eagerne- lo b<. of service v^rchhas been so glonous a feature in this ,n.-xan»pled campa^nIn this eagerness to I be kind, to do somcfhin tortf.evXkdand the sick, the men and women <A Hrit.vn vnd < Brif.inbeyond the seas will not I be denied. fhevMnsis, upontaku
"

their share m the work of mercy ; they doman , fh. n ht to

r!^L'' . !?
''""^ *° ''* '^'" ^'^'^ ""stl^- hands. '

This 1

ol^l Red Vr ''"'T '""'^ "' '^' ^™P'^« '^ *he foundation "

of 1 WK "* '^°'^' ^"^ '* ^^^ expressed itself in | a way

pLud
''"""''^ ^^ ^^"''"'^ Nightingale may well b^

crowde.f^.h
'"'^

^"f
"^ '^'^ ^'^'' «^ St- >'^" became

Such . rro H 7 '
"Z"''

"°' '^ ^""^--^^ but in thousands.

LTkon^VH A.'^'P"*"*^^" ^^'''*^'^ t'^^t clamoured to 4
Sf.tnH M °^ *^! compassionate heart of the people ofEnghnd. Many could do little ; many had no thought of |he manner of their service ; but they all came with ardent

or tL ,r" f
""^^

^T^"""^ *° ^^ ^»°--i t° d° ->-etWng
for the soldiers

| and sailors who were fighting for their homes
Kindness, howeyer. m times of stress, is of httle value unlessbe organised. " He is my | friend that helps me and not he

it
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that pities me." It is the primary business of the Red Cross

Societies to organise the generosity of || the country, to

economise it, to direct it into proper channels, and to pre-

vent that overlapping and that waste of energy which is

inevitable when no system of control exists.

—

The Times.
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SECTION IV

110 WORDS' PER MINUTE
41. MEETING OF AN OIL CORPORATION

Gentlemen. I suppose, as usual, you wiU take the reoortand accounts as read. This being^he first occain sS^cethe fonnation of the company that an opportunity hL
ac'o^untTthil r"^K^'°" "" ^'^^^^^^^'^^ -P«^

-"
accounts. I thiak it wiU be convenient, before going mto the

f^ol""
'''" ^"'""'^ '^^^*' *° -^Plain Ito you th^eTe^on

^IreZm iZ:T£T- ^' ^^" probablyL aware, there

r^Son Alilf^H ^' r^^^"^ •" '^^ ^^ku oilfields
|region Ahnost the whole of this oil was sold on the soot

Zll *" ir ^' '^'' ^'' ^*^« then treated it on woSswhich they II either owned or held on lease, and then exported

^d'l^o^a'd' 'Vr''''; "^^^ *^ *'^ ^"*^"°^ RussirSrketsand abroad. The great majority of firms had no Itradineorganisation whatever, and it was therefore natural hat t^fdominating position was held by a few firms vlo had thdr

hTmcr..? AV^"^ "^""^ *^" P"^^^ ^or Pro<l'^<^ts madefrom crude oil had no rational relation to the prices of the

at Baku and the pnces on the open markets.

.nVJ.^ u
^'^P^^^cers have repeatedly held conferenceson this abnormal || state of affairs, but were unable to fold <

any remedy because in order to send their oil products intone
'

mtenor of Russia it was necessary to create | a strong organ!isation able to compete with the firms alreldy n "he fielS

^JlT P^fT^ '' "^ "^^^"-y *° have'^lisU^ of o;

iotrth?/ T^ '

^^[^t
q^^tities of products of na^tha. andnotw^hstanding all the efforts of Baku firms they could notsucceed m obtaining these products under uniform^onditions

57
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or terms. | Endeavours were also made to sell naphtha in

Baku produced by several firms through one office only, and
similar arrangements were arrived at by owners of refineries ||

which remained outside the maskets of sale, but all these were
palliatives, and experience showed that none of those arrange-
ments were staple, and at the first opportunity they | were
mfringed. Meanwhile the position in Baku became increas-
ingly acute ; the firms who did not themselves export their
products were compelled to sell the naphtha at prices which |

were fixed arbitrarily, and the prices constantly fell and at
last reached limits destructive to the industry. Thus, the
mean price in 1910 amounted to 1 15,000 kopeks, while in

January, 1911, the price was only 14,500 kopeks. Under
these conditions the oil industry was threatened || with a
serious crisis which would affect the whole economic life of
Russia, and, as a matter of fact, the crisis broke out and the
Government was compelled | to call an inter-departmental
conference under the chairmanship of the Minister of Com-
merce and Industry, for the consideration of the question as
to the ways and means by | which the crisis in the naphtha
industry could be overcome. There is no doubt that if the
crisis had continued a very considerable number of firms
would I have been unable to carry on their business, and as a
consequence the output of oil would have fallen to an extra-
ordinary extent and many deposits of || naphtha be damaged.—The Times.

42. THE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
The first thing to be proved in any proposal for a change
from steam to electric traction would be the ability of the
latter to comply with traffic | requirements, and for the
purposes of this essay, these will be classified under three
headings, namely, the suburban passenger services, the
long-distance passenger traffic, and the fast | and slow freight

services.

So far as suburban passenger traffic is concerned, electricity

has already had a fair chance of showing what it can do,
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and the
| fkct of its extension to so many suburban lines

tion has been attended with success. The advantages ofan II electrically-operated suburban traffic are trwe" kn"wno be gone mto ,n much detail
; but it may be stated that

X'c"Ts'C"r''"'""'^^ ^^P^"''*"^^ incurred linth

r3t of th / ? 'T^'^I
'^" ^^ ^'^^^y '"^^^ased as aresul of the mtroduction of short automatic block sections

arSent ir''
"""^ '^'"P'^ acceleration and deceleration

lonl^ZZr
^^^'"^ P^^'"' '" '°"*^- ^^" ^^ turn to

ha?X ^r^'P'"''' P^''""^""" ^'^^'' however.
I we findhat the conditions are altogether different. Here he greatfa. or .speed, and in this connection the steam Icomovsill retains the advantage, as its || great elasticity enables' '

higher speeds to be attained than has yet been found ^s^bTe
'

wnen electric traction is employed. With the ra^d
It iTsSn^^t' '""^TT' ^"^'"^^""^ science' however
It is surely not too much to hope that this difficulty wiU provebu temporary m its character, and that before long a motor

|will be designed capable of attaining speeds of from 70 to 80miles per hour with a reasonable load, which for all practicalpurposes can be taken as | the maximum for steam bco'mo^ves

^ fi ^?:? ^.^ proposition from an economic point of view
"

we find that weight for weight the first cost of \^e electrcl 3locomotive IS about double that of steam; but if electric loco

rblbr^H
"^^""^-^.--i - - large scde. this figure would

forln
^ ""; ''^? considerable reductions. It must not |beforgotten, also, that for the same adhesive weight the elec ricocomotive may actually weigh 30 to 40 per fent. le^ thanthe steam locomotive owing to the | whole of the weighTbeing

coTt L'^ the n't""";/f f ^^^^^"^ ^^P-^ andTenewI
cost less, the net result of the two classes of locomotives is

moTe onlf
°"' ' ''' '^"" ^^"^ *^^ P-^-^- ^teamToco-motive only runs an average of 27.000 miles per annum

'

however spending 75 per cent, of its time out of || active seT^ 4vice, the electric locomotive, which need only be in the shops

I
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for one month out of twelve, does not spend more than 50
per cent, of | its time out of active service, thus enabimg it to
run at least 40,000 miles per anoum, or half as much again as
the steam locomotive. In | this country-, afeo, the cost of
operation is practically the same whetlier steam or electric
traction is employed, and in countries like Italy where coal
is very dear, | considerable economies would result from
electrical operation owing to the fact that the coal consumed
in producing electricity at a large modern generating station
is less than || half of what would be used by a steam loco-
motive in carrying out the same amount of work.—The
Railway News.

43. THE FINANCE OF THE COCONUT

The taxation of luxuries which has been put into force by
thp Government, will inevitably mean not only a diminution
in their consumption, but will seriously affect the | finances
of their manufacturers. The World of Commerce is about
to enter another phase of the financial earthquake which
has affected every trade and industry save alone those j
concerns which are engaged in providing the staple food of
the community. The complexities of the financial situation
are, therefore, destined to become even greater than they |

have been and it is more than ever necessary that the investor
shall proceed with the utmost caution.

In these times, when opportunities of profitably and
safely || investing money are becoming more and more
scarce, and when the members of the Stock Exchange are
transacting but little, if any, business, it follows that there
is I a paramount necessity for some method of scientific money
making to be evolved and many fantastic schemes have been
suggested to fill the void. The whole of these, | however, are
valueless from the point of view of security as they take too
much for granted, and what is needed is an investment safe
and sound | and free from any element of loss or risk.

I
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Now just as Nature < )mpensates in one way for a deficiencyn another, so there is a natural Law Ijoperating in Seeand commerce which tends to maintl an even baSTce

shut, h 'r"'".?
P"'*""'^ '' *^^ P^°PJ^' " ^e door nTvershuts but another one opens." and | although manv of oSformer avenues of money making have beenS o he^have been opened of which we have had no previous knowledgeTo move from the I general to the particular, we wTu ask

tlinJ -fs'?'
'"•^'"^" ^y *^°"^^^ '^ the matteTof thtdechne m some provision stores, and if | he cannot- see anveconomic reason why these concerns should have gone down^

tLttz%'::t''^ '''-' ^"^ "^^^^ '-'- ^^^^

wiJi rrtlintHor' '"'^ ^Advertising, but it can be saidwirn certainty to be simply due to the fact that manv ofthe companies
| which now feel the draught, made aSusmiscalculation and committed a great eiioroHuTrnZ

^hU^t^th
' 'f' T ^PP"^^^*^ *^^ potentialities of nrtuTr

Tn hl-e liT^^
were engaged in supplying it to the peopLm these days of increased cost of hving, the people have beencompelled to seek about for substitutes | of a cheaper charactSand impelled to experiment doubtless by the advertTseiSs^the firms we have mentioned, they have tried nut-butTeT iidcoming to scoff have || remained to praise.

'

.
Manufactured from coconuts and milk, this new_or

nr^f„ J f ^'""^ ^' ^^^ ^t^t^^ ^icle I Of food. L'keord nary dairy butter in appearance, it is more Ratable

Ta^rpfrttre'^l
^^"^' ^^""°*

^f
^"°-*^' ^^ ^^^^oi

S^fhiTr . u
°"^y ^°'*' ^ '"^^ I proportion of the price

^actt^er.'"^''* ^.r^"'
^^ "' '^' P"^^ ^'^^^^ to the Xu-

He e then^'f ^T' '''" ^^ °*^^^ ^^'^'^ ^^ food,were I then it would appear, is to be found that idealinvestment of which the pubhc are so much in needThe manufacture of nut-butter, which forme'rly was
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44. A REVIEW OF A BOOK ON RURAL
HOUSING

Dr. Savage's book is an exceedingly interesting and clear

exposition of the present condition of affairs, illustrated mainly
from the County of Somerset ; and it explains sympathetically
the I inadequacy of our present attempts at improvement.
It was hoped that a conspectus of the situation and a basis fo

•

reform might be attained through the complete inspection |

of housing conditions made incumbent upon local authorities

by the Act of 1909. Unfortunately this inspection has in

most districts been very inadequately carriet'*! out owing to

the amount of work it would entail. Dr. Savage quotes the
case of one medical officer of health who found that the
inspection and re-inspection || of 524 houses required no
fewer than 4,822 visits. In extremely few districts have
additional trained inspectors been | appointed to do the work,
and many rural districts have always been understaffed.

The result is that the inspector does his ordinary work, and
only puts in any | spare time left over for housing inspections.

Another difficulty lies in the nature of the sanitary inspectors

themselves. The majority of these officers are trained capable
men | with high ideals as to their work. There are, however,
still a good many of the old, inefficient type appointed at a time
when anyone who was || prepared to accept the scanty pay,
and who was unlikely to be too zealous, was thought good
enough for the requirements of rural hygiene. Many are

men without | anv li a; ing in pubhc health, with as their chief

qualification what Liiey call tact, which on analysis resolves

itself in the conviction that it is better to let | sleeping dogs lie.

They deal with insanitary conditions when they are brought
to their notice to the best of their ability and in the light of

their ( low standards, but as one unwittingly defined his

attitude to me, " he did not look for trouble !

"

Insecurity of tenure of the medical officer of health and
the II sanitary inspector is another stumbling-block in the way
of efficient administration. These officers have to condemn

I
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cottages or cause money to be spent upon cottages which in I

th^arftt
"''•'; ''^°"^ *° "^^"^^^^ ^'"^^ Council owWchthey are the paid servants, or belong to persons who are in aposition to powerfully influence | the meiTbers ofThe cTu,^^.,The effect ,s to make the officer have to balance his eludes othe community against his means of livelihood, a most | unf^rposition m which to place any person.

Dr. Savage lays stress upon the difficulty which often

awavio til t

^"""^ P'°P^" "^""°* ^^t ^«"^^^ t^»«y drift

tr^Lh ^ "' "^ '"''^^^^' ^"^ *^*^" the local authoritytriumphantly points to the fact that | there is no one wanting acottage. For it is the local authority which is reluctam^tomcur any expense which may lead to an increase in the | rates

housed h
^^''

"'"'l
*° ^^"^^"P' '^"^ -^" diminish as eLst ng

Sn?) T ""^* ^^^ habitation. Even with a County

Sstri Con ,T
'' '^"'^"^ action

I the disinclination o^District Councils to run any risk of burdening the local rates issuch a powerful dead-weight that the net result of an imme"amount
|| of inspections and special inquiry has only been to K

45. ACQUIRING A VOCABULARY

the English language is opulent in words, and there is noreason why most of us should not cultivate | an intimate

ma'vT:rreT' ^'^"k " "^ '^^^ "^^^^ Uitror wemay as weU relinquish them at once unless we are prepared

tserXheIr'^T *''°"^' which
I literature expTess^

Itself. The able wnter is the man who can control andmanoeuvre with skiU and effectiveness regiments and batta

on Lh ""^"^'.u
^'"^ " ^^'^' ^"^y » ^^'^^-ble he can count

extenllT T^
"''*""'' ^^ ^°P^^ *« ^i"- ^^ ^im an

content to 'lir''
^ "''^^^*>'' ^he journalist who iscontent to remain

|| m the lower ranks of his calling may
I
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manage with a comparatively inconsiderable grasp of the

language, though he will sometimes find himself seriously

hampered by reason of | his deficiency in this respect. But

if he aspires to the more responsible duties of journalism he

will discover that a wide and thorough familiarity with words

wiUlbe absolutely essential. The same discovery is one

that the shorthand writer and the typist have to make. To

both, the unknown word comes as an obstacle. | Its sudden

appearance stops the flow of the shorthand writer's pen. It

is strange to his ears, and he does not know how he shall

reproduce it. || Examinations in shorthand and typewnting J

reveal shortcomings due to the lack of a knowledge of words

that can hardly be called u; rommon words ;
and unfortu-

nately the same lack | makes itself too often evident in

everyday work. Yet the shorthand writer who is to under-

take successfully the best work, the most responsibi" and the

best-paid work of | his profession, must at all costs make

himself the possessor of a large vocabulary. It is, indeed,

desirable that all of us should do so. We should | feel it to

be a patriotic duty. But the duty is speciaUy imperative m
the case of shorthand writing. It may involve a little trouble,

but the II trouble is worth taking.

The practical question which confronts the student who

has become conscious of the inadequacy of his equipment of

words is how shall he proceed | to make good his deficiency ?

There are several things that he can do. In his ordinary

reading, even the reading of his daily newspaper, he can

make a | note of the words that meet his eye with which he

reaUses that he is imperfectly acquainted. If at the moment

a dictionary does not happen to | be available he may under-

score the strange word in pencil and look up its meaning and

its derivation afterwards. What it signifies, from what source

it entered || the language, to what other words it is related,

how it is spelt : these are facts that he needs to make his own.

A little note-book with alphabetic | divisions is a useful pocket

companion. Into that book may be written the; newly-

collected word, with its meaning, which may be pla(*d there
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i?-'tr^tL^&r/ ^- '-the wore it...
stamped on the memorv tI. ^^" ""*" '* '^ indelibly

it has been startS usuSly p^ovrtTb f/""^ '•
"'^^^ -"

without losing its utility '^BurwnrHV^'"^*'"«^P^'**"»«
- well as to I, be looJat.^P,S: ttnll

'' '^^"^^

46. HOW PLANT VARIETIES ARE
ORIGINATED

The observant botanist who fro„„i. t
or even from districrto d^frW T- '"""^^^ *« *^«"ntry

infinite variety XgetttL^^^^^^^^^ *? '^ ^^^"^'^ ^V t^e
<iiversity depends Etv on ^?«

^ ' *^' "'* '^^' ^'' ^^^V
regions, stunted, bS LwL T""''""'""^^-

^^ %*"«
their leaves are hairy 'leseTt^

Plants prevail, and often
tion. and spiny or siccS 1

'

^'"J
''"^ '" ^^^--f ^^geta-

desert.themouman tS^^^^^^^^^^ "^"'l^-
I" ^^ort' the

a characteristic vegetatn which''? -^"f ''^*T"^'^ ^^ P»«^««
tricts the world over The' ^f'?

'

'!
*^''^ "^ ^^"^iar dis-

a definite effect on the ve^tadon ""h?' T^ ^*'*"^^ ^^ ^^^^e

These II varieties arise af'hees'irl
^'""^ *° ''"^"t^ ^^"^^i^^-

of the plants to co^nterlct ?h?V,f"-^"''"P* °» the part
|

surroundings.
"''""t^'^^^t the deleterious effects of their

su'iunl^oTr^^^^^^ - ^y I design, from
nature, say from a mott cl mat^^^^^^^^
they have the powS of iTaptlnl ?h '"f '

^'" "'^ ""^^^^

conditions, but it is fortuLtpTh ?^ themselves to the new
this adaptability to imS deg eft ^h

' ^^^^P—
vated plants, there is not ^^ m-. ! , .

^^ ""^^^ ^^ culti-

husbandman if h'^ows hi! v
"''^ '^^ adaptability, the

of nature. Xll thfs ^^11 IfL ^'^' '"^P^^^"^ ^he deficiencies

limited powers of oiseTvJ ,n Wh'^" *' '^°'^ ^^^^^^ ^i^h 2
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of young tree* are planted side by side in a | nursery.each

tree does not grow in exactly the same manner as its neighbour,

be the husbandman ever so careful to raise them under similar

conditions. Some | trees will shoot up far above their fellows ;

some will branch freely, others but little; large and small

leaved trees will arise. Each tree will exhibit some H J

variation ; it may be exceedingly slight, but there it will be,

and it is simply an adaptation to enable the individual to

succeed in the struggle for existence. I

The supply of food, water and light, together with tempera-

ture, altitude, maritime growth, and climate, singly or several

together, all tend to produce variations in plants. Concerning

the I importance of food supply in bringing about plant

variation. Darwin says :
" Of all the causes which induce varia-

bility excess of food, whether or not changed m nature. | is

probably the most powerful." Because food supply exercises

such a powerful influence on vegetation, we cuhivate and

manure the soil, and when a true stock of ||seed is desired,

it is raised on poor, unmanured land. Excessive food produces

an increase in size ; at first the increase is general in all the

organs of | the plant, but continued rich cultivation may later

lead to increase in one or more organs relatively to • tie others.

Variations in shape, colour, texture, etc.. are a | frequent after-

math of the original increase in size. Lack of food conversely

produces a reduction in size. and. as a consequence, a general

weakening. The physical character | of the soil, quite apart

from the effects of food and water, has a considerable influence

on variation. Pliny is said to have recorded the same effect I

as known and utilised in Greece in his time.—The Botamcal

Journal.

n

I:

47. MEETING OF AN INSURANCE
COMPANY

I TOLD you last year that we proposed to cut down our

foreign business, and arrangements to this end were made

early in the year, and then the | outbreak of war automatically
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of terminating tWs forel LX'""' "'"'""^ *''-t the cost
a large amount to ha^to prov1" T. ^^'•^-

' ^his is

surplus, but there is no doSb? hL "' ^"' y'^''' ^^^^^ng
strengthened llbyhav^g done so 7,^^^^ '^ ^^^^'^
business has been coming in in pLi

,^"«"nately the home
|

replaced the foreign blrs'^en't'^he '"""^*^
we I havemade provide for a furthl ^i ^^ arrangements
business during the current yelrbm [h

"'''"" °' *'^ ^°^^'^"
up IS much .Vss than was ^ven I'un H, T""""*

*" ^« 8'^^"
cost of running it off w'l no doubf h "^ ul'

^^^^^ ^"^ ^he
Our home are businels has imnr f-

"'"'^ '"'' ^^ ^e"-
the year, and our losTexpeSSI l^ '^^-"S^out
normal. The loss of profits busln^L h ' l""*'""

^^^ ^"'te
The re-arrangement we made wn^^ '^'° ^'" satisfactory,

fruit, and the loss ratio oHht l.
" ^T' ^^" ^^^ "°^ borne 9

approaching the normaJ ex^'.^^^^^ ^"! ^^"'^^ ^« something ^
tinuance of | this im^roveXt

^' °"' ^^ "^. ^°P^ '°^ ^ en-
tile re-arrangemeT-t refei^Xo tJ ^"'.^'"* department
justified. Thisdepartmentlonlf

/'^'" ^^' ^«" amply
results to which we lYaTbeSoml " ^ ^"^' "' *^' P'°^'^^^^

r/J^'-Z
I Srof^uts^-X^-?-^^^^^^ With

p"^r;;s-rw^;ir^^^^
for prompt

|| sett em nt a^TeaJv co^ '^ *^^^ ^^'"P-^y
evolving continuing weSfy oaLZ"'"*?*

'°" °^ ^^ ^^^i"»^ 3
you we had no claims outsLdW ^ '.

^^'* y^^' ^ told
year 1912. | and six clLms oLifw^r '^ "'""'^ P"°^ to the
those six we have settled fivT^oTw ""'^Y

'" '^^* ^^^^ O^
only one claim outstanding wWeh.r

"°^ ^'"" ^"^^ ^^ ^^^e I

only seven wh ch aroseTn't yeTl9n''
^'^^ ^'\2' -^

claims present any special liffl^i! ^' "°"^ of these
y special difficulty, and ample provision
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has been made for them. When you recollect that we have

a large and growing business in this || department, and that (j

intimations of accidents are in consequence numerous, the

small number of our outstanding claims proves that our

declared poHcy of deaUng with these matters finally I and

promptly is no idle boast.

Two years ago I told you at our meeting that I hoped we had

reached the stage at which our expenses would | remain more

or less stationary, and it is gratifying that the accounts should

show that our management expenses last year were no higher

than they were in | the year 1912.

I think it is clear proof that our company is soundly

managed that we have been able to secure a rapidly || !

increasing home income without any increase in the

management expenses.

—

The Times.

48. OBSERVATION IN EARLY EDUCATION

" The first thing for a boy to learn, after obedience and

morality, is a habit of observation—a habit of using his eyes.

It matters little what you | use them on, provided you do use

them. It is said that knowledge is power, and so it is, but only

the knowledge which you get by observation. | I do not

mean to undervalue book-learning ; but the great use of a

pubUc school education is not so much to teach you things,

as to teach | you how to learn. And what does the art of

learning consist in ? First and foremost, in the art of observ-

ing. Therefore I say that everything which || helps a boy's

powers of observation helps his power of learning ;
and I know

from experience that nothing helps that so much as the study

of the I world around you." Such was the admirable advice

given to the boys of WeUington College by the late Canon

Kingsley. If this advice was appropriate to the boys | of

Wellington College, how much more is it appropriate to the

boys and girls attending our public elementary schools?

Let us endeavour, in the first place, to arrive | at a clear under-

standing as to what is meant by the observation, and the habit
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"'^ perception, under-
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49. CRITICISM OF A FINANCE BILL

It is therefore earnestly urged that Clause 34 (1) of the Finance

Bill should be amended with the view of giving, at any rate,

a partial relief, so | as to provide that the excess allowed on

the pre-war standard of profits should be " one hundred

pounds, or one-fifth, whichever be the greater," instead of

only I £100. This would give the relief it is desired to afford

the smaller trader, and would also give more equitable treat-

ment to the larger trader, | whose business will probably be

more difficult to conduct after the war, when he has to go out

again into the markets of the world and recover, || if possible,

his lost customers, and when, obviously, he will need increased

resources. Even under this proposal the Exchequer will

benefit to the extent of two-fifths of his I excess profits, which

will represent a tax heavier than that proposed to be imposed

on any other class of citizen.
i • . a

In Clause 36 (3) certain provisions are made I with regard

to exceptional circumstances, but it is respectfully submitted

that these aie quite inadequate, and that unless the Clause is

widened very serious hardships may be I inflicted upon^traders

who have exerted themselves to assist His Majesty s Govern-

ment in relation to the supply of war materials. The vast

majority of these firms have || had to sacrifice their ordinary

trade for the time being, and. as has been pointed out pre-

viously, it will be incumbent upon them, at some future time

to I be determir. ^d by the duration of the war, to make efforts

to recover such trade which must now be passed over and

consequently left to competitors in countries I not involved

in the war. PracticaUy all of these traders would naturaUy

have preferred to have been able to continue their riormal

trade, which, clearly, is the | trade upon which they and their

workpeople must inevitably depend after the termination of

hosfilities. It is, therefore, of the most vital consequence

to the welfare of ||the nation that, whilst assessing them

upon excess profits earned during the war. care should be

taken not unduly to cripple their resources for future effort.

Obviously, I no provisions, however carefully :hey might be
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framed, would entirely remove cases of hardship, but this
very fact only serves to emphasise the submission now made
that everything

| possible should be done to secure that,
when the war is over, our manufacturers should be left in a
position from which they can operate immediately and |
successfully in the process of recovering lost trade. One
means of securing this would be by widening the provisions
for dealing with exces? profits. For instance, the || Bill
contams no provision under which allowance can be made
for increased output. In normal times a person or company
may be able to earn reasonable profits by | running the
concern during moderate hours on five a- d a half days per week.
For war purposes this person or com: iiy may be working
overtime, or running a | night shift, an'a as a result produce a
much larger output. An increased output involves greater
effort and responsibility on the part of the proprietor or
proprietors,

| and it is consequently reasonable that allowance
should be made for a greater profit. In the Bill there is no
provision for this, and it is therefore || earnestly urged that
words relating to an " increase of output " should be inserted.—Chamber of Commerce Journal.

50. AGRICULTURE IN ITALY
The annual value of the mild products is estimated at : Butter,
£5,200,000 ; cheese, £16,505,000 ; by-products, | £640,000

'

making a total of £22,345,000. The great bulk of this is
consumed

| at home, as the foreign trade in dairy products
only amounts to £3,500,000. The export of cheese is showing
a steady if | slow increase, having risen from 176 tons in 1871
to 3,000 tons in 1913.

That the || forests of the country are a source of natural
wealth and that legislation affecting them requires to be well-
designed and directed, only appears to have forced itself |

on the attention of legislators during the past ten to fifteen
years. Up to 1877, each region had its own forest laws. In
the I year named uniformity was brought about by the adop-
tion of a law, based on the opinion that in order to promote
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forestry free competition is more advantageous | than mono-

polies and servituiies, and that when the demand was greater

than the supply no lack of landowners would be induced, by

the prospect of profit, to llgrow timber. This law resulted

in a grt destruction of forests, because landowners, freed from

iestricti jUS as to sale, and driven by their straitened circum-

stances, immediately took advantage | of the liberty to sell

and neglected to reahse that they owed any duty whatever to

posterity. Intwoyears, the area of forests was reduced from |

12,000,000 acres to 7,500,000 acres, and by the successive

freeing of various servitudes the area was later reduced to

7,200,000 I acres.

Only a small portion of the woods thus destroyed gave

place to either fields, meadows or vineyards which would have

increased the wealth of the nation. || The greater part were

ruined by the excessive feUings to which owners were driven,

and by subsequent haphazard grazing ; so that usually, after

a few years, the lands | were abandoned to the action of

water which leached away the accumulated fertile soil of cen-

turies. More than one-third of the forests freed from ser-

vitudes have thus | been ruined, and another third is dete-

riorating, so that before long it also will disappear. In

Calabria 77,000 acres of land was cleared, the timber burnt

on I the spot as it could not be sold, and the land sown to

rye, flax and potatoes ; and in one region of Sardinia 407,000 ||

acres of high forest were likewise felled and new growth
.

destroyed by the unreFtricted destructive grazing of all kinds

of animals.

As a result, the sites of | many former belts of woodland

have become bare, stony slopes, rocky precipices, or steep, bare

clay banks, burnt up by the sun, which seem to baffle every

attempt |to re-clothe them with forests by economical methods.

From time to time attempts have been made to counteract

the great damage thus being wrought. The Government

between 1 1867 and 1904 reafforested 129,000 acres at a cost

of £132,000—^just one-twenty-seventh || of the area destroyed.

—TJie Estate Magazine.
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120 WORDS PER MINUTE
51. A KUBBER COMPANY

I HAVE now to pass on to the matter which has given yourBoard an enormous amount of anxiety and worrying vork

lleT%Vr ^'^^^^.f^-^t'^^^yin L'ourguarX'dd;t
nnL; II "A"

'^''^y '"^ ^°^ ^^'^ ^'^ ^"sen. You have

with what they were prior to the war. Our sympathvwas naturally with you at not being able to post youZ^fwldend. but even had this company been wiUing to make up tieamount, we
| were legally unable to do so, for we were mak nen. profits and no dividend can be paid except out of profits'

now tw!^
deficiency, and I think I am justified in sayingnow. that the matter ,s settled and that they have met us vervgenerously. I will | go even further and say that I amS

1? mtl ".?• ''"'r""*
'''' ^^"^^ '' '' b"t ^he opportun tyof makmg this settlement-for it gives us the opportunitv

|of tearing up for ^600 an agreement which at any moment
f rubber stood, or should in the future stand, at anythingSto-day s price, might have reduced

| your dividend In fact
It was rather a miUstone round our necks. Zd it wouldcertainly have stayed our hand if ever we were desirous ofopening up more land. II This is not at present conS^^^^^^ -

but we have about 14 square miles of fine reserve land wWch '

might be utilised for rubber, tea, coffee or any otheTtrlkal

nof;:,?i^'*
^'" ™^'* '"^^^^^^ ^-™ '* profitable toSnot forgetting coconuts, for which I bdieve our land would

tLrrvournof". ";'t ^^ ^^^^^^^ - ^^^ -"^-emWhich I you do not understand, as your secretary and I did agreat part of the negotiating leading up to it. IS we can
73
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enlighten you if you will ask | the question. As it now
stands, provided you pass the requisite resolutions, yoiur

dividend will be posted to-night or to-morrow. We must also

not forget to thank our secretaries, Messrs. || J. A. Henderson

and Co., for advancing the sums which were necessary to carry

through all these settlements. The net result of all this to the

Kwaloe Company is that | we will pay £600, plus interest, out

of our first profits, and get the return of an obligation which

under certain contingencies would have required the payment

of I £22,500. It is true, not till after you gentlemen would

have received 20 per cent, dividend in any year, but with

present prices of rubber who | shall say that that contingency

might not arise ? Reverting to the .recounts, you will notice

that a contingent liability is mentioned by our auditors, who
also refer to a further || liabiUty in connection with the

survey of thf; estates. That is a matter which we have

already informed you is stUI under dispute, and against that,

on the other side, | you will see an item of £600 which is

deposited with a resident, and is therefore retained for settle-

ment. We still hope that that amount will be sufficient |

to settle that difference in the cost of the survey and over

which we have had such a long dispute. In regard to calls in

arrear, these amounted at 31st | March last to over £2,000,

but they are now reduced to about £1,900. It will not be

astonishing to you that there are still sums outstanding. ||

—

The Financial Times.

3'}

52. MEETING OF A BANKING COMPANY

The Chairman said that the directors were glad :> present

accounts showing an improvement in the last six mouths upon

those preceding, when the bank had to cope with extreme |

depression in all branches of business other than the export

trade, which had shown great activity at very favourable prices

in Argentina and Uruguay, and in the financing of which | the

bank had had n considerable share. Business enterprise,

however, was still—and they kne> must so continue for some
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time—greatly fettered everywhere by the clouds cast by the I
war. There was. aevertheless. a growing impression that
appearances pomtcd to a gradual resumption of activity in
those countries where the bank was chiefly interested-no
doubt founded upon the || promising state of affairs, agri-
cultural and pastoral out there, which justified looking
forward hopefully if the wea.her continued favourable At
all events the position of the bank was sound and | strong
fhey had had to provide again this year for some large loss^ansmg mainly from their South American branches' business •

they had also to write down their securities so | as to face the
general decline in quotations on this side ; and they had hadsome losscs^in connection with their valuable French business.AH of this had been met | chiefly out of the year's profit, and,
to a moderate extent, out of their useful contingency fund and
their balance brought over from last year. They had thus
been enabled || to improve the final dividend and to show a '

gratifying carry-forward, while their assets, to the best of the
'

directors belief might be safely looked upon as representing
the I value at which they stood in the books of the bank for
the Board's rule continued to be to ifiake ample provision
for all known bad and doubtful debts. An | important
feature, as reflecting upon this value, was the fact that, owing
to the failures which had occurred so largely, the position
generally had been greatly cleared and benefited.

There I was an available balance of £400.000 odd to deal
with, which included, of course, the balance brought over
from last year, and th. y showed in profit and || loss account 3amount of mcome tax incurred, namely. £47,000. and also
that of depreciation in value of securities held in London
provided for by £30,000. As | the interim dividend foretold'
the directors had at last had to relinquish their time-honourtd
custom of paying the shareholders' dividends free of income
tax

;
earning power at the present time | did n c admit of it.The directors were the more gratified, therefore, that circum-

stances had enabled them, with the devoted help of their
managers and staf! abroad and at home | during a period of

I
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marked difficulty and anxiety, to recommend that day a divi-

dend of 9 per cent, for the six months, bringing the distribution
for the year up to || 15 per cent. They regretted that in order
to achieve this 15 per cent, they had not been '* carry
forward to next year an amount equal to l. ^ugh;
forward from last year, bu». they thought the presen ^270,000
—the amount they had fur the purpose—commensurate with
the ris' thf bank incurred. | He hoped the figures shown
in the balance sheet pleased the shareholders. An interesting

point was that, notwithstanding the war, the figures showed
an increase over those of last year. | It was their custom
to be strong in cash in hand, so their balance was what the
shareholders miieht have expected—close upon 50 per cent,
of their total deposits. || —The Financial Times.

4

^

53. LIMITID LIABILITY FOR SMALL TRADERS
The benefits and safeguards conferred by limited liability

upon the entire business community, whether buyers or sellers,

capitalists or inve«5tors, are the '^etter appreciated as they
become more widely known. | When trading is carried on
under the rules and regulations appertaining to joint stock
enterprise the individual members of the company, whatever
its sizC; scope or character, enjoy absolute immunity | from
liability over and above their respective holdingr At the
same time those who ha^e business relations with thv, tmder-
taking, involving necessarily questions of responsibility and
credit, are enabled by | means of the particulars filed at

Somerset House, to satisfy themselves as to the company's
financial statu? It is satisfactory to find that these considera-
tions have within recent years carried || weight with business
men 'n every department of trading and commercial activity.

Thar.ks to the passing of the Joint Stock Companies' Con-
solidation Act, 1908, the advantages attaching to the | system
of limited liability have been brought within the reach of small
traders and others, who have hitherto been precluded by the
modest proportions of their businesses and the nanowness |

I
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of their means from availing themselves of the beneficial
arrangements provided by the legislaf.re for the protection
of their interests. The Acts which have been passeil to govern
trading in | this particular form constitute no insignificant
part of our Statute I^w during the last th ee oiarters of a
century. Although prior to 1908. private companies we-e not
unknow! the opportunities || given to small traders of con-
vertmg their business into private limited concerns, and thus
facilitating the division of the business amongst the members
of a family, while at tl>.e same |tim^ disturbing but very
slightly the private character of the undertaking, were not
generally understood. On the passing of the 1908 Act. how-
ever, these advantages became more widely known, | with
the result that the number of private companies which has
come into existence on these new lines has grown by leaps and
bounds. At the present time there are | thousands of such
companies, comprising millions of capital ; and it is not a big
stretch of imagination to suppose that in a few years there
will be very few firm. || who wiU have failed to take advantage
of the Act. The risks that a person takes on entering mto an
ordinary partnersliip are many and not too well known
particularly

| by young men. who, having come into money
wish to e-ibark in business. Let me take the case of a youngman who. on attaining his majority wishes to enter | into a
partnership. Although he only puts £1,000 into a business,
he IS responsible not only to the extent of the capital he has
put up, but also I to the extent of his whole belongings, for the
habihties incurred by his partner, should the enterprise prove
unsuccessful. On the other hand, if he insists upon the concern
being II formed into a private limited company (and he and i

his partner could do this, two members only being necessary
to form such a company) he limits his liability, and is | exempt
from bankruptcy risks. Moreover no claim can be made on
his pe. ional property or belongings, except to the extent or his
liability, for uncalled capital on the shares he | may have taken
«p. In theo circumstances he would be free to buv an
interest m as many concerns as he pleased, and also to take an
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active interest in | the working of each of them, either as a
managing director, or in any other capacity. His liabihtv in

each would be Hmited solely to the extent of his holding. ||— 5
The Financi'il Critic.

54. HOTEL COMPANY MEETING
Gentlemen,—I am pleased to have an opportunity of
meeting you again, and of explaining the abnormal difficulties

we have had to contend with during the past year. I am |

sure you will readily appreciate the difficulties with which
we have had to contend in hotel business in London. A large
portion of our customers are business men, provincial famihes |

on holidays in London, and Americans and colonials. The
former business, I am glad to say, we still retain ; holiday-
makers, howevtr, have not been coming to London, while, of |

course, we do not expect to see many Americans and colonials
until the war is over. Therehas been no London season since
the war commenced, and practically no social || functions to |

attract our clients. As you know, in past years we have
obtained a large revenue frcm dinners, dances, receptions, etc.,

held at the WharncUfie Rooms, but during the | past year very
few functions indeed have been held there. The present
times are much too grave for gaiety. Most of us have rela-

tives or friends actually in the war, | and there is an ever-
present anxiety in our minds. As we point out in our report,
the Hotel Bristol was taken over .y the French Government
on the outbreak oi \ war, ana is still in thei*- occupation. We
shall, of course, obtain compensation, and we hope to get at
least a sum equivalent to the profit we should have made || 2
in a normal year, and the cost of putting the hotel in the same
condition as it was when it was taken over. When a settle-

ment is made the sum | received will go to the credit of that
current year's accounts.

I am pleased to tell you that the provincial hotels of the
company, with one exception, all had a | good year. During
the quiet winter season we were fortunately able to arrange
vvith the mihtary authorities to billet a considerable number
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of men in some of our hotels, this | being so arranged that it
did not mterfere with our ordinary business, the men leaving
for their summer camps in good time to enable us to redecorate
the rooms and ||Mve everything in g.xxl order before our
season proper commenced. Unf(.rtunately, Whitby like allLr ,t Coast resorts, suffereti severely from the war during theautumn of 1914. and the | senseless and brutal bombardment
by the Germans m Decen.jer last destroyetl all chances of a gocxi
spring and early summer season. You know. I think, that the
hotel was not

| touched. Bearing in mind all these ':;cls Iam sure you will
; ee that under the circumstanc . - have

done very well. You will, no doubt, want to k. . what Iwe have done in the way of reducing expenses to meet the
decrease m the business. We have given much anxious
conside.aon to this subject in consultation with our
managers.

| and have now got to a point below which we
are satisfied it would be impossibl. to go without doing harm
to our business. It is an unfortunate fact that | expenses
cannot be reduced in the same ratio as the fall in business, on
account of the many charges which remain the same, whetherwe do a large or a Ismail turnover. We have had great
difficulty in getting an efficient staff, and this has cau^ a
considerable relative increase in ur wages bill. All com-
modities, too. have gone up | enoi usly in price during the
past year, and unlike most busine ,s. when costs go up we
are unable to pass these on to our customers in face of keen
competition. W—fhe Times. -

55. CORPORATION OF INSURANCE BROKERS
AND AGENTS

One very important feature which we have dealt with during
the past year is that of the new agency section. In the nine
years since we have been established the | efforts of the
Corporation have been mainly devoted to securing the support
of insurance brokers and those holding large agencies. Now
that we have gathered in the greater portion of (the large
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firms, it is very desirable that some alteration should be made.
At many meetings we have discussed this question. It has
been constantly suggested to us that something | should be
done to secure as members of our Corporation that large
number of professional men throughout the country who hold
agencies for one or perhaps two companies, but the || amount
of whose insurance business does not entitle them to come
under the full membership section of our present articles.

We felt the force of this, as it is obvious | that the larger the
membership we have throughout the country the greater would
be our strength and influence. It was suggested by many
that a new Association should be formed | to embrace such
agents, but on careful consideration this idea was abandoned,
as it would tend to more expense and to weaken the strer.gth
of our Corporation. After consulting with | counsel on the
point, we decided to alter our articles and bring in this new
class. As the report says' this new section has proved
popular and some hundreds of || new members have been
admitted as incorporated insurance agents, but the} are not
entitled to use the initials after their names as in the case of
brokers and members.
The I other important matter is the question which was in

our minds when the association was originally formed and that
is the Bill to improve the status and position of insurance |

brokers and agents throughout the country. For a long time
past this has been under serious consideration, and last year
we drafted a Bill which was the result of many | months of
anxious work and thought. But when we came to focus our
grievances, and the anomalies existing in the insurance world,
it was very difficult to draft clauses for || a Bill giving effect
to our aims. We consulted one of the best firms of Parlia-
mentary solicitors and eminent counsel, and with their aid
completed the draft ; a precis was | issued early last year and
copies were sent to the insurance offices and the press. We
were not bold or sanguine enough to believe that the Bill
would please all, | as we fully realised the difficulty at once of
clearing away those evils which had obtained such deep root
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56- A CHEMICAL COMPANY

sad loss we as direct's 'and youVafsLfI'm"'" ^° *^^
company, sustained in the re^Zitl

'^^'^^^^ers of the
chairman. Mr Dorman who ,'^Tf

"^^^^ death of our late
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'^"^^^-
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I
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With your permission I will now deal with some of the

items in the accounts before you, although | my remarks will

be brief, inasmuch as the results of the year's trading are so

satisfactory that they do not call for comment other than of a

"satisfactory nature. On |the liabilities side of the balance

sheet the only item, apart from the balance to the credit of

profit and loss, with which I will deal later, that need be || 2

commented upon is sundry creditors £7,700. This stands in

the ratio of about one-fourth of the item of sundry creditors

on the assets side, and is | therefore quite satisfactory.

Turning now to the assets side, you will observe that we
'

have written off £700 for depreciation, which is deemed by the

board and the | auditors to be ample. Our stocks on hand

amount to £15,000, and are taken in at cost. Our cash and

bills receivable amount together to just over | £21,000, which

is, of course, most satisfactory and will enable us to purchase

stocks on the best terms possible by paying prompt cash for

everything and take advantage of || the best discount obtain-
;

able. The last item on that side, viz., expenses on reduction

of capital, £300, we propose, as you will see from the report,

to write | off. Now the only other item I need refer to is that

of profit for the year, amounting to £9,000. This, compared

with the profit of the previous | year, which amounted to

£2,000, is the most satisfactory feature in the accounts before

you, and while we, as your directors, feel proud of the result,

we at I the same time attribute it primarily to the foresight

and energy displayed by our managing director, Mr. Lacy,

who, seeing that owing to the war foreign and other competition

would II be eUminated, bought large stocks advantageously,

which, by excellent management, he has been able to dispose

for us on very satisfactory terms. We think it only right

to say that | our sincere thanks are due to Mr. Lacy for the

good and profitable work he has done during the past year. He

concluded by moving the adoption of the report | and accounts.

The Deputy Chairman (Mr. Frederick Richardson) seconded

the motion, and after a short discussion, in the course of which

satisfaction was expressed by shareholders with the result of |
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The Chairman next moved the Davmonf «f *u
dividend o, 7J per cent, on .he yel.^Ss, H1'^;^^ 5

57. MEETING OF AN ASSURANCE COMPANY
It was very satisfactory to be able to reoort th^t *u
ratio in both branchesLd again beL ScS^' "^ '"^"^'^

Ihe year 3 business must be considered as hiehlv sati,factory, ,n
| v,ew of the exceptional conditions To the c^sua;observer, accustomed to the enormous figures oftheCleSt perhaps presented but few strilting features ^^^f}

impress upon them, however I the fact thl, ,.;

"'''

received in .he Industrial BrJh dJnl^t ofET'

arge sums m Investment Reserve Funds in both Cche^f^r
n pST^d'ir"';""^ ""'= ^^-« the conTnuedM
"nftS ol ^: ^^"^ "''' '^" P"^"^" down to the

pre-
sent time. On several occasions thev had adopted the oolicvof applying portions of these reserves to writing down sJao^the secunties as they thought advisable, rhey had durin

J

%mZ" r:r,r"'", "^^ '"^^ securities 4mteS
riTe'^droVi'roJ^rth''"T I with'investmem

The <,uestion'£'rtrbSt'me?hr'o7deX*:ith
th

coming to t\ifc^?i;ioXthe?a:rthTt7herafd^T?r^

I
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has suggested | that the market prices ruling on 31st December,

1913, might be taken as a criterion. A sum of £500,000 was

accordingly added to the | Reserve Fund in the Ordinary

Branch, bringing it to the total of £1,000,000, and the sum
of £250,000 to the Reserve Fund in the || Industrial Branch,

bringing it to the total of £750,000, Their total Investment

Reserve Funds thus stood at the substantial sum of £1,750,000, |

and, in addition, a further reserve of £300,000 had been set

aside in the Industrial Branch to meet certain indefinite

liabilities caused through the passing of the | Courts

(Emergency Powers) Act.

The Company had set aside this year the sum of no less

than £1,050.000, or nearly £1,200,000, | if the increased

amount carried forward was taken into account, to meet the

altered conditions induced by the war. The accomplishment

of these results must necessarily involve some sacrifice on ||

the part of both shareholders and policy-holders, and some

departure from the high standard of bonus distribution they

had aimed to attain. The amount of bonus distributable imder

their | profit sharing scheme would be reduced from £600,000,

the amount distributed last year, to £300,000.

The amount of divisible profit in the Industrial Branch |

was £300,000 less than in the previous year, £200,000 had to

be withheld from the poUcy-holders, £50,000 from the outdoor

staff, I and £50,000 from the shareholders. This amount of

£50,000 represented a reduction of Is. in the shareholders'

bonus and was equivalent to a reduction of 5 || per cent, per

£1 share.

58. LIGHT CAR TALK
I ALWAYS knew that motors were capricious, but nothing has

ever beaten the humours of a car which I have been driving

during the past week. Its' engine is peculiarly | difficult to

start, and has a habit of stopping as soon as the throttle is

opened. As a consequence, on more occasions than one I have

started the engine five | or six times before the back wheels

ever got a move on.
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lef?^°flf5
^ ^T

"^y t«"yer after one of these exhibitions, and
left the gear lever ,n the bottom |gear notch when I againessayed to start the engine. Of course, it started at the

reporter would || describe as a magnificent sidestep, and

head I cL7? T *^r«^d,by i^^elf. When I recoveL myhead I chased after it. and managed to get at the I switchA salutary lesson, which I shall long remember.

n,n!^ f
^"^;;ation for Yankee ingenuity is deepening. Trialruns usually evince a sickening monotony, so fax as thedemonstrator's strategy is | concerned. Variatbns are

generally ascribable to the car. but a certain Americlshowed me something really new this week. His enthusSseemed so genume that my gentle heart repressed many I

Ttnfle lit T.^ "^f^
''"^^'^'"^ '^^' '^' ^*^^ring seemeda tnfle hght. The light of battle gleamed || in his eye JWai a minute.; quoth he. peering anxiously ahead. ^ '

At last we arrived at a place where two roads met. and

of t^'rfwXVI-'"*'^*^ '^' '''' ^ «^—^
trikngleof turf with a direction post in the centre. He got the car

he W?f:.°' '^'
*""^f^^ ^^ ^^^-«i -^ overbofrd. Thenhe locked the steering

| hard over, so that the car's circularcourse would utilise the three sides of the triangle as rough

leTiri Jareef
''' '''T ^" '^"^"^ ^^^^' ^^ dism'ountXn'S

drcles ronnTT^/^^ ^"/ T^'^
in a bewildering succession ofcircles round and round the triangle of knobbly turf, whilsthe stared challengingly at me. with his thumbs in his ves I 3

^ThPrr^ ^^?T'^'„^"^''P""^^"P*"^»^^^r^"^a^ement

hlv^\ T/?''*"'^"- "^ ^^'^"^h* °"^ ignition switch mi^".have shorted in a permanently " on " position, and that v ^
were waiting for the petrol tank to empty and stop the car :

wheeS' JnTr f7T^ '^^' ^ ^"^ ^ ''' °^ discs to mywheels, aiid I am glad |to notice that prices have droppedm the interval. I am doing an unusual amount of winter

coThw^rrt l'"^^"'',*'^''^' metalwork with unvarnished
coachwork obviously clamoured for more cleanable wheels |
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My set of discs cost £4 7s. 6d., plus the labour required for

altering the spare wheel bracket from a strapped fork to a
dummy hub.

The sole || weakness of discs, as applied to the light car,

arises from the fact that most wheels in this class are of the

Sankey steel bolt-on type. The nuts must inevitably | be
covered by the outer disc, and if one of them should work
loose the owner does not notice it unless he periodically

removes his discs as a precaution.

I I have only encountered one or two cases of Sankey wheels
working at all loose, and in each case the slight slackness

perceptible after a few hundred miles was due to | too thin

a spring washer being fitted between the nut and the hub plate.

The washer was thus practically uncompressed, and its

intended locking effect was nullified. When thicker washers ||

were substituted, and the nuts really tightened with the assist-

ance jf a mallet, they all remained motionless for thousands
of miles.

—

The Autocar.

I

59. MEETING OF AN AMERICAN BANKING
COMPANY

Ladies and gentlemen, I have the pleasure to move the

resolution
—

" That the report and balance sheet as distributed

be adopted, and that a fGial dividend at the rate of 1 4s. per
share, less income tax, be, and is, hereby declared, payable
on 27th instant." When we last met I was able to inform
you that our Belgian colleagues | were safe and well, and
I am happy to be able to repeat that statement to-day,

although Mr. Edward Bunge has ri iiained in Antwerp prac-

tically the whole time since we | had the pleasure of seeing

him with us at our last meeting. As regards our staff, I regret

to tell you that the English members of our Hamburg staff

have 11 been interned by the German Government, and we
|

have done all we can to mitigate the inconvenience under which
they are suffering by supplementing the supplies of necessaries

and comforts 1 of life as far as is permissible. The total
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number of our staff who have now joined his Majesty's Forces
is 120, of whom about one-half came | from South America for
that purpose.

The financial arrangements which had been made by the
English Government with so much efficacy a year ago have
smce been supplemented from time | to time, as became
needful, m order to meet tie changing circumstances, and I am
sure you will all have regarded with admiration their effectivr>-
ness. So far as they have || affected trade they have been
ample, and in respect of the Argentine have resulted in our
receivmg from that country all the foodstuffs that we required
at prices which, while | naturally higher than former values,
have yet represented by no means so great an increase as
might otherwise have been expected. In regard to the
financial arrangements, I should like | to refer especially to
two points. Firstly, the issue of the War Loans, so enthu-
siastically received by the public and in which I may mention
we have taken altogether

| £200,400—an operation which,
with all confidence, we submit to you for your approval.
Secondly, the Loan recently arranged in New York for the
purpc-e of II adjusting the American exchange, which has
already had a marked effect.

The war has brought about many changes in business
methods, and in particular caused important developmentsm the trade | between the United States and the South
American countries, resulting in an extension of direct fin. .icial
operations between the two parts of the Western Co- tinent
in which we have, by | means of our New York o. :e, the
opportunity to take our part, and we are closely vvatching
the trend of events with a view to securing our proportionate
participation in | that direction.

A year ago I was able to indicate to you that there were
good prospects for the crops in the Argentine. This outlook
has become an accomplished fact, || and I may tell you that /

the export of wheat during the year has been 2.500.000 tons
as compared with 900,000 tons in | the previous year, and there
IS available for export S.OOO.lXX) tons of maize—of which only
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3,000,000 tons up to now have been shipped—as against total
shipments

| of 1,800.000 tons for the former year. It is not
only in the quantity that the Republic has benefited, but in
the price, which has been | considerably higher. Wool has
been shipped in about the equal quantity of last year, but
here, again, the value has been favourably affected to the
extent of probably 50 per cent. \\—The Times.

60. DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS
As regards brush gear then is not much choice. The typem which the brush slides in a box. and is held down by an
adjustable spring, is practically universal | in all up-to-date
machines. A good brush holder should be short, so as to take
up as httle of the circumference of the commutator as \ ossible.
It should

I be a casting, and not made up of flimsy stai.ipings.
should be capable of using up nearly all the brush, and have
as few parts as possible. Tho^e who hraidle | motors will not
need reminding that the brufU gear often gives as much trouble
as all the rest of the motor.
The next point is the bearings. For small and || medium

size machines white metal is very widely used, although hard
brass is to be preferred. There is not much to choose with
regard to length of life, but if | regular or skilled attention
is not available, brass is the better. Once a white metal
bearing gets heated up, it is almost impossible to save it,
apart from the chance | of damage to the windings. Bearings
should be arranged so that they can be moved from either side
of the end plate, or at least from the inside. Although this |may seem a small point, there is a reason. Bearings some-
tjmes seize, and when they do so. it is an advantage to be
able to take off the end-plate. || leaving the bearing on the
shaft. It can then be loosened by tapping, or expanded bv
heat and drawn off.

The oil well should be large and painted inside to | get rid
of any foundry sand that may have been left in. The oil well
should have a cover that cannot be taken off. and lost or left

I
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S"^ ? ' * P'"^^ °^ "^^'"- Some firms go to n^-edlcss

and dram ppe. This is unnecessary. It introduces severaljoints I which are liable to leak, and sometimes in a Su^r'venmachine the belt runs in and knocks the whole contrivanceround and empties the oil well. The simpkj and Inmosteffective device .s a short piece of tubing screwS thrSthe ^ttom of the oil well to the correct level. TWracts as fn

r^ vT 'I'T'^'t
°" ^^^PP'"^ I ^'- o^ the rio or Ind the

wa'hSou nlr'' "f7 *'^ '^^ "^" *° ^^ drainJS andwa,hed out. If It IS really desired to see the level of I the oila short elbow can be screwed into the side of the oil well

httnut"to 1^' '^/^ *^^°""* ''^''- '' should hvTa
the Lw •

i'P '* "^"^^*- ^ P°'"t' °^te" overlooked byhe makers IS the possibility of the oil ring getting out o
taken t'o n?' T*?^ •\'°* '^^""^- ^^^' shouM be

| i

lot oittfnrrV
''' '''^'^' ^y '"""^'"^ °« th« ^gei of theslot putting a clip across th« slot, or having a tongiie on th^

ottf troub,°"rV
^"'" ^° '^^P ^^^ ""' - l^^tion ' A

predion '
'" '"" """" '^ neglecting This simple

An important point concerning the shaft at the drivingend ,s I that the portion taken up by the pulley or pnbn shouldbe less in diameter taan the part in the bearing There ietwo good reasons for this. Ist-Should | the bewaring ^rtbnget scored or damaged from any reason, it can be tumed^r
d^r t^IfT/"H"ff-''..^"l^'^^^'^"^

^«-^-^ the remal:

iZ'r. n ^ '^^^^
'' " °^ th^ ^^"^e diameter throughout 5

GazeUe.
""'"' ^"^ ^"^"'^ damage.-£«g,«.^.„^

61. MEETING OF A RAILWAY COMPANY
Coming now to the separate departments of our business Ihave first to deal with the most important section that ofthe railway. I cannot do better than quote vXim |tmthe opening chapter of the manager's report to the BoaT
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It is as follows :
" Due to tin- events in the world, the results

on our railway have been quite | abnormal. Add to this

the very rainy, stormy, and lonj? winter we have had in Chile,

and one will understanil how traffic in general must have

suffered. During the months | of May, June and July there

were in our district fifty-eight rainy days, with a total rainfall

of 67 in. After this very wet and stormy season came the

European || conflagration, with its disastrous effects all over

the world. In Chile the crisis was from the beginning a

complete one ; there was no trade on the sea, on account of \

the nitrate and copper exportation being stopped from one

day to the other, and, consequently, no movement in the

ports, no bunkerings nor transactions." Suffice it to say

that the | reduction in gross traffics, taking this side of he
question first, has taken place entirely in the last six months
of the year. The diminutions cannot be attributed to

an3rthing | but the abnormal
^
conditions mentioned by the

manager, in the words I have given you. One great influence

on the decrease of goods traffic was the small output from

the II Rabal mines. We only carried for that company
120,000 tons, whereas we have previously carried nearly

200,000 tons, and I may say that we | know they have been

equipping their mines with most expensive machinery, and

are almost in the condition to j)roduce 350,000 tons per

annum. With an improvement | in the coal trade in Chile

we shall hope that they will be able to sell this output of coal,

and we shall have more traffic coming from it. It | provides

a factor for hope of greatly increased traffic on our railway in

the future. Of our own coal, unfortunately, we were only

able to sell and carry 123,000 || tons, as against 183,000 tons

in the previous year. Taking all these matters into consid-

eration, you will readily understand why the reduction in

traffic I which we feel sure is only temporary, has taken place.

Turning to the question of expenditure, in this I am pleased

to report a very favoiuable reduction of £6,000. | The outlay

for expenditure in 1913 was /60.0<X). and in 1914 /54.(_KX).

Dealing, secondly, with mines, it has been unfortunate that
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on account
I principally, of the absolute imfKissibility o

selling coal in Chile during t'.ie last six months of the year.
I have to report a decrease in sales to the extent of || eO.OOcf
tons in the year. There was a reduction in deliveries to the
State Railways of 17.000 tons, but this is not surprising since,
on account of the | entire dislocation of the State Railways
during the last six months of the year, they hardly required
to be supplied ^ a any coal. The greatest faUing off has
been in | supplies to steamers for bunkering purposes. This
amounted to 33,000 tons. The figures are that we supplied
47.000 tons? to the steamers in 1913, while in 1914 | we
supplied only 14.000 tons. The difficulties here have been,
I am very pleased to say, effectively met by the general
manager and the engineers of the coal mines. || —The
Railway News.

62. OUR TRADE IN GEMS AND PRECIOUS
STONES

London and Birmingham must be counted among the great
marts for precious stones, the premier position occupietl by
South Africa as a diamond-producing region having brought
about something like | a revolution in this country's gem trade.
No doubt Amsterdam stands first as a diamond-cutting
centre; then came Antwerp; and now London holds the
second place, with probably Birmingham | and Paris bracketed
for third. Certainly, at the present day, some of the cleverest
diamond cutters and mounters are to be found in England,
quite large clusters of firms being | established in Soho, to the
west of Tottenham Court Road, a few in Clerkenwell and in
the " Jewellers' Quarter " of Birmingham. Hatton Garden
is the chief centre of the diamond || mart, though big dealers
afe to be found outside that charmed area.

For practical purposes, when we talk of diamonds in
the trade we refer to the South African stones. | The
predominance of these stones is overwhelming.
Of the old Orient diamonds, those glorious blue-white stones
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of dazzling »parkle. of proverbial hardness, we see little now.
From India came | most of the historic diamonds in the col-
lections, but the supply is apparently almost exhausted, the
uncut stones exported being few. and only a small quantity
coming west mounted in | native jewellery.
Of the hard, blue-white, rarely flawed, though smallish

Brazilian diamonds the supply is still good, though nothing
hke what it was prior to the first half of || the last century
A few colourless fine- atered stones of remarkable hardness
reach us from Borneo id always fetch high prices. All too
rare amidst our wealth of stones are | the rather small but
excellent Australian diamonds, derived mostly from New
South Wales. Victoria and Queensland, less often from
Tasmania. Being the hardest of all diamonds, which can only
be I cut and polished by their own dust, they are naturally
costly

;
this, however, is also fully justmed by their purity

of colour, absence of flaws and exceptional brilliance.
Occasionally Rhodesian | diamonds are found among the

South Africans
; they are small and of no particular account.

In the country lately known as German South-West Africa
now happily incorporated by the || Union Government.'
yellowish-tinted stones of medium hardness and size are found!
and though these are not likely to win favour for jewellery
they ^ 11 be useful for industrial purposes. |

Huge as is the output of South African diamonds, and high
Though the percentage of big stones be. it is to be noted
that flawless blue-white " Firsts " are comparatively | rare.
So any real slump in the best class of stones is quite unlikely
The miners' classification of Blue ^^hite, First Cape, Second
Cape, First Byewater, Second Byewater. Off Colour, | Light
Yellow. Yellow, is changed in London to Blue White, White
Silvery Cape, Fine Byewater (of yellowish tinge). Byewater'
Fine Light Brown. Light Brown. Dark Brown. Prices fh
Blue Whites || for Mel6es (stones of mixed sizes of under /|

quarter of a carat each) range from £10 to £15 per carat, and
for stones of five carats upwards from |£60 per carat and
more. For Byewaters the prices range from £5 to £25 per carat
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The yellow " Off Colour " tinge naturally dt tracts from
value, and the | cleei>cr the yellow, the k-ss the stones are
worth, until the " Browns " are reachetl and set aside for
industrial purposes. But judiciously cut and set " Byewater,"
and even " Fine Light | Browns," find their way into metiium-
pnced jewellery. When we come to coloured diamonds, other
rules prevail. A few really good blues come on the market
and always sell well. \\—KeUy's Monthly Trade Review.

63. ORAL COMPOSITI '

When should oral composition be begun ? is a question that
is not infrequently asked. For my part, I have no doubt
whatever that it should be begun long before school | or
even kindergarten is thought of. It should start at the
mother's knee in the form of song and nursery rhyme, which
m turn should develop into regular story-telling by | mother
or nurse. At first assuming the form of mere verbal repetition
by the child of nursery quips and jingles, it should, as the
story-telling is gradually introduced, pass insensibly | into
the reproductive stage, in which the child not merely repeats,
but alters, modifies, and even invents. No more accursed
doctrine was ever propounded than that of little children
bemg II seen and not heard. Everyone who knows the
A B C of childhood knows that the '.verage child has to talk
itself into corret^t speech. Only inc ^sant practice enables it |
ultimately to express itself correctly and grammatically. To
attempt to prevent a child talking is as deadly a sin as to try
to prevent him growing. It is, in fact,

| part of his growth.
The average child wants to talk. It is the average parent who
has not the patience to listen. The story-telling instinct seems
natural to most children. | When words fail, they fall back
on the more primitive and fundamental language of gesture.
I was never more surprised than when a child of mine at the
age of II two, while repeating a story of a little boy who tried
to hide from the inconvenient attentions of a bad lion, of his
own accord in the course of the | tale took cover behind sundry

I
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tablfs and chairs, in order to illustrate vvliat liappcned in the
story. I reaHsed in a flash, as 1 never had before, how
fundamental a | thing acting is, and how much more advantage
we might derive from it in school than we generally do.

Gesture is, in fact, but one degree removed from reality
while I speech is action two degrees removed. Gesture is, so
to say, the coin, and speech the paper money of action. Words
are from one point of view the promissory notes || of actions
which we may or may not perform. If the theory be right that
our lives are mainly shaped for action, then gestures, language,
and acting are doubly justified. |

That is, however, by the way. Story-telling possesses the
twofold advantage of conveying much informal instruction in
ideas and also of increasing the child's vocabulary. Many
people discourage questions from | a child during the telling
of the story. But if the audience be an audience of one, or
even if there be only one or .two other listeners, I think |
such discouragement is a mistake. The child who questions
IS filling up thereby the gaps in his own knowledge, gaps which
otherwise we might never discover. And the aim in || view
is not our telling the story as perfectly as possible, but the
amount that he can assimilate. But, on the other hand, ques-
tions for the mere sake of questioning | should be discouraged.
They rather resemble those questions in reported speech in
Latin, which not being asked for information are described as
" oratorical." Questions, again, on our part are not | essen-
tial, and if too freely applied rend asunder the flimsy fabric of
notions that the child has formed of the story. For children
grasp this synthetically through their feelings and | emotions
quite as much as through their intelligence. They absorb them
as wholes, not as mosaics. We all know the child who said
it understood the poem until it was || explained to it, i.e.,

analysed and taken to pieces, until, in fact, the poem' as a
whole had disappeared.—ScAoo/ World.
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64. SPRLNG IN MID-WINTER

The white heads of snowdrops have akeady shown them-
selves, as yet unfolded, upon a grass bank in London. This
is earlier than usual ; we do not expect a hint of spring before

the I New Year. Until to-day flowers for us are strays of

autumn, even if they are primroses or violets, and untimely
strays. But the snowdrop, whenever it appears, has the

promise of spring in ( it ; for it is a bulb that flowers once and
for all, and then goes to sleep and awakes again in due season.

So it is with the aconires, though they are | not bulbs and
though they, too, try to make a spring for us in mid-winter.

We begin to look for them in the garden now, breakiLg through
the soil eagerly and showing || blossom a few days after the

first sign of leafage.

In the woods, where it is sheltered from the north winds,

the honeysuckle has already thrown out fresh leaves, so fresh

and green | that we cannot think of them as strays of autumn
;

and soon the new growth of the dog's mercury will be thrusting

up as eagerly as the aconites. It seems to know that | it is

a dull plant, which would never be noticed if it came with the

mass of spring leafage and flowers ; so it gains our gratitude

by coming in January to tell | us of the turn of the year, and
that every warm day now belongs to spring, not to autumn.
No one can explain why these early plants and flowers are

early, any || more than why certain plants have chosen to live

among the snows of the Alps. They get certain advantages,

no doubt ; but that does not tell us why they prefer these

advantages, why | they have specialised and adapted them-
selves in this manner. We can only be grateful for the infinite

95
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diversity of nature which gives us these beautiful surprises
and in our temperate climate will never | make winter utterly
wintry, but mvades it at both ends with autumn and springAnd It is a surprise to us every year, because in summer we
always think of winter as | utterly wintry and of January as
a trost-bitten fiowerless month. So we welcome the snowdrops
and the aconites as if they came to us before their time as a
special favour.

It II is only the hardened gardener who knows when to
expect them and with them other winter flowers which he
grows as winter flowers. Chief of these is the stylosa. which
otten begins to | flower in November and goes on tiU March
and yet looks, with its delicate petals and rich colour as if it
be onged to the height of summer. Then there is the winter
heliotrope

| which fiov. ors at Christmas and is sweet-scented
and a terrible weed. And there is the minute daffodil often
appearing in January.
Perhaps all of these will in time become as familiar | in ox

gardens as the old Christmas rose, a flower of winter which
yet seems always to be discontented with its flowering time
as If It had been waked up unseasonably. like || a night- i

^u^Z\ ^°^ *^'^ ^^^^^^ ""'^ ^^^ "o* so grateful to it as we
should be

;
for it does not remind us of spring any more than a

night-porter does of morning. | But the early bulbs make
a spring for us and rejoice in it. whatever the weather may be
fhey protest against our sharp division of the seasons, against
our sense that the spring | is ever so far away in January
and they make us feel that it is not so far away as we thought
If the sun shines on them, it seems at once | to be a spring
sun and has in it a warmth and richness it would never havem a flowt less garden. They are Hke the song of birds that
rises sometimes with a || winter sunrise.—rAe Times 5

65. ELECTRIC TRACTION
If the internal combustion engine were brought into general
use for railway purposes; it is doubtful whether the oil fields
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would be able to keep pace with tlie greatly increased demands
such a I course would entail. The extensive demands for themany classes of oil engines now in use have certainly been met
without difficulty, but this cannot be taken as a fair criterion,
tor If I the principle were extended to railway work thedemands from all other sources combined would dwindle into
comparative insignificance. The fact of our railway compa-
nies being absolutely dependent upon foreign countries for |the.r supplies of fuel would also tend to raise complications,
and all hings considered, it cannot be said that any great
likelihood exists of the internal combustion engine coming into
general use. ||

^ s

We now come to the question of electric traction as appUed
to the haulage of freight traffic, and it is here that the best
prospect of carrying out economies is afforded. In the I first
place, the limitations imposed by gauge considerations are
practically non-existent where electricity is concerned, hencemore powerful locomotives could be introduced capable of
hauling heavier loads at increased rates of speed. | This isamply vouched for by American practice, where the intro-
duction of electric traction has made it possible to double the
average daily mileage run by freight locomotives. Another
very great consideration is |that electric locomotives waste
no energy when standing idle, whilst in the case of stationary
steam locomotives there is a fuel consumption waste of about
33 per cent. Greatly improved re.iuts are || also met with in ;

maintenance and repairs, and not more than 10 per cent of the
total electric locomoti^•p stock need be tied up in the repair
shops, as against 30 pei cent. | when stear- locomotives are
employed. In regard to the questions of pooling or double-
crew working, also, preference must be shown to electric loco-
motives, as owing to the fact that .'.!1 the engines are | workedon exactly the same principles, the drivers can be changed
about at will, whereas with steam locomotives this practice
cannot be resorted to without involving principles of a most
undesirable character.

| For emergency requirements, also,
the electric locomotive can be turned out at a moment's notice

7—(43)

I
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without waiting for steam to be got up, etc., while the fact
that the engines can be || operated from either end and do
not require to take water supphes en route must inevitably
tend to increase their efficiency still further.
Apart from considf rations of initial cost enough has been

said I in the foregoing remarks to show that electric traction
possesses many advantages over steam ; but as initial cost is

the one great stumbling-block to its introduction, this state-
ment does not carry us | very far. At the present time,
however, experiments are being conducted with a self-
contained electric locomotive in which the necessary power can
be stored up by means of accumulators, and this, if | put into
operation, would at once do away with the necessity of provid-
ing overhead trolley or third-rail systems of power transmis-
sion. If this type of locomotive can be so developed as || to
enable it when once charged to haul heavy trains for distances
of, say, 100 miles, it would undoubtedly prove a very s' ng
factor in railway transport wbrk, and should pave | the way
for a general introduction of electric traction at an early date.
Even if it should prove unsuccessful, the present method of
transmission might still be apphed to those sections of the |

line where traffic density is very high, but on branch lines with
only a comparatively hght traffic it is difficult to see how the
large capital expenditure could be justified. In the i event
of steam traction being wholly or partially retained, future
developments may be looked for in the extension of super-
heating and feed-water heating principles to all classes of
locomotive stock, and || in the careful and systematic
education of enginemen in the practical application of these
principles.

—

The Railway News.

66. IRRIGATION OF INDIA

The question then arises whether the canal shall cross the
torrent by an aqueduct, or " syphon " under it, or let its

waters mingle with the torrent, using regulating dams on
either side. This | question is decided by considering
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whether tlie level of the canal is above that of the torrent, whenan aqueduc ,s best, or below it, when a sj^^hon is used or onthe I same level, so that regulating dams are the simp estdevice. But to return to the problem of the headwork
geographical conditions are the main factors in determining
their site. The first necessities | are a firm soil, and a goodcommand of the land, since irrigation is done by gravity as

the hiX'^r-.
""''^^ *,!'"^^ '^^"^ ^^"^'' '' - b- 'to choosethe highes II site and then dispose of any surplus height bya vertical drop into masonry cisterns, or by rapids if bouldersare available. Proximity to the land which is to be irrigated

IS also I a desideratum, as conveying the water a long disLncemvolves a great loss through percolation and evfporation

as straight
| a channel upstream and for as long a distance aspossible so that the velocity of the stream against the we!rshould be fairly uniform. This is partlv to^void uneTen

pressure
| against the weir, but still more to guard agaTnstthe deposits of silt through eddies. The silt difficulty fs one

tance llto the control of the river, which is based on a Jknowledge of its average flow at different seasons, showing
'

he water available for cultivation and the maximum flood onrecord, which affects | the strength and capacity of theengineering works. The first question to be decided is whetherthe silt IS good for the land and to be turned aside on to it orwhether
|
it is injurious and to be carried down stream, Ihemore usual alterriative. To dispose of silt down stream i isdesirable o avoid irregular accumulations above the weir byhaving a straight channel upstream and the weir at rightangles to the stream. As nan oW a weir as possible will Xemore ve ocity for carrying off the silt, and if a narrow sife || 3has great drawbacks, it is always possible to restrict the width

iWover^Lf' ^
''"^"'"^ ^"^'^'- ^'''^''^ has influenced

improyements in weirs more than the si.t question. In theca e of the I dam at Hardwar. where the Upper Ganges canal
IS taken off. there is a large primitive weir composed of cribs
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filled with boulders, wliich is destroyed annually by the
floods, but a permanent | weir is now under construction.
With the construction of permanent weirs the silt question
becomes important. The original permanent weirs of India
were immovable, and built of solid masonry, and water
could I only pass over the top of the weir. The difficulty
of obstructing the river by such a barrier was that during
the floods, especially in the later stages, there were great
eddies || in front of the weir, resulting in uneven deposits
of silt. Possibly after the flood the low water channel
might be on the other side of the river away from the canal
head,

| or even if there was no such immediate necessity for
clearing away shoals, it would have to be done before the next
flood to prevent serious damage. The first invention for
carrying

| off silt was scouring sluices at the end of the weir
above which the canal head was situated and at the level
of the deepest part of the river. This method of | disposing
of silt has been found only fairly efficient, also repairs are least
where resistance to the floods is at a minimum. The " bar-
rage " is better. It consists of piers firmly planted || in the
floor, with vertical grooves in which shutters can be raised
or lowered.—r/te Geographical Teacher.

67. JUDGMENT ON A RAILWAY DISPUTE
This is an appeal from the judgment of Mr. Justice Warrington
whereby he declared that the defendants were liable to put a
bridge in the pleadings mentioned into such a condition that
it I would be safe for the passage of traffic upon and /or to
be expected upon the highway coming up to the bridge at
either end thereof. The Great Northern Railway Company,
the defendants, | appeal, and object to the form of that
declaration which they say exceeds the liabihty under which
they stand, that is a declaration that they are Hable to put
a bridge into | a certain condition, and the contention of the
railway company is that they are liable io maintain the bridge
to the extent and in the manner I luive indicated, not that
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S! j^'c^::\s^''-
^-' *"^'^-- ^ '^^^^'^e so that

part of the Great Northern system at Crouch End Hill Thorailway was constructed under an Act of 1862 b/a separale I

Insos as to th/ j^V^^^.^'^^t^^f"
Company, and no questionarises as to the liability of the Great Northern Railwav

Hs me original company was.

sta^ut";; Ih^^^'^f, ?'^ ^^"^^•"^teJ und.-r the powers of the

sited ^rlphr^H"^ ° '''' P^""' ""^ ^^ «" ^^hi^h were depo-sited. The bridge m question is only shown in a diaerammitirform upon the plans, but it is the bridge at CroucilndS |

l^mcZ\:Zr'''' ^"' '""""'''y ^^^-^ '' -- opened fortramc the statutory notice was given and the railwav was

to In fh v! r'^'"
'"^^'^ "P°" *^^ inspection in which he refersto all the bridges upon the line. He mentions that there are

In comn' Tfl'r *'^" '^ '^y' ^^^* ^he abutments
I are

ders aTof'"^ 1 ^"'^ "' ^"^^ ""^ ^^°"e, in five cases the gir!

cast frnn f ''°"'u^"^
'^^ ^"^^^ '^ ^^^ of those having

stantX S''' h''"]^'
'^y' "^" *^^ ^"^g- are sub? 2stantially built

;
and in due course leave was given to openthe railway for traffic.

^ P

is noYi'
'%^onceded for the purpose of this case, and thereIS no I depute between the parties, that the bridce was nmperly and substantially built in the first instance thatTsbeC"

Ifter thlfir r"'' '"^ '^^^^ '" '^'' It wears that |after that date, at some time, water mains of the New RiverCompany have been carried over the bridge and Tn thatmanner the dead weight upon the bridge had fe;n incr aseS

he" viTr'an
"' T/'"^ '^^ been removed, and a mtlheavier anu a much larger main substituted, and additionalmams have been laid over the bridge, and it also appears 1hat |i (,
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I

the thickness of the substance of the roadway over the bridge
has been increased, and in that manner the dead weight which
the bridge was to carry has been increased since the construc-
tion I of the bridge. The Railway Company ?aid that they
are Hable to maintain the bridge, in the condition in which it

was at the completion of the line, and they also concetle that |

they must execute such works as may be necessary to com-
pensate for the additional dead weight placed upon the bridge
in the manner I have indicated ; but they dispute they are
Hable beyond | that. On the other hand, the Attorney-
General and the Relators contend thit the Railway Company
are liable so to improve and strengthen the bridge as that it

may be sufficient to || carry all the traffic that may be
reasonably expected to come upon it at the present da.y.—The
Railway News.

68. OVERHAULING LOCOMOTIVES AND
MOTOR CARS

In the inquiry into a recent railway accident it was mentioned
in the evidence that the average main line railway locomotive
ran from 60,000 to 80,000 miles before requiring to be | over-
hauled, and, as evidence that the engine which caused the
accident was not suffering from any s rious neglect, it was
stated that at the time of the accident it had only run |

41,000 miles since its previous overhaul. The fact passed
unnoticed at the time, as it was no news to railway men, and
possibly it did not interest the general public. It | was a
coincidence that just about the same time we had published
particulars of a new British car which was designed to nm
50,000 miles between overhauls : in the interval merely
requiring || replenishing with oil, fuel, and water, and periodic
cleaning of cylinders and pistons and grinding in of the valves.
Not a few who read of this ambition on the part of the maker |

of the car laughed at it as being altogether visionary. It is

perfectly true that up to the present time few cars have come
near it, but that it is unreasonable that this | should be the
aim of a builder of a reliable car we do not admit. It is true

I
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that many cars are on the road to-day which have run very
much more I than 50.000 miles. There are not a few now
which have gone for above 100.000 miles ; but it is not a ques-
tion of total distance before being worn out 1| that we are
discussmg. but merely the mileage which can he secured before
the car is in need of overhaul.
The railway definition of an overhaul is very thorough but

'

It is not
I rebuilding. That only comes after a number of

overhauls have been made, and may result, and in many cases
has resulted, m almost a new engine. But the overhaul of a
locomotive is | very much the same as the overhaul of a car.
It is begun, continued, and ended in the same way. That is to
say. first of all the machine is taken to | pieces and all the
parts properly cleaned and examined. Any parts which show
signs of wear are either renewed or adjusted, and if the work
be properly done the machine at the || completion of the
overhaul is practically as good as ever it was. In the mean-
time both the railway engine and the motor car are
supposed to have receivea reasonable periodic attention in the |
vvay of lubrication and careful watching and examination, so
that if any small defects arise they will be detected and put
nght before they assume serious dimensions. It may be
interesting to add | that the signs of requiring an overhaul are
practically the same on all automobiles, whether they run
on road or rails

; that is to say, power begins to fail and working
parts I become loose and rattly ; and the man who handles
them detects many subtle differences between the thoroughly
tuned-up machine and the one which had gradually begun to
show the signs of an || overhaul being due.

(On the whole, the railway engine has a better time than the
average car so far as attention is concerned : it may not be
very delicate or yery minute, but | it is very regular, and
what one may call abreast of the robustness of the machine.A carefully attended car is quite as well looked after, but the
average car certainly is not. | The railway engine suffers
less from gnt and mud than the motor car. but there is not
a very great deal in this, as most of the grit it encounters
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iH«.f I distinctly an uhradinK natuiv S(. far as wtar and tear
of tlic working parts are conccrnttl. Its advantage is really
in wet weather rather than in dry. as it does not have || torun like a mortar mixer, wi h a large proportion of its working
parts in what is little better than a mud bath.- 77/«- Autocar

69. AFTER HARVEST
The erjd of the middle week of this month finished harvest.
An odd field of grain on a bleak hillr.ide may still be out in
stock This, however, means little, and in a | general sense
may be made the subject oi the rustic jest, which in the
Northern counties attaches itself to .'.le last sheaf tossed on to
the cart from the last field to be | cleared. Good weather for
the past fortnight helped all sorts of work with grain crops
This made conditions comfortable for those taWmg part m
stacking or threshing, and benefited the quality of both
grain and straw. Some of, the days recently were more
hke what one expects in June than those which fell out in the
•afy month this year. Weather cannot be adverse always,

.^ome II folks look for summer when it should come, and if
U comes not, then they despair, and say it will not come
tor that season. The theory does not always hold : oftener
the I reverse happens. At least one would expect that it
should for there is always a levelling up tendency in the
natural order of things. Like everything else in life, it
is well there |should be a variety in the nature of the seasons.
If every month in the year had regularly the same features
of drought and wet, of heat and cold, and of fixed | combina-
tions from these, weather predictions would be farcical and
reference to barometers useless. In our country we think
in the stable order of experience that May should be dry and
warm, June || sunny and showery, July gappy and uncertain.
August at Its opening and until near its close mixed with

'

thundery flood-bursts and scorching sunglares in gleam
times, September cool and breezy, and October | chill and
calm. This order does not always follow. Winter as in

I
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tins seas<,n. smmtinus clings .,n, an.l .lisputis the advanceo summer Yet, by this year's teaching, if summer is

spreads its glow well mto the autumn. It is then th^chsappomted ones feel in a way recompensed, and the wish
s I hean expressed that such weather may last if onlv

harnTt'\"'l'
"'"'^

''I"'"^^"^
^*^^"^ ^ '^^-^^ 'f^« 'armer

to t.T It
' ^'"''' ''*'""'• ^ ^"' '•^K'-''-^^^ them

;
he has ||take the weather as ,t comes ; even if he or his class hahe ordenng of ,t. there would be .lispute and plenty, on the^n« .t sWd take. The purely 'tillage | mani I hiswish wou d vary according as his lines are cast in a Northern

or a Southern county-might ask for this or that kind ofweather ma certain month, and | another farmer, with theraismg of hve stock solely in view, ask for something quite
opposite. The Northern tillage farmer could be undersHd
spec fying for a mixed May to help the turnip brairds and |a dnppmg June to lengthen the flax stalks and strengthen the
first crop hay against cutting time. He would like a warm,
^ ry July. and. though he might not object to the || usual ,hewers m August, he would not mind if no further rain was

wo^dTnrh ' '^" ^''^'''
r' '"-^-t^-^«l- This programme

would not. however, suit the grazier, with whom grass, and
rnore grass.

| and always grass with feeding quality in it isthe mam thing, and w:,o only compares one season wiih another

Hsfi^frkr/h-l .' "^fI""''
"^'^ ^^'^^ ^^«le that roam

wIm !
^"^^"^ ^"' *^^ ^"^'^"'- '^''^'y- 1^« weather whichwould suit every type of farmer would be difficult to parcel

out. Even on tillage farms the rain that would be helpful tocrops
I on one class of soil might be a cause of injury and

OSS to the same crops on different situations. This season
there has been much to complain of in respect to || adverse 5weather.- -y'A^- Farmer's Gazette.

^

70. REINFORCED CONCRETE
The table of working stresses, as now given for concrete, hasbeen considerably revised, and due increase in the stresses
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allowecl for richer mixtures has been made and the table may
now be | considereti a fair one. Several of the remaining
clauses under the heading of " Working Stresses " have been
revised, and, generally speaking, the revision has been to
make them more lenient. The table dealing | with the grip
or adhesion length given in the previous regulations has been
omitted and a general clause introduced which ensures the
length being sufficient to keep the stresses within the limits j
allowed

; and other sliglit modifications have been made in
the case of bars having a mechanical bond.
Some important alterations have been made in the clauses

relating to compressive reinforcement in beams || and shear
reinforcement, and these will be welcomed by all designers

;

while the effective depth of slabs required as the minimum
has been reduced from 4 in. to 3 in. The rules relating j
to the breadth of slab that may be taken as forming the
flange of a tee beam have been varied to allow more latitude to
the designer, and a clause has been introduced | which deals
with ell beams

; while certain alternative formulae have been
given and additional clauses added, the chief of the latter
having reference to the case of a beam supported at its | end
by a transverse beam. In the section devoted to struts many
alterations have been made, some of which are very important,
and generally the conditions are not so alrii.^ ,nt as betoro. jj
As an example it may be said that in the previous rules three
methods were given for forming the joints in the vertical
reinforcement, but this has now been revised and the one |

clause dealing with the method states that an overlap shall
be provided at least equal to twenty-four times the diameter
of the upper bar. In the previous"regulations it stated that
in cases | where there is a change in section the vertical bars
shall have an overlap at least equal to forty times the least
diameter of the thicker bar, and it will be evident | that this
is an important change. This is only given as one example,
and it is impossible to deal here with all the modifications
that have been made in this section, but it || is sufficient to
say that the modifications are numerous. In the section

I
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devoted to the construction of walls the only alterations nia<ic

apply to the use of hollow concrete bloclcji, and here some |

changes have been made.
The sections rn foundations, protection, cemont, sand and

coarse material remain practically unaltered, but the table
dealing with the proportions and ultimate resistance of
concrete has been alteretl in | form, and this is an improve-
ment. The notes on steel remain unchanged, and practically
the only alteration under the heading of testing is that
dealing with deflection, and this shall not exceed | «,',„ of
the span, when the span is twenty times the effective depth,
and the beam or slab is freely supported and uniformly loaded
and subject to the permissible working stresses. || The only
alteration in the section devoted t% centring is the introduc-
tion of the term " Formwork," which is given as the alterna-
tive to the term " centring "

; and in the last section, which
deals I with the workmanship, one or two variations have
been made, and these deal with concrete affected by frost, and
wood embedded in concrete.

The total number of clause? in the regulations as now |

given is 188, whereas in the second set, which have been
supe--eded or rescinded by the Council, the total number
was 164.

Generally speaking, tliosf> last | regulations are a great
improvement on the previous ones, as, while they contain
all the essential conditions to ensure satisfactory work, they
are not so stringent, and it is quite unfair to || impose

!

unnecessarily hard rules because the material has not
been in general use for a great number of years.

—

The
Builder.

71. THE MIDLAND INDUSTRIES

In the matter of small metal goods Birmingham and its

neighbourhood more than maintain their old position of

premiership. The reputation and sale of these goods goes
up by leaps and bounds. Among | the mc . interesting
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of this extremely inisceUaneous assortment of inamifactures
are pms. needles, pens, and all relating thereto.

Truly of the making of pins and needles there is no end and
moreover, modifications

| and novelties are* being introduced
from day to day as the experts study the conditions of domestic
and mdustnal life. It was from the Midland District that
the easily-threaded needle, with a | downward sht at the base
of the eye was introduced. Another and more recent intro-
duction is the patent " Scientific " needle, which is so formed
that the eye when threaded only equals the ||size of the
body of the needle, not being flattened out ; consequently it
works more smoothly and rapidly. A simple but excellent
device for ordinary sewing needles was to gild the eye-piece
which I certainly facilitaies the operation of threading'
Needles are made in a great many sizes, and of varying pro-
portions between the length and diameter of barrels Then
there are endless types for .special trades, | extending to
the leather workers' and bootmakers' awls and drivers
sailmakers' needles, straight and curved packing-needles'
either wit'i symmetrical or lance-shaped pointed ends Next
to these come the needles for | ordinary and trade sewing-
machines, bootmaking machines, and so on. A comparatively
new branch is the making of eyeless needles, really diminutive
styles, for phonograph and kindred recording machines
Huge quantities of these || are exported to the musical
machme makers abroad. In spite of the large varieties kept

'

m stock. It is not uncommon for needle-makers to be
approached to design some special form of | needle, likely to
overcome difficulties met with when dealing with certain
materials. With the Midland manufacturers this is a com-
paratively easy matter, as they have their trained experts
at hand and such a | splendid array of costly -lachine tools

C^reat as is the variety of needles made, there is even a more
striking diversity in the patterns and sizes of pins These
are made of an | extraordinary diversity of metals—the most
common being iron, steel, alloys of copper, silver and gold
1 hey can be had with round, flattened or no heads ; with heads

I
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many
ho'ise-

curt a'

Hai.

of metal, glass, porcelain, || celluloid, paste "gems" and
imitation pearls, or of real precious stones mounted in silver
or gold

; for they range from those required in industrial work-
to those for toilet purposes and fancy drapers' | and miUiners'
goods. The useful safety, or " nurserj' "pin, has undergone

=''.;:nr. lotions, whether made for toilet purposes or for
"Id use, t'hv iHtter, for instance, as when combined with
r'ugs.

I

:x'.s a'so leceive minute attention. The first wavy
modifications of the ordinary tong-shaped hair-pins has long
since been surpassed by other devices, such as outward-
spreading flattened ends, rounded and acute | shoulders, and
bowed forms. They range from the tiniest models to gigantic
instruments. A branch of increasing importance consists of
hair-pins having ornamental tops, loops or buttons, in fancy
decorated metals, glass, || paste or precious stones. Some
of the hair-pins are also turned out in the precious metals,
gold and silver.

In all these cases the boxing and carding is as diverse as the
shapes, | sizes, and materials.

For something hke over three hundred years Birmingham
and Redditch have been producing a large percentage of the
iron and steel fish-hooks used in every part of the world.

|

There are upwards of a dozen large establishments specialising
in this way, and turning out hooks ranging in size from less
than half an inch long to over a foot in length. | They are
made with different forms of barbs and shanks to meet the
vaned kinds of fishing in rivers, lakes or seas, for sporting or
industrial purposes. Some are of bright steel, || others of
dark-brown alloys and of deep Hue.—Kelly's Monthly Trade
Review.

72. GERMANY'S WAR FINANCE
They had seen and discussed the steady accumulation of goldm Germany, but did not know that these precautionary
measures were in * anticipation of a struggle which was so
soon to take place | and which was to shake the credit of all
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nations. Referring to tlie situation from an economic and
financial standpoint, he observed that on the 18th July last
the Dresdner Bank caused a | great commotion by selling
its securities and by advising tscHents to sell their securities.
This was recognised as the first semi-official intimation of a
probable European conflagration, and Berhn became
apprehensive.

|

War was declared between Austria and Servia on the 28th,
people were seized with panic, and great runs took place
on the Reichsbank for gold and on the joint stock banks of
Germany || for gold or notes. The Reichsbank lost ten
millions steriing of gold or thereabouts, and to prevent further
loss a measure was passed prohibiting the bank from paying
any more of its | notes in gold. To meet the difficulties of the
other banks, the Reichsbank discounted, during August,
about 200 millions sterhng of bills. Of this amount 117
millions were drawn |out in , notes, with which the banks
were enabled to meet the runs. They next proceeded to
establish war loan banks, war credit banks and war aid banks
all over the country, under | the patronage of corporations,
municipalities and private financiers, and to make use of
the mortgage banks already established. The Reichsbank
had the right to issue notes to any amount, provided it held jt
as cover practically one-third in gold and two-thirds in bills
of exchange. As the Reichsbank was to play an important
part in war finance they were careful to keep down the issue |

of their notes as much as possible, as they knew that criticism
would be directed against them. They, therefore, proceeded
to issue, and were continuing to issue, notes through the media
of the I various war and credit banks. Government securities,
other securities and produce were pledged with the war
banks, advances to the extent of 75 per cent, being made on the
first-named class of | security, and on the other classes to the
extent of 45 per cent. These advances were made in war
bank notes, which were legal tender and performed all the
functions of money. || The mortgage banks were under J

the control of chambers of commerce and municipalities,

I

HI
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and tliey made advances on the mortgages of properties by
an issue of notes, which were also legal tender and | performed

11 the functions of money. In this way the country was
gradually being supplied with the currency required for carry-
ing on the war. but, knowing that the eyes of the world would |be fixed on their gold position, they were careful to maintain
a difference between the Reichsbank note and the notes of
the two other classes of banks. The^ Reichsbank note,
although it I was no longer payable in gold, was issued on the
basis of gold and bills of exchange, while the notes of the war
and credit banks had no relation whatever to gold || and
were issued on the basis of securities and properties. The
mobilisation of the German armies was financed by the notes
of the Reichsbank for from four to six weeks, so that by \ the
end of August, with the war and other demands, the total
discounts and loans of the Reichsbank amounted to about
243 millions sterling, | and the total notes issued to about 212
millions. By this time the pressure on the bank was becoming
too great, the war loan was issued and a sum | of about
22S millions, partly on bonds and partly on Treasury notes
was raised. By the end of the year the whole of the loan was
paid un Hand the debt to the Reichsbank discharged.—JA^ i

Fit ' Times.

73. MOTOR-AMBULANCES
A MOTOR-AMBULANCE costs rather more than it did a year ago
1 here are two causes for this—heightened prices in the market
and also the fact that the pattern has undergone development |
Consequentlv those vho wish to give an ambulance are now
asked for £460, and though the difference is small to the giver
It IS great m the additional ease | \vhich it gives to the
wounded. While the standard t>i>e built to the War Office
specification remains practically that decided upon at the
end of September, 1914, as a | result of the careful consulta-
tions between the ambulance department of the British Red
Cross Society and the engineering staff of the Royal Auto-
mobile Club, a number of modifications, chiefly in the bodies || I
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of the cars, have been the results of later experience on vhich
the new type of the British Red Cross Society has been evolved.
These new cars have twin back wheels whic h are | a great
safeguard on bad roads. The first standard motor-ambulances
which we may now call the old type, have a rectangular frame
covered by canvas curtains which can be rolled up at | the
sides. The stretchers are placetl on the supports at the sides
and on projections from a central bar. so that when the
ambulance is fully loaded a nurse or orderly cannot | sit
mside the car. The new type is wider and provides a gang-
way, as the illustration shows, between the stretchers On
the inside, too, curves take the place of right angles to ||
facilitate cleaning. The frames for carrying tlie stretchers
two on each side, are adjustable and stable, and by an'
ingenious contrivance can be packed away on each side so as
to afford seating

| accommodation for eight patients when
there are no stretchers to be carried. The canvas awning
painted in service green is fixed and the sides cannot be rolled
up as in the early pattern. | The interior is painted in leadless
white

;
such windows as are necessary are of celluloid to

minimise the risk of injury should they be broken, and an
electric bulb in the roof | takes the place of the former oil
lamps. A speaking tube for communication between the
driver and the attendant and a dressing box beneath the
attendant s seat are further refinements of the || new type
The improvements are so obvious to the lay mind that it is
only right to mention that the older ty^e had certain
advantages. The additional width of the new car | may be
a difficulty in narrow or crowded thoroughfares, but it is a
concession made to the increased comfort of the patients
When a cheque for £450 "to provide one | motor-

ambulance " IS received at Pall-mall, a series of negotiations
is immediately engaged upon. The first of these is generally
a pohte inquiry to the donor as to whether an additional sum

|
of, say, £200 can be provided for the maintenance of the car.We have already dwelt on the importance of this point. At
the same time the society s engineers are || consulted, the i
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type decided upon, and the order for the chassis is placed.
The body IS generaUy built in London in order that the
society s representative may supervise the construction and
check the I details. As soon as both chassis and body are
dehvered the completed car is sent to be passed by the society's
engineer. It is then taken to the depot at Balham. where
it I remains until it is ordered abroad. It is not Hkely to wait
long When the order comes tiie car is equipped with
stretchers, rugs pillows, first-aid outfit. lamps, and other
necessanes. It

| is then brought to St. James's Square and
its driver receives his brassard and badge, his identity cer-
tificate and disc, his^passport. and instructions with a letter
of introduction to the transport || officers.—JAe Times

8-<43)
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74.

: H

ANNUAL MEETING OF A COMMERCIAL
BANK

When I had the pleasure of meeting you last year. I expressed
the opinion that your company had a bright future before it
but I certamly did not contemplate then that the plans of
your

I Board for its development would be temporarily
frustrated by the outbreak of a calamitous European war on
the gigantic scale of the present conflict, the effect of which
:s making Itself felt even in the | most remote corners of the
world The countries

.
of South and Central America

depenclent as they are on the financial assistance hitherto
granted to them by the European markets, and especially by
those of the I belligerent countries, are feeling very acutely
the abrupt disorganisation of the world's vast credit system
to which those countries owe a very large measure of their
recent progress and development. It is. therefore, disap-
pointing to lime and to my colleagues to meet you to-day
and have to state ihat under the present circumstances the im,'-
gressive elaboration of the plans we luid in view for the

'

advancement of your company | must of necessity suffer some
delay. In the lesser States of the South American Continent
It may be expected that there will be a more rapid recovery
from the effects of the curtailment of financial | facilities
than perhaps, in the case of their more highly developed sister
republics, as the position of the former on the outbreak of the
war may not have been quite so complex as that of | the latter
and I would remind you that it is with these lesser States
that our business is principally conducted. It is easy to seehow these lesser States, with their somewhat deficient banking

114
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arranKomcnts,
|| arc affected. Tlu> position of their tradershas been aggravated by the pressing claims of their creditorson this side for a prompt settlement of all outstan.ling account^by the withdrawal of credit facilities on (this side, to "aVnothmg of their mability to withdraw their deposits here and

loria "it i"T""
"'"^"^ '"""^' ^'•^' ^^^'^^-- "^ the m";

toria. It s not surpnsmg that, to meet the .lifficulties thusengendered
| the respective Governments of thost> coun ehPve extended to their business communities protection a aras It lies in their power, by themselves decreeing moratoHa andother prohibitions, which naturally make thf remittance

"

moneys owing a very difficult and. in some countries
'

Inimpossible matter.
"iunts, an

a to I'n l^'" '"i^'"^
'^ '^'' moratorium in this countrv isa first step towards more normal conditions, and certainly

YnurT" l
"'"'^ promising

II at present than it Tas\our company have every reason to congratulate themselveson the manner in which so far a number of their debts abroadhave been hquidated and the success attending the etos

TcanTtaTsr " ^'""^' ''"'^"^' °^ ''''''''' s''"' ^^^ inflou

IJT[ n^^cessary to the development of Central andSouth America has ceased, and it is -.ery unlikely 1 1 a iwill be renewed
| for some time to come, at any rate as faas Europe IS concerned. Meanwhile, the produ^cer in Thotecountries, finding his hitherto comparatively easily pro™finance curtailed and in many cases entirely withdrawn sconfronted with the problem of how to pay his labou 'w Ifaihng which he must perforce abandon his crops Th.:Governments in their turn, fully alive to the urgent necessityo granting assistance to the || producer, or finding themselves £^Mth much depleted treasuries, are occupying tlLselve nconjunction with the respective banking and me cant le

cases, and I am glad to announce that the | representatives of

arTassTtr
':"

'

t"^ ^"
T'^^'

^''' ^" ^^'discuss^nsIdare assisting, m so far as it lies in their power -ill Dr...u>^-.l
wh,cl, n,„y ,en„ „, ™™r. the ,atU-nu,JZ^^^;:::^
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on which the welfare of the countries in which they are
estabhshed so much depends.
Our intervention in certain negotiations connected with

such matters has been made more valuable than it might
otherwise

| have been by the recent visits of our represf n' atives
to our branches, have enabled us to take a wider perspective
of the situation than would otherwise have been possible, and
to ends which will materially || benefit your companv in the
near future.—rAc Financial Times.

It

75. SIDECARS
The subject of sidecars provides the student and the engineer
with some difficult problems, and the suggestion of two
passengers abreast is one which, if put into practice, may be
severely criticised by the majority | of sidecar experts.
It IS now some two years ^go since the writer saw a sidecar with
seating for two abreast, but is inclined to the belief that such
cars will not find general favour | for reasons which will be
shown herein.

Undoubtedly, this outfit would be almost impossible to
upset, presuming, of course (as would appear necessary),
that a track substantially wider than usual is included
Compared with other | methods of carrying more than two
people altogether, e.g., (a) on the carrier, {b) one passenger
behind the other in the sidecar, the " two-abreast "

principle
IS far and away the safest-especially in || point of stability
when turning to the left ; and the passenger on the carrier
method the trickiest for cornering at speed. On right-hand
corners it is doubtful whether either has a preponderating
advantage over the other.

|

What one has to contend with when cornering or when
driving in a circle is centrifugal force, i.e.. the outward direc-
tion of the force exerted on a body in motion, travelling
in a circular

| path, urging it farther from the axis of motion.
Having made this clear, the tendency to tip up is not

difficult to comprehend. Nevertheless, there are other factors
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to consider, which the writer endeavours to | account for

cTntacfortr h' rf^ '^"' ^'^ -^"^^-^ of Utance by

mTn n K ,
.

^^'-^' "^ *''" motor cycle with the road deter-mmmg ab.h y to sidesHp when turning to the left withthe sidecar
|| wheel and road when cornering to the righThe advantage of a low centre of gravity and very wderack as compared with weight high-placed an.l narrow^trlck

IS obvous by comparison of | two pyramids also- whereA would probably sli}), B would overturn
'

Th. outnt wants to move bodily sideways or (Hitwardsowing to the centrifugal force. It meets with the resistanceof the contact or friction | of tvres and road.
'^^- '^^^"^«

dislance^'frl'th
'""") isiyensumd.nt weight at sufficientdistance from the motor-cycle and the lower the weight isplaced the safer will the machine be. and were this the tn y

This leads us ||to review the effect of cornering with the •

ordinary motor-cycle and sidecar, but with the extra pi senger
'

seated on the carrier. The results will depend in a greatmeasure on the height of the centre | of gra^y of the whol^

reX'sTat th'"

'''•"• '' '^ "^* "'--->'
^^> --ind

[ncHne 1 K .
?"'' considerably

;
some machines an>

Phcedin l'. 'T-^r^'.^"d. added to this, the carrier is

wlTv,. ; M f^ ^'^^ P°''^'°"' ^"t «" others the bulk of the

ments with chassis-dnving " on sidecars well know howeasily this wheel then picks up. | Now if one gets the mssenger on the carrier, and corners to the Mt shar^^v the'

onSTh"" 1 u'
"^^^^^ P^^-"^- - the carri'^i'is aonce shoM'n to be wrong in point of stability. || The effect is Unot of course, apparent when cornering to L right The.double weight on the motor-cycle and%hc heav

^
macl^nerequire tremendous force to lift

'"dciiine

I have indicated then that, so far as | keeping all wheels on
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the road when cornering is concerned, the widir truck with
two passengers abreast, scores well ; but it is as well to note
Its obvious disadvantages. I refer to the inevitable and I
bad effect on the steering. We all know how tiresome wide-
tracked and heavdy-loaded sidecars are, and the effect of
getting much more weight at a considerable distance further
from the main track of | the bicycle wouM not reouire
demonstration, in the writer's opinion.

It is only necessary to say that he contact and friction of
tlie sidecar wheel with the road mav be regarded as a brake on || i

an obstacle out of the main track.—Motor Cycling.

76. CRITICISM OF A COMPANY'S ANNUAL
REPORT

Thi-: optimism of the directors as expressed in the first annual
report proves, as we foretold, to have been very badly
inspired. In commenting on that report we remarked :—

Altogetlier, then, this first report of | the Company, so far
from Nrng a gratifying document, is a very disillusionising
one, a..a we think the directors are open to the suspicion of
closing tlu'ir eyes to the true state of affairs. They | are.
indeed, repeating the mistake of the prospectus of being far
more sanguine than the known facts justify. " These observa-
tions were called forth by the assertion of the Board, amo
other things, that the trade | created was of a permanent
character, and that tais should ensure a " substantial net
profit " for the current year. How well our criticism was
justified is shown by the new report, which tame out
yesterday, || and which discloses not a " substantial net I

proxit." but a loss of ;^33,200 ! In tlie first year there was a
small profit nominally of ;^1,300, but this was | only secured
by carrying ;^34,000 of the advertising expenditure to a
suspense account, where it remains still awaiting hquidation
The gross profit on sales has tumbled down from ;f86,500

\
to ;f41,8CX). a clear proof that, as we have pointal out, the big
turnover induced by sporadic outbursts of publicity cannot
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with saftty bo reganlcd us husiiuss that will In- | rftuinf«l.
TIh- amount rharKt-d to uwrniv this tiiiu- lor advt itisirif,' is
iZi.lUH), as compared with £35.l)0() in 1912-13. and has
pioduccd relatively considerably less results. || The only
satisfactory feature of the situation is that all the work is now
concentrated in the factory at Haves, the premises near the
New Kent Koad having,' been given up. There is. of course,

|agam nothing for the preference slum holders.
An examination of the balance sheet is not calculated to

make the proprietors enthusiastic. With the exception of
the £'2,400 cash at bankefs and in hand. | and possibly the-
(,82,800 spent on the new factory, we should h.sitate to say
that any ol the tangible assets can be accejJted at their face
value. The Koodwill and | the lease of the New Kc-nt Koad

'

property .Si^ain appear at ,/.!76.9(M). The goodwill proportion
--£T7a,'XK) -based on four months' abncjrmal trading jj
IS obviously not worth that sum. and the £1,900 assignable'to
the lease may be treated as negligible. Moreover, since the
premises have now been abandoned, the £7,700 | spent on
theni is as good as lost. Patent rights and trade marks at
£50,300 are a wasting asset, but have not been dejjreciated,
and could not be expected to | realise anything like flu; figure
mentioned. The £35.000 investment in Health 1 ds has
bmi written down by £5,{K)0, leaving £5.000, as compared with
£21,000. paid up.

I This shows the value already put on the
holding. The various suspense accounts awaiting to be
written off total no less than £49,3(M), and include preliminary
expenses, advertising outlay || an<i debenture sUnk ccmi- i

mission. There is in addition the debit balance at profit and
loss of £31,900, which will have to be provided for out of
future earnings. We | warned the public at the start in 1912,
and our warning was reiterated on the issue of the debenture
stock last year, of the exceedingly speculative character of the
enterprise and of the undesirable | aspects of the promotion,
and those who took heed of our advice must now congratulate
thcniselvos on iheii wisdom in following our counsel. The direc-
tors say that the gross profit made on selling the Company's

|
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own manufactures is now " eminently satisfactory," and
it is not, of course, impossible that better fortune in the
future may mitigate the errors of the past. The directors
have at least disclosed the position fairly || in the balance
sheet.

—

The Financial Times.

Ill

77. THE COLOURS OF ANIMALS
The Zoo is, perhaps, not the best place to study the colours of
animals Jo the best advantage, since we do not see the animals
in their natural surroundings, and cannot therefore appreciate
to the I full the significance f)f the varied colours we observe.
.An inquiry, however, into the meaning and causes of animal
colour may not be unprofitable and, with the exercise of a cer-
tain amount of imagination, | it will not be difficult to realise
its full value.

The colours of anirrials are due to two causes—either

(1) to the presence of pigments on the surface layers of the
body, which absorb | certain elements of white light and
reflect the remaining elements, the reflected light giving the
colour of the pigment and therefore of the animal, or (2) to
the structure of the surface layer of the j| skin of the animal,
which, acting as a prism, sphts up white light and produces
an optical colour which changes with the point of view—as,
for instance, the metallic, iridescent, mother-of-pearl tints j

familiar in certain animals The colouring matter of wild
animals is usually confined to the external covering of the
body- -to the hairs in mammals and to the feathers in birds,
the actual skin beneath | the hairs or feathers being pale or
without pigment. In those animals like the elephants,
rhinoceros, and whales which have lost the covering of hair,
such loss is accompanied by a special development of pigment j
in the skin.

The most important use of colour is to enable an animal
to conceal itself from its enemies or to aid it to approach its

prey unseen. This may be achieved in two ||ways—(1) by
the animal resembhng in colour as well as in form some special
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object of no mtorest to its memits, or (2) by the animal
harmonising generally in colour with its surroundings Two I

beautiful examples of the first method may be seen at the Zoo
in the Caird Insect House, where examphs of the stick-insect
and leaf-insect may be seen. The former resembles in shape
a I twig or part of the stem of the plant on which it hves. while
the latter resembles a leaf of its food plant. .. k1 both are green
hese insects are wingless and remain almost niotionless | by

day. The close resemblance which they show, both in form
and colour, to the plants on which thoy jivo renders them
almost inconspicuous and protects th.-m from th.- attentions
of birds and reptiles which || would ..therwise prev freely
upon them. Another well-known example of such harmonising
coloration may be observed in the Reptile House, where
specimens of the chameleon may be seen. The value of their
general green

| colour as a protecti\e measure is increased by
the power they possess of altering the tone of their colour to
blend with the particular tone of green of the plants upon
which they settle. There | is no doubt, also, that the pro-
tectivc colouring of chameleons aids them in the capture of
their food, wliich consists chiefly of insects. By lying
motionless in the trees, which they resemble in colour they |are unobserv -d by the insects upon which they feed Most
of the mammals and a great number of birds are coloured to
harmonise with the general colour of their surroundings
Lxamine the mammals you see || at the Zoo and note, first' (
the general uniformity of the tone of their colour~a general
brown, grey, or dun tint. Notice, secondly, that they are
ustially darker above and paler .,n their under-surfaces,

|and yet the effect from a distance is that of a monotone.
1 he reason for this may be understo(Kl from a consideration
of the effects of light and shadow. If the animal were actually
monotonic lin colour, the shadow cast by the upper part of
he body on the lower part would have the effect of darkening
the latter and throwing up generally tlie form of the animal
^^lM^ seen

| from a distance. As it is. the shadow of the
upper part of the body on the paler under surface just balances
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the dark tone of the back ; the general effect is monotonic, and
the II animal is rendered inconspicuous.

—

The Home-Reading 5
Magazine.

78. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS AS A SCHOOL
SUBJECT

In the early days of science teaching in our schools qualitative

analysis played an important part in the practical work, but
gradually it has been superseded by other things, so that

to-day it is scarcely | to be found in the school curriculum

at all. Surely the reason for this cannot be that quahtative
analysis is devoid of all value as an educational subject, or

even that other branches of chemistry | offer greater scope for

teaching ptSrposes ? If carefully considered, it would seem to

me, that when properly taught, qualitative analysis offers

exceptional advantages, although it must be admitted at once,

that ever5^hing depends on the | way in which such a subject

as this is presented. For unless the principles underlying the

processes are clearly understood and appreciated, the work
may be merely mechanical, and so lose all educational value.

But II this is a difficulty that arises not only here, but in

almost all other branches ot science. The responsibility is

with the teacher ; it all depends on him as to the point of view
his I pupil takes up.

Let us look, then, very shortly at some of the advantages
of this now rather old-fashionecl and despised subject. To
begin with, the apparatus required is simple, and the cost

of materials | is small—an important item in these days.

Then a considerable amount of work can be done in a little

time, perhaps more than in other branches of practical

chemistry. Fairly large classes can be | taken at the same
time without imdue inconvenience, and the pupils can work
separately, and so avoid any risk of such things as " sleeping

partners." Quahtative analysis never fails to create interest,

and this is || more than can bo said of some other things

which boys are called upon to learn in school. Moreover, it
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is one of the fundamental duties of the teacher to see that

the lessons he | provides are as full of interest as possible.

If a boy finds his work dull and boring, he cannot derive

much good from that particular task, and there is probably

something wrong either with the | subject itself or the master.

A boy instinctively wants to know what things are made of.

This instinct has been with him from his very early days ; as

a little child he broke his toys, | later on he pulled his watch
to pieces, a kind of analysis ; later still he loved to construct

things—that is, to find out what things were made of by
synthesis, or negative analysis, and || so it comes about that

finding out what substances are in the school laboratory spe-

cially appeals to him. In quahtative analysis the boy feels

he is doing something real, and so he is interested.

Then | qualitative analysis enables a boy to understand,

if it is carefully pointed out to him, the exact meaning of

such terms as precipitation, double decomposition, solution,

sublimation, etc., in a very practical way. There is | all

the difference between learning these things theoretically and
learning f^ . m practically. This same result may, of course,

be obtaincci by other forms of practical chemistry, but possibly

not so conveniently.

Again, if the equations | of the various reactions are prac-

tised, and duly recorded in a note-book, a good deal of useful

information will be acquired. The pupils must be able to

understand clearly what they are actually doing when || they

carry out their tests. It will be easy to show them how cer-

tain reactions can be classified. How, for exam h\ the

result of treating any sulphide with sulphuric acid is always

to produce sulphuretted | hydrogen, and the sulphate of the

metal. This leads to a better idea of the methods involved

in the preparation of gases. The preparation of other things

as v»ell can usefull}^ be connected with this | kind of analysis.

Boys can, by this means, be led to think of general cases

instead of individual reactions. They will also learn to expect

certain things to happen under particular circumstances, and
this must I needs be a valuable habit to acquire.
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Also, such work as this trains, or should train, the power
of observation, and helps to develop the capacity of putting
the correct interpretation on the results obtained. \\—The 5
School World.

79. MAINTENANCE OF PERMANENT WAY
Certain classes of limestone should be avoided as they weather
badly, and in course of time, under heavy loads, degenerate
into dust and mud.
The object of ballast is to receive the shock from the | sleep-

ers due to the impact of passing trains and distribute it evenly
over the surface of the earth beneath. It should give
elasticity to the road and also confine the track in place, for
any | movement of the earth beneath must be avoided.
For these reasons ther* should be no starving of the line by
scarcity of ballast, as any short-sighted economy in this
respect cannot do otherwise than | weaken the track. It is
the best practice to ballast the road up to sleeper level and for
about 18 in. beyond the ends of the sleepers. The practice
of ballasting the road so as || to cover up sleepers and keys,
as sometimes done, is not to be recommended, as any inspec-
tion of the road is rendered difficult, and extra labour is

required for opening out the track for repairs.
|

It is of the utmost importance, and every precaution should
be taken to ensure efficient drainage of the road, and on no
account should water be allowed to accumulate. The various
drainage arrangements adopted depends | upon local circum-
stances

; in cuttings, it is best to lay pipe drains at the
sides of the line, and connect these up at frequent intervals
with pipes laid transversely from the centre of the road. |

Too much attention cannot be given to drainage questions
when planning the initial construction of a railway ; the lack
of efficient drainage in the first instance results in much
trouble and expense in future maintenance. ||

;

The object of sleepers is to distribute the wei.^ht supported
by the rails over the surface of the ballast, and up tj the
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The 5

present time the problem of finding a suitable substitute in

place of I timber for sleepers has not been solved, as far as
British railways are concerned. Cast-iron and wrought-iron
sleepers have been tried and discarded, and the value of
reinforced concrete sleepers is yet to | be proved. There are
many points in favour of timber sleepers, and under ordinary
conditions they are good for fifteen to twenty years, although
their Hfe is variable, depending upon circumstances and con-
ditions. Sleepers fail | through rotting in the ground and
through the chairs being driven down and splitting the fibres

asunder. They should be subjected to some preservative
process before being laid in the road, and placed in the || line

with the heart side downwards. After removal from the line,

some of the sleepers are serviceable for use in sidings, others
being convertible into fence posts and such useful purposes,
and the more defective | disposed of for fuel.

Most railways are now adopting rails of British standard
sections, running being restricted to the one head only.
The rails are manufactured under rigorous supervision, and
subjected to both chemical and | mechanical tests to establish
the character of the material.

Rails usually wear away from the abrasion caused by
the weight of the wheels shding along them, and the rate of
wear depends upon the wdight | of the original section, class of
rolling stock, description of the traffic, and the position in the
line.

Rails wear more in tunnels than in the open air, owing to
the oxydising effects of sulphurous || fumes, and the continual
dripping of water, together with the absence of sun and wind,
produces considerable loss of weight through rust. Rails
wear more on gradients than on the level line, and more
between | the platforms of stations, in the latter case due to
the extraordinary amount of friction to which they are
subjected by the continual stopping of trains. On curves,
the outer rails are frequently worn to | a considerable extent
on the running edge by the grinding action of the wheels.
It is the practice to annually check the wear of rails, and
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this IS done either by weighing the rail or | by measurement.
When the rails have worn down to the minimum weight fixed
for safety in main lines they may still be heavy enough for
serviceable use in branch lines and sidings where traffic is li
much hghtcT.—The Railway News.

80. REMOVING STAINS FROM STONEWORK
In the first place, it cannot be insisted upon too strongly that
no stone now accepted as a standard in the market contains
withm itself the elements of staining or discoloration. It
may change its | colour somewhat in weathering, but this will
be m the way of a mellowing of tone, and will give no unsightly
blotches. This is proved by the natural exposure of the rock
in the quarry.

| Where there is staining in the walls of a
building, It can safely be set down to faults in the setting,
or to some cause extraneous to the stone itself.
The most prolific source of | trouble, says a writer in Stone

IS. of course, the cement that is used in setting the stone'
Ordinary Portland cement will badly stain almost any stone
Various so-called "non-staining cements" are widely ij
heralded, but it is the universal experience of stonemen that
httle dependence can be placed on these. In the old days
before cement was so widely used, architects rarely had to
complain of staining. There | are thousands of buildings
that have stood for half a century or more that show only
the kindly mellowing of time, save for the effect of smoke and
dust incidental to city life.

Architects will | specify very particularly that stone be set
in cement mortar and think that they guard against all trouble
If they require the back and sides of the stone to be coated
with waterproof paint. Undoubtedly | a good paint is much
protection, but the difficulty is to coat the beds and joints
of each stone clear to the face. A narrow strip left unpainted
will permit the carrying of the discolorating || moisture from

Jthe cement to the face of the stone by capillarity.
All of this trouble could bt- avoided if the architoi ts would
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only insist that the stone be set entirely in lime -nortar, made |

in the following proportions : one part lime and three parts
sand. The lime to be thoroughlN- slaked and the sand well
tempered

; all mortar to lie in the pile at least twenty-tour
hours before using

; | all sand tn hv clean, roarse, and free from
loam. If the" most delicate stone is set in mortar as above,
and the back of tiie stone plastend with the same mortar, it

positively will | not stain. There is another way in which
stone may be stained—by the drippings from concrete
floors or roofs. In such cases the discolouring moisture runs
down the face of the stone, and no || painting of the back or
beds can afford any protection. The utmost care in super-
intending the construction is the only safeguard from this
disfigurement.

Cement stains cannot be eradicated by any wash or other
treatment.

| Fortunately, they are apt to bleach out in time
under the influence of the sun and the weather. The architect
and the owner alike are naturally greatly exercised when
cement stains appear, and try to | seek some immediate
remedy. The only thing to do is to have patience and wait
for the natural bleaching, which may take weeks or even
months. The stone setter, anxious to leave a building in |

spick and span condition, may suggest that it be washed down
with muriatic acid. This should never be permitted. The
acid may take out some of the stains for the moment, but
it burns the || surface and eventually will discolour even
those portions that escaped the original staining.

There was a time when scrubbing with wire brushes was
permitted, but this has generally been discarded, since its
bad effects have | been recognised. It is impossible to use
wire brushes without leaving a coating of iron on the surface
of the stone, and this is bound to leave a worse stain than it

corrects.

The sand | blast is sometimes employed, but generally for
old buildings that have become discoloured from smoke and
soot. This method should always bo discouraged. The sand
strikes the stone with a tremendous impact. It destroys
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the I " skin " which forms on the surface of the stone by
deposition of mineral ingredients on the evaporation of the
interstitial water. It also stuns the-grains or crystals of the
stone and tends to hasten || the weathering.

81. THE ECONOMICS OF MARINE FUEL
The great factor to-day in ocean-transport is fuel. Ship and
engine have been greatly improved, methods of conducting
the business have changed, routes have been modified, and a
further modification is confidently expected with | the opening
of the Panama Canal ;

"
: throughout all these, and above

them all, dominates the commodity whence the power for
driving the vessel is obtained.

It is no exaggeration to say that the nations | which
control the resources whence motive power can be produced,
will in increasing measi^re have the opportunity of dominating
the rest of the world. But incumbent on them is the necessity
of so exploiting and | developing their resources that they may
obtain a maximum of power at a minimum of economic waste.
The generation of artificial productive power will, as the
importance of purely destructive power wanes, become
increasingly the || great factor in deciding the status of
nations. Nor is this an entirely new situation. The impor-
tant novelty is that artificial methods for producing power for
practically all purposes, but notably for propeUing ocean-
gomg I vessels, have proved their complete superiority over
all old-world and natural methods. Whence it arises that
the people, who have the acumen to take the fullest possible
advantage of the new position, will, provided | that their
resources are adequate, and their inherent qualities are
sufficiently virile, be able to take and retain a place in the
front rank.

The fuel resources of the world to-day consist, for the
purpose I here in question, of coal and oil. The countries
enjoying in the greatest degree resources, either worked or
unworked, are the British Empire, the United States of
America, the Russian Empire, and China. All these, || 2
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except perhaps the last, are aware of the great issues at stake.
and China is awakening to a sense of her great advantages.
and to a knowledge of the vast resources which have hitherto
lain I undeveloped in her widely stretching dominions.
Here then is a question of world-wide interest, one

important section of which can be studied to advantage in
considering the economics of marine fuel
The evolution of the I modem marine engine is a story of

consuming interest
; here it is only possible to give an outline

of the main points.

No sooner had James Watt produced a steam engine, than
attempts were made | to apply steam power to ship propulsion.
At first the experiments were almost grotesquely unsuccessful,
but the men at work on this development were men of erit
nor could any failure daunt them in their || efforts. The chief
spheres of action were the West of Scotland and the North-East
coast of America; with the result that both Britain and
America claim the honour of having been the first to | propela water-borne craft by steam-power.
Two facts, however, stand out among a great mass of

controversy, and these should please the pride of both coun-
tries. In the year 1802, WilUam | Symington built and
engined the Charlotte Dundas. a small craft which ran on the
i-orth and Clyde Canal, and was proved to be efficient for both
passenger and goods services. This little craft was the I
germ whence sprang the CUrmont. built by Robert Fulton
at New York in the year 1807, and the Comet, the first
steamer to run regularly in European waters, built by Henry
Ben II on the Clyde in the year 1812. Thus Symington solved U
the problem of steam propulsion by the construction of the
Charlotte Dundas, whilst Fulton was the first regularly to
utilise the mvention |on any scale, for he ran the Clertnont
on a regular service between New York and Albany, a distance
of about 130 miles, from the year 1807.
From the

| beginning of last century there were two
great possible developments in the business of ocean transport
the substitution of iron for wood as the material for ship
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construction, and the improvement of the steam engine I
to a point at which steamers could compete on commercialmes with sailing ships for the carriage of freight. Nor were
these separate problems, for really the success of either
depended on a common development. \\ -History and
Economics of Transport. / »

*

82. TRIAL TRIP IN A SUBMARINE

ilfJrff Tk" if.
^'' '*^*'°" "°^' ^*^"^ by

'
" shouts the

Skipper. The fifteen men of the crew are distributed through
the su^marme, each man at his post. One at a time now the
valves I are opened and the water rushes into the tanks
There are three ballast tanks, two trimming tanks, an auxil-
iary tank, an adjusting tank, and several other receptaclesThe submarine is so built that water taken into | one tank
can be blown mto another the length of the vessel simply by
the manipulation of levers and pumps under the thumb of

•' trimSg'''j ^' ^^ """"^ '"^^^'^ '" *^' P'^"^'^ °^

mL^l ''tI"°^",?°"*' *^" '^P*^'"- A"^ '" anothermmute Take 300 lb. into the forward trimbing tank
"

The valve IS opened and the rush of swiriing water can be

^^^t' l^^J^^'"'^ commences || to settle forward.
iump 200 lb. into the trimming tank aft," shouts the

skipper. The man aft repeafs the order. The orders and
repeating of orders sound like the chanting of a litany The Icaptain keeps on filhng and emptying tanks. " Blow 200 out
of the adjusting," means that much water is blown out of one
of the tanks by the force of compressed air. The process
con mues

| until the vessel is submerged on an even keel and
finally floats m a sort of state of " suspended animation."
Nothing but the sea stretches in every direction save for

the far-away coastline. Now we | see our floating prison
setthng m the water. She goes down gradually by the head.
Foot by foot we drop closer to the water. As a matter of
fact we are actually under the water |i and looking out over 2the surface through the periscope. Another minute and the
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wa\es come up to meet us—and wp ar*. r,«r,^ i n
arc under and we are do^S ft

^ "' '
^
^'' ^'^'"'^"^^

Bdow I the conning tower they are manipulutiuL' the tanU

AH hands are mtent upon the slim I lifth. ku iT i
^

stop with a ierk at 42. TheSo liXZ L" 12 ft h f'the ,nd.cator hand, and that means !ha we are diwn 54^°"
Not unt,l after the trip was all over did we taow-thalIS. the unsophisticated passencer—thn II .i

™ow—tnat

suddenly tilted "off bSanre " ,nH t "
r , "S*""™*

l"^

bottom of the harbour entrance
" """ ""^ '" ""

tiar;a:;<;trtS^r,rr„iLrcixr^ T-
ftrst'-V'?^

»' ".-ihair. A, this i^c't wtt t^a •:£first device which has been adopted on all si,hm,ri! -^J
captain set a trip contrivance at^ ft In- ""'"'""'«^- 1 he

we had submerged to TSh ofss ft
.T""^

"'^™' "'at when

trip and send tie vesselt??o°^fsurl : Tttl^^^
^TJ:Te'itiifzr,-i--^^^^^^^^^

the indica*. :^:T^^'2J>^ ^" »- - *

are'"ift5 ouTofIhT d:;ras^tLh
''^™""" ^''^^^ "'

thfJ :otrse^7rXtrL"-s;- ;r ^zf

d

nTo^=td-rtro^retn£rf^
been shunted up into the conning towerTn t^TZ
sure turned o„. the hatchway o^Xnd Z mt^'^'X™
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out." If he had || a good heart he might have reached the
surface—and then have had to swim for Ufe.

83. THE VOICE AS A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
The singing voice holds a unique position in music, not only
from its quaHty of tone but also from the fact of its being
associated with the articulation of words. Vocal music, as
we all I know, requires for its basis the co-operation of words
which are generally, but not necessarily so, in the form of
some poem. No mechanism has ever been invented which
will enable an instrument to pronounce | words. So it may
be assumed that the gre^t distinction between vocal and
instrumental music is that vocal music is music with words,
instrumental music is music without words.
When the voice is used in | combination with an instru-

ment or with the orchestra, it is generally the custom for the
instrument to accompany the voice ; but there are numerous
instances in the works of the best composers in which the ||

voice, whether as a solo or collectively as a chorus, is employed
for the purpose of giving colour to an orchestral score. The
voice may then be said to be taking the part of an | instru-
ment. It may be contended, that whenever the voice is used,
its local colour of tone can never be mista''eh for that of any
instrument. The same may be said of tht . gan which, with |

the exception of certain stops, is un' c in tone to any
orchestral instnunent.

That the voice, either alone or in numbers, is, as we have
said, often used to aid orchestral effect is evident if j we
examine the scores of many works of the great masters. It
may indeed be safely asserted that whenever the subject
matter is given t . the orchestra whilst the singer is taking a
subordinate part, || the voice is in that case only used for

J

giving -lour to the whole, just as an instnunent would be
employed for the same purpose. That Wagner frequently
avails himself of this method of using | the voice is proved
by the many occasions one meets with in his works, where
the musical interest lies ahnost entirely with the orchestra.

I

II
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although the voice is taking part \n order to give extra |

colour. For this reason arrangements for orchestra alone of

the most celebrated numbers of his works are exceedingly

effective and universally popular. It may here be remarked
that some of the most popular vocal numbers | of other

composers if arranged for orchestra alone would lose all their

interest. Take, for example, Mendelssohn's psalm, "Hear my
Prayer " ; this beautiful work if it were transcribed for

orchestra would sound tame and ineffective, || The reason

for this is that the voices with one exception are not used Tor

colouring the score, but only as an exponent of the sacred

words. The exception alluded to is where the solo | soprano
repeats the theme, " O for the wings of a dove," for at this

point Mendelssohn uses the chorus for enhancing the effect

of the orchestral accompaniment to the solo voice, thus
affording an excellent | example of voices being employed
as if they were instruments. It is true that words are given

to the chorus, but this is merely done to make it more inter-

esting to the choristers. These words, | jn fact, go for nothing,

and if left away would not be missed. In fact, if they were
heard t'>o plainly, they would seriously interfere with the text

given to the solo voice and produce || a jumble of words. This
device of using ii.c chorus as part of the accompaniment to

the solo voice is often employed in oratorios and cantatas.

In certain unaccompanied vocal pieces it is likewise in 1

evidence, and in some cases the chorus does nothing more
than give the harmonies to the melody by singing without
the aid of words. There are not a few examples among
French part songs of | wordless choral singing being employed
as an accompaniment to the melody. It would appear
therefore, that when voices are used for the purpose of giving

colour to the general effect or for suppl5nng harmonies
words I are not really required. On the other hand, in all

real vocal compositions, the words are a special feature

whetlier the composition is for a solo voice or for chorus.

Tlie fiorid cadenzas are out jf of fashion even in opera.

—

Musical Opinion and Music Trade Review.
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84. THE SELECTION OF AN ARBITRATOR
In regard to this legal knowledge it is important to remember

th!V 1! I
^^y ?^ *" arbitrator to refer legal questions to

.1^1. ^yj^^yj^ ^a«^ stated, but where an arbitrator | has

^ti.T'^^^^ ''- ^'' °'^" ^^ ^^" ''^"^"y ^'«P"«« «f any such
points to the satisfaction of both parties, and thus save the
additional expense of what is in fact a new case entirely. I
because it has to go in the form of an action before the High
U)urt It is surprising ho^ much additional expense canmount up when such an eventuality arises-especially if^s frequently hi, v- n s; | eminent counsel have to be engaged
Here. then. ,s .^ething to be said in favour of having an
arbitrator with a legal training-though it is important that
the gentleman chosen shall have a sufficient || modicum of
the requisite technical knowledge as well.
But there are other grounds upon which complaint is oftenmade of the unsatisfactory termination of arbitrations. The

arbitrator in too many cases misconceives the object of I his
appomtment. Too often he takes the view that he is an
assessor—that, in fact, he is to " fix the damages." Now itmay very well be that it is his duty to dismiss | the claim by
not awarding anything : or. on the other hand, it may be hisduty to award the whole sum claimed. In too many cases
he does neither

: he " splits the difference " between the I
parties, and congratulates himself upon having done even
justice between them. But this is sheer proof of incapacity
to grasp the issues—and in all probability means grave
mjustice. One might even go as far || as to say that many
arbitrators go astray by reason of their local knowledge and
prejudices

:
the answer to which is that disputants should

never appoint a local man to arbitrate between them.
Kemember. too. |tliat a man is not a good arbitrator simply
because he holds an eminent position in his profession A
good arbitrator must have a judicial mind and not be afraid
to exercise it: technical knowledge | is onlv helpful to the
understanding of the case. On the other hand, it is equaUy

I
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a mistake to employ a busy advocate as arbitrator. The

keenest antl most successful barristers make by no means |

the best judges : they tend to become one-'^ided and. more-

over, a barrister with a moderate practice is generally pre-

ferred as arbitrator to a keen busy man whosi* only thought

is to get it over Hand rush off to the next engapement. The
!

reason why many barristers do not obtain big practices is

that they are too careful and not sufficiently unscrupulous :

therefore if \'ou choose a barrister as your | arbitrator do not

choose a busy one. Choose a man who has time on his hands

and a reputation to gain.

There is one class of arbitration that has \)ven fairly prolific

of late—the | arbitration of claims for compensation for

unreasonable disturbance. This is essentially a dilficuk

matter, and the number of appeals to the High Q.urt u])t)n

legal points arising out of the-se arbitrations has already been

considerable. | Landowners and estate agents have a -.pecial

interest in this matter, because the average farmer whi. feels

that he has a grievance usually puts a fairly high estim^fte upon

his alleged losses, and there is || always a danger lest a

weak or inexperienced arbitrator may allow htmself to be

unduly influenced either by sympathy for a man who pulls

a long face, or by reason of his want of capacity | to sift

evidence such as is frequently made use of to bolster ui' and

exaggerate a case, and so may be res|j^)nsible for injuf^tice

towards the landowner.

Any landowner, therefore, who fmds. himself faced by |

the prospect of an arbitration should at leas* adopt th*^ three

following suggestions : {a) Choose, 'f p( • iibf, an arbitrator

who has had a legal training ; (b) Avoid an arbitrator with

too close a knowledge of | local affairs ; ami (c) arrange all

questions about fees, etc., beforehand.

If these bed-rock principles were always kep* in view the

result of the average arbitration would be much ii*»re

satisfactory than often is the ||case at present.

—

The tskUe

Magazine.
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85. IRRIGATION IN INDIA
Whilst in the Eastern portion of the Northern Plain thp

TZn 'Tf'- h- d-^loped into an intrCte Network

Iw r ^'T^ '^^^^ ^^ distributaries foUowlHie

Sce^'dTxn
'•"^"

•

^"1^"-"^-"^ the I latest engine' r^ngscience and expenence in their construction, tliere is still a

cZl^r^'^^K '^ °' '^^^*'«" '^-^ the RTve IndusCanals have been constructed, taking off from the riverbut above the low-water level I Thl •

""'
.

"^ "^^'^'

are filled dnrina fL a I ' ^^^^ mundation canals

finn + K ^ .^ ^°°'^ ^^^^°" ^d enable summer irriea-

ashL '.r^^ T '°' "^ ^""^ ^^ t^^ i-el of the river

;roixrait:trntini"^:^rri^^^^^

ak^adv ill. '," '^'' ^'°^^"^^' '" addition to theah-eady
11 existing canal systems of the five rivers which Ihave been gradually extended to their full capacky There

'

are to be large canals to draw off the surplus waters 'of theJhelum and Chenab, to irrigate I l«nric ;« *i •
,

^d finally along the IowTc:rn!itAS'e'^:^">'P-,'>--

bSin Nnw I t'
'""^ '° '^S**» ' '^J in "s upperBasm. Now, the surplus waters of the Jhelum after iSga^mg land between the two rivers, are to be convey^ tao

Inlw^T T"''P'^ *'' '=^=""6 ^y^'™ °f irrigat^ This

UD thfrh k''
'^^ *° ''" ""'^' "« considfrably higher

^e Ravi and taken out ||^ZoJtZ^Sa'^ff^Z ,volumes being governed by regulators. This ^I^sive^heme has been assisted by the s^uth-westerly 310^0?'!

^tjj^t -"t'^^^tt
" '"'"''' "' '^"^

'" "^' --^
The most typical crops under irrigation are r,V. J.. *i

P.rn''^s°i
'"""'"" .'"'"'' -" wC"i„":h' North n

^ ,r T.
""" '"'"'«'' <° Sr™ rice | all the year roundm the Deccan, and the great de.idcra.um therefo«Tptey
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of water, so that except in Bengal, where the rainfall is very
plentiful, it is entirely dependent on irrigation. Wheat in |

India is also dependent on irrigation, since as a crop of the
temperate regions it is best suited to the Northern Plain in
winter, and in the western part of this region there is little ||
or no rainfall. Other cereals which often require irrigation
are millets and pulses when they are grown outside the black
cotton soil region. It is warm enough to grow the sugar cane
m India, and | except in Bengal it is dependent on irrigation,
as It requires a great deal of water. For this reason its
cultivation is shifting to the Northern Plain, where methods
of irrigation are more advanced and | suited to such a crop.
The best types of cotton are also irrigated, as they flourish
most in the alluvial soils of the Northern Plain and especially
in the western region, where the heat is | very great, but the
rainfall is insufficient. The similarity between the climate
and soil of Lower Egypt and Sind led to the experimental
cultiv. tion of Egyptian cotton in the delta of the Indus,
which has || proved fairly successful, as also the introduction
of American cott n into the Punjab. The inferior types of
cotton, on the other hand, are grown without irrigation on
the black cotton soil of Bombay, and even | in the spurious
cotton soil of Madras. Other crops which are sometimes
irrigated are indigo, the poppy, and tobacco, this last from
well water for the sake of the nitrates, whilst an inferior
yellow tobacco | is obtained by irrigation from salt wells.
A word must be said with regard to irrigation revenue. This

is derived from a rate on the occupier for the use of the water
and a rate | on the owner of the land for its improvement
through irrigation. Geographical considerations have made
it easy to consolidate the two rates on the landowner—for
the land and its improvement through irrigation—in Madras ||
and Sind from the first.—The Geographical Teacher.

86. A REAL BIOGRAPHY
There are rarely more than four or five men li\'ing in any
country at the same time whos*" autobiographies are worth
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5 Si

n this Zv I .^H °^r^"*'r
""^ '"^^ °^ ^^^«^^^h are aliken this, they

| seldom have the time needed for the rathertedious work of recollection and reconstitution. But here

man!fiTr'>ft
'

k T'"
''' ^^^^^^"^ «^^ ^^ experience Lmany fields who has both the leisure | and the pen for the taskand among them Lord Redesdale is to be sefhigh. HetaL

n thl L ^"'? ^"^ ''''^'" "''"^^'•y' °^ ^^^« ^d courtesym the use of his remmiscences.
| and a natural style thatputs a reader on friendly terms with him at once. His fiefd

iT^Tr ^l.^"'"
cosmopolitan indeed

; his recollections
are dra^^^ from his official experiences in a great part ||

•

"n

Slitrrof'vT I'^u ^T ^' P^^^°"^^ ^"^"d'hip. the relponsi-
bihties of which he has handled so carefully in these volumes

l^or many years Lord Redesdale has occupied a positionwhich of necessity makes | his autobiography of SecS
importance. That he is by his own concession leyZlt
sixties does but emphasise the fact that he has viewed theremodelling of the international political world in a manner

I^?nf'/r/^",?''*'"1 *° "''^- T^^* h« is a «nk with thedays of the dandies would have made his memories interesting,

InhTiS
"^'^

^T.^^^y ^^^ ^^*^" ^^*' ^d not the leas

frontticrn* *T^ '' '^' photograph which forms the
frontispiece to the first volume. But Lord Redesdale's
life has been one of unremitting work and of many confidences,and It is high praise of this book to || say that he has Jthroughout kept the balance between discretion and friendsl>

'

To those who know him best this work will not seem so

Zi7TTtlu' unrepresentative
; for it scarcely reveals

the fac that
| the man of affairs who was the friend of allthe world as well, was also an expert in one or two rare depart-nents of human knowledge. Lord Redesdale knows moreabout bamboos than any | other living or dead botanist-

possibly also he knows more about Japan than any otherEnghshman except two
; yet he lays stress on neither. To Imany men this exceptional position would have been a great

temptation. But upon no subject is there much dogmatism
:n his pagcs-except, perhaps, in ii a personal dishke of Lord 3

I
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John Russell—and a reader in the next century would scarcely

gather that he was one of the most welcomed | figures in social

England. Of late years an increasing deafness has made
him less willing to mingle in society, but if that unwillingness
has been, as is alleged, the opportunity that has brought to
birth I this autobiography, a reviewer hesitates • between
sympathy and congratulation. It is one of the best books
of the last five years.

But it is time to allow him to speak for himself. After a
vigorous

I defence of King Edward against the version of his

life which appeared in the Dictionary of National Biography,
he makes a note of his late Majesty's literary and scientific

preferences which is of great interest. ||

One side of his nature ivas curious. He was essentially a
shy man. He would enter a room to meet some visitor whom
he had summoned, sidling up, as it were along t^o walls of |

it before stepping forward to hold out his hand. That same
sh)mess accounts for a good deal in his character ; for its

aloofness and, above all, for an apparent disUke, strange in so
able a | man, to surround himself with all that was best and
most distinguished in science and art. Such men as Darwin,
Huxley, Hooker, Tyndall were practically unknown to him.
He preferred the second rate. So in | art, as portrait painter
he was satisfied with Landseer and Winterhalter. Landseer
no doubt was an excellent delineator of dogs and deer, but it

did II not seem to occur to the Prince that a man might be a
first-rate painter of animal life and yet fail signally with
kings and queens.

—

Daily Telegraph.

87. THE PRIZE COURT
His Lordship, continuing, said

—

I desire to consider whether The Hague Convention is

operative and applicable. I cannot close my eyes to the
provision in Article 6 of the Convention, which reads as
foUowR

—

" The
I provisions of the present Convention do not apply
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except between contracting Powers, and then onlv if all fh.bemgerents are parties of the Corvemion.'' ^ ^^ *^"

Powers may dcec^ Z/',h^ r " '^ * "on-sigiiatory

appear in .he o.hefcolUL?'"oTrb n'""""
""^'^

present war at the time of theZiure I o5th^ *T^' '" •'''

and Austria-Hungary, anr^^"^ '^,'„t Sfat S""^

theretee' '^TemWv frfm .^ "'
''l'"-

'» ^™*"-'
enemies of Ms count^y^ar^lin ' nr °" "'''*''^'' ""=

with the Co„ventionMtTnofclL??h ''*.'". "''''''""'="'

is binding or applicabk ' ^'" **" Convention

thl'law""*Z 'rf'T ."• i"
^y"-*"? "«'^« than to declare

operative a series of Conventions soIemira^^Zn t.^^
plenipotentiaries of forty-five StateTTp!SL ^ u^

""
careful deliberation, with^e m^T WfiJ^ -^^^ " '"°'* 2

Tut'^nly o atuTthr^irr ",T • " - " -=-'^"e;

State, having no iLwd at '^^t""^'r ^^''^ "'^""^

desirable tha^ the T^Tji£J„ ^y 7^^'Z:^'rZ
TrnTbfl t^ the'™

" ,',"'
M"^"- "n-nTSs t^

of zii^ r c^riS^rj;'°itt'tfr^T'""'y

terms .re:f"rh:;u':s^S2,"^tr
'
"^ *"- "«'-'

I
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I will now consider whether the owners of an enemy vessel

have a right, or should be given the right, to appear to put ||

forward a claim under the Conventions, assuming, as was
done during the argument, that they are operative. Dealing
with The Hague Conventions as a whole, the Court is faced
with the problem of deciding whether | a uniform rule as to
the right of an enemy owner to appear ought to prevail in all

cases of claimants who may be entitled to protection or

relief, whether partial or otherwise. Mr. Holland | argued
that this is a matter not of international law, but of the prac-
tice of this Court. That view is correct. I think that this

Court has the inherent power of regulating and prescribing
its I own practice, unless fettered by enactment. Lord
Stowell from time to time made rules of practice, and his

power to do so was not questioned. Moreover, by Order XLV
of the Prize Court Rules, || 1914, it is laid down that in all

cases not provided for by these rules the practice of the late

High Court of Admiralty of England in prize proceedings
should be followed, or such | other practice as the President
may direct. The rules do not provide for the case now
arising. I therefore assume that as President of this Court
I can give directions as to the practice in | such cases as that
with which the Court is now dealing.

The practice should conform to sound ideas of what is fair

and just. A merchant who is a citizen of an enemy country
would I not unnaturally expect that when the State to which
he belongs, and other States with which it may unh^opily
be at war, have bound themselves by formal and lemn
Conventions dealing with a state of || war like those formu-
lated at the Hague in 1907, he should have the benefit of

the provisions of such intematioiial compacts.

—

The Times,
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SECTION VIII

150 WORDS PER MINUTE
88. SMOKELESS FUEL COMPANY MEETING

Picture of .he corn^^^fi^^illXt i.^XsZtthan most of its predecessors Th^
i^'^'ip^ oetier

remains hhe ..e, £ foT D^ferST ^^1^^:^:^

caS:. o""ua ?;er%7thri ntf^'"\°' reorganisation

First Mortgil Snt^cfarl'^at: rbf^^^T
'™'-

secured, and there has been an addition made to the number I

in^:Li::^'^Soi:'T;„r::,iie'eTtrbitc'tT

^^i^^siL^-i-rirmfE^:^^^
£rrcT*s^a-r;h^-«^^^^^
Mortgage Debentures the loss oftheB^k-ins lanH I tk

Z'^t'T °^ '"^ "^^ ^"^'^W. and ^s ;i tSfse'e u':brought into the balance-sheet at /I4« nnn • *
^"\see, it is

previous Board for Im (vS ^l/^"^'^
'' »* was sold by the

said ih. o^f *
i'.i.OOO. However, that was, as I have

.olu4':tr atts^for^e^rs^rr ^,::rtT ^-^t
cr^lit Side I the WednesLd ra^Hould'^TeX^C^
S^"' Ch ' "^'^^ ''^^' ""^^ "^ "= P-clt^ priceOJ ^22,000. On this, as also on the Barking land, I shall have
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a 11 word or two to say later. The other items in the balance-

sheet explain themselves, as, for example, the amount in

respect of commission, discount and expenses for the issue

of the Second Debentures. The scheme of reorganisation

sanctioned | by the shareholders was responsible for a good

deal of this expenditure, as set out in detail in last year's

accounts. No more need, I think, be said by mc on the subject

of the balance-sheet.

As you I will have seen from the front page of report,

there has been an almost complete change in the composition

of the Board, the only links connecting us with the past being

the names of Mr. WeUington, our | consulting engineer, and
Mr. Conchie. All the other directors have joined the Board
within the past six months. The latest addition to our

number is Mr. H. Willmott, who is well and honourably known
throughout the length ||and breadth of the country in

connection with railway and other important undertakings,

and to whose shrewdness and business acumen we attach

much importance. Although I cannot profess that we have

made ourselves fully acquainted with the somewhat | tangled

past history of this company, it did not take us long to dis-

cover that we have succeeded to a rather troublesome legacy

of debt. This we are, I am glad to say, gradually clearing off,

and we | hope at no distant date that this burden will dis-

appear from our books. For the present our only means of

doing this is by placing some of our Second Debentures, and
in the near future we hope |not only that our holding in

Barnsley Smokeless Fuel Company, Ltd., will become a

considerable source of revenue, but that the improved posi-

tion of the company will enable us to place some of our unissued

share capital. || As you will have learnt from the report,

the completion of the sale of the Barking land and the conse-

quent extinction of the First Mortgage Debentures should

considerably improve the value of the Second Debentures,

inasmuch as |they will then become the first charge on the

company's properties. As I have just said, the purchase

and sale of the Barking land does not, on the face of it, look
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/Tfo^?'^ ?^ ?"«*'"• However.
I we hope that the

of theCTg^n'^tJi,:^ i^7T"^ l"
•-""' ™ " Portion

with a view to wS, f
N<=got,ations are in progress

•inesof |T.7eir'taZg"rw:;:r,::°r^:Sul'eT ^ "'

i ^

ii

89. INSURABLE INTEREST

Js'^'f^aTer'^t^aB'^lra. I"""""
'"' P"""^''

by anoTht
'""" " "^'"" «1"-^-' P^^odioal p'^jT::"!

co„^i^3=r/aLv.rxtrw:''^^^
one rule which applies equaUy to aU This i. th

'

vanous Icmds of msurai,ce and of insurance law shows a

I
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continuous effort to prevent insurance of any description
being misused by being applied to speculative' or gambling
purposes. The proper purpose of a policy of | insurance is

the protection of an interest, and the object of the legal rules
which require that there shall in all cases be an insurable
interest as the basis of a policy is to confine insurance to ||

proper purposes. An insurable interest is necessary in the
case of nriarine, fire, and life policies, and a consideration of
other legitimate purposes to which insurance has in more
recent times been applied, such, for example, as insurance |

against loss of profits, will show that the purpose is always
the protection of a definite interest.

What that interest is, the protection of which is the proper-
object of a policy of insurance, is to be understood | by con-
sidering the nature of the contract of insurance. In this
connection the definition by Mr. Justice Lawrence will bear
repetition. " Insurance," he said, " is a contract by which
the one party, in consideration of a price Ipaid to him adequate
to the risk, becomes security to the other that he shall not
suffer loss, damage, or prejudice by the happening of the
perils specified to certain things which may be exposed to
them." II

A risk of loss, damage, or prejudice, must always be present
as an element of the circumstances in which a policy is taken
out. An insurable interest is requisite by reason of the very
nature of the contract | of insurance (as distinguished from a
mere gamble) but (apart from positive law) it would be open
to the parties to agree to dispense with the obligation to
prove the existence of an interest. Such a term of | agreement
was common in gambling policies, but it was found by experi-
ence that the making of assurances dispensing with proof of
interest was productive of pernicious practices, and it was
therefore enacted in 1745 | that marine insurances made with-
out further proof of interest than the poHcy, or by way of
gaming or wagering, should be null and void. This statute
was the Marine Insurance Act, 1745. || i

The Marine Insurance Act, 1745, has now been replaced by
«0—(43)
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case, it must be remembered that brushes swell when hot
more especially some of the softer varieties. Brushes will
stick if the holders are too close to the commutator, through I

pickmg up dirt. On the other hand, if the holders are too far
away, the brushes will chatter, due to lack of support at the
«nd. The proper distance from the commutator to the bottom
of the I brush 1m)x should be from i to I'n of an inch. Worn
bearings may set up sparking owing to an unequal distribution
of the magnetic field. Bad condition of the commutator is
also another common cause. || The usual troubles with com-
mutators are—the mica between the segments standing high
and low commutator bars or flats. The first trouble may b^
due to the mica being too hard, or the copper segments too
j)ft. I When this happens, the brushes instead of bedding
firmly on the commutator are hfted slightly by the projecting
micas, and kept in a state of vibration, the cir. lit is partially
broken, and continu d sparking results. The best cure | for
this trouble is to have the commutator returned, or if the
mica is very hard, it can be cut or sawn slightly below the
level of the copper. Low bars may be due. either to mechani-
cal I damage, or to some segments being softer than others
Flats often develop from low bars, or may be set up by
causes external to the motor. Bad joints in belts are a very
common cause

; pulleys out of || balance, or badly cut gearing
are also usual. Motors having regular overloads of short
duration, such as flat bed printing machines driven by plain
shunt motors, are another pro! ^c source of flats. Sometimes
commutators are found to | b. marked regularly all round
often in groups of three segments, one segment being bright'
the next one dull, the third one being nearly black. This
marking need cause no concern, it indicates that there are
three coils

| in every armature slot. Sparkinj^ lue to over-
load can easily be recognised, being accompanied by heating
up of the windings, and a reduction of speed. An ammeter
will show what the machine is taking ; if one is | not available
the size and temperature of the fuse may be a guide, or if the
starter be fitted with an overload release, this can be screwed
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\ii» until h just pulls in, the current being read approximately ||
on thi- scale. An open circuit will show as a green flash, arcing
all round the commutator. When at rest, the fault can be
located by the burnt edges of the segments on either side of
the disconnection.

| This fault must not be mistaken for a
somewhat similar one. in which the spark is of a red or yellow
colour. Tl is is due to dirt collecting on a sticky commutator,
and can be'removed by persistent | cleaning. The stickiness
appears to be due to the working out. when heated, of the
varnish or shellac which binds the micanite together. The
danger of this fault is that it may develop into something
more serious, j namely, the eating away of the micanite be-
tween the segm-nt'i. Unless this is checked, it will in time
eat right down, and probably earth the commutator. Various
compounds, such as shellac varnish, and plaster of paris. are ||
sometimes recommended as fillings.—r/i« Engineering Gazette.

91. AUDITOR'S ACTION FOR FEES
Plaintiff told the trustees that he was not satisfied with
the accounts as they stood, that he was not prepared to
guarantee that the shareholders were properly safeguarded,
and that before he signed another balance-sheet he would
require | to be assured that the loans were absolutely good,
and that they could be realised in a reasonable time. He
wanted to convince himself that the assets were properly
secured, that the cash in hand was immetiiately available. |
and that the loan debtors were reliable people who could be
depended upon to repay their loans ; in fact, he wanted to
undertake a comprehensive audit in order to place before
the shareholders their exact position. He jtold the trustees
several times that the carrying out of such an audit would be
a very expensive matter. He commenced the audit in January
and did not complete it till the following April or May. He j|
found it necessary to engage an additional clerk to assist him
in the work. He himself was engaged on the work for 141
hours, and he had charged the Society three guineas per day )

I
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for his own tinu; ami one guinea pi r ilay for his dork. If was
a very lengthy business, and, in the « uursc of his invi -ligations,

he had to send out about 1,0(X) U'tters and circulars to the |

shareholders. He experiencetl considerable difiiculty in

obtaining the information which he required.
'' <m the com-

pletion of the audit, he submittetl a report the S<K:iety.

He also sent in his bill for sixty-five guineas. No complaint
was I made as to his charges. Since then he had written

several times for payment, and had received thirty-five guineas.

Subsequently, he receive'! - letter from Mr. Strickland, the

secretary of the Society, stating that the B(»ard considered ||

his (plaintiff's) charges " somewhat higli," and asking whether
he could see his wav to reduce the account. He repHed
stating that, in ord« i to avoid any Iwther. he would accept

£20 in settlement, insurl of (31. The | money, however,
was not sent, althouf^h !u i.equ rl'v asked for payment. He
never received any uttei innn \ie Society stating that his

charges were unreastri.oic ;f id i o ncv«r heard any com-
plaints of the manner in w'.hIi ht cotulm ted | the investiga-

tion. On the contrary, he imdcrst'KKl that the trustees were
perfectly satisfied.

Replying to Mr. Morle, plaint -ff saiil the extended au<!ii

which he was instructed to carry out was really an inv '.i,;u

tion to ascertain the financial | basis and position 't SI

Society. The members' capital was reduced, and tw N'tci;

thing was placed on an entirely diffi-rent footing.

Mr. Morle : Did you say anything to lead the trisU - :

infer that you would || raise your fee from six guinea:-

sixty-five guineas ?—Plaintiff : Yes ; Dr. Corfield knew it.

I put it to you that there is no foundation at all for that

suggestion ?—I say there is.

Did you think that | this little Society, which only made a
profit of £100 in 1912, was going to pay you sixty, seventy or

eighty guineas for an audit ?—The Society is not formed for

profit. I

Do you suggest that on this occasion you did ten times more
work than on the occasion of the previous audit ?—Quite.
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of the producing companies. Owing to the derangement
of all trading || in shares and to the nominal character of
many quotations for those in tea ventures. Mr. Geo. Seton
has been unable to produce his usual tables ; therefore, the
selling value of the usual range of representative concerns
cannot | be quoted. It is unlikely, however, taking them
over all, that they have been adversely affected in regard to
their profit-earning power.
The hopes of permanent prosperity for this class of trader

seem doomed to be constantly disappointed. | The expecta-
tions of a revised level of fixed retail prices, which were raised
by the advance in first costs of tea and margarine, were
unfulfilled owing to a fall in the cost of the chief components
of I the latter. A revised scale of prices has been forced
by the addition of 3d. per lb. to the duty collected by
the Crown. The trade have, like good citizens, patriotically
accepted the position. The additional burdens || thrown
upon them as unpaid collectors of the nation's revenue have
not satisfied their zeal for martyrdom, as some of them would
appear to be making a free gift to their customers of Id. or
even more of | the added impost. Any change in the rate of
duty is a matter of serious loss to the distributing section of
the trade and leads to the repetition of the old prayer

—" Let
us alone. What pleasure can | we have to war "—with Chan-
cellors ? In 1890 Mr. Goschien, then Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, quite unexpectedly and needlessly reduced the rate
of the tea duty from 6d. to 4d. per lb. It had stood | for no
less than twenty-five years at the former rate without varia-
tion, and these years brought to the trade much profit and
unworried days. The succeeding twenty-five years have
seen no less than five changes in the rate. || A simple arith-
metical calculation shows that had the charge been uniform
throughout at 6d. per lb. for these years the revenue from
the tax till 31st December, 1914, would have been about |

£158,000,000, whereas that actually collected at the varying
rates yielded roughly £130.000,000. The difference of

£28,000,000 will soon be made up by the higher rate now
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IS no provision | to the contrary here—" either such road
shall be carried over the railway, or the railway shall be
carried over such road "—and here the road is carried over the
railway—" by means of a bridge, of || the height and width
and with the ascent or descent by this or the special Act in
that behalf provided

; and such bridge, with the immediate
approaches, and all other necessary works cunnectcd there-
with, shall be executed and | at all 1 imes thereafter maintained
at the expense of the Company." There is no dispute, with
regard to these specific matters that the Railways Clauses Act
deals with, that is the dimensions, the height and width of
the I bridge and the gradients of the inclines which are provided
for by statute, that the bridge complies with the statutory
requirements.

Now it will be observed there that the obligation is. that
where the road is carried lover the railway by means of a
bridge, such bridge is at all times thereafter to be maintained
at the expense of the company. That is the section which
imposes upon the Railway Company the obligation of ||
mamtaining " such bridge," that is, the bridge which they
are required to construct. Section 66 of the same Act pro-
vides

: " That in case any difference in regard to the con-
struction, alteration, or restoration of any road or bridge.

|
or other pubUc works of an engineering nature required by
the provisions of this or the special Act shall arise between
the Company and any trustees, cojnmissioncrs, surveyors,
or other persons having the control of or being authorised jby law to enforce the construction of su-h road, bridge, or
works, it shall be lawful for either party, after giving fourteen
days' notice in writing of their intention so to do to the otlier
party, to apply | to the Board of Trade to decide upon the
proper manner of constructing, altering or restoring such road,
bndge. or other work ; and it shall be lawful for the Board
of Trade "—reading it shortly, the Board || of Trade may

;

determine the matter. In the present case there was no appli-
cation to the Board of Trade, that is to say, it docs not
appear that the Highway Authorities raised any objection to
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to climb its mountains, to admire its wonderful flowers, to
enjoy the beauty and the climate of its lakes | and valleys.
Besides these pleasures it has lately given us those of a winter
resort also, for, though it is much colder than England, the
air is so much drier that it is possible to spend many | more
hours daily in the open air than we can here. Many parts
are therefore recommended by doctors for reasons of health,
and it has also become the favourite place for winter sport of
all kinds. Men || who wished to become good skaters have
long been in the habit of going to Switzeriand to practise their
art

;
while now ski-ing, tobogganing, with other like games,

engage people in healthy exercise by day, and the hotel-
keepers i see to it that they are prevented from dullness in
the evenings by arranging for dancing and all kinds of
amusements.

Travellers of this kind are not likely to study the history
of Switzerland very seriously ; our book | tells us something
of this, however, and of the present government of the country,
which will explain some of the conditions we may look for.
It is strange to consider the character of the Swiss, and the
long I time in which they have held together as a nation,
when we think how they are made up of three races—German,
French and Italian—speaking the language of these countries,
and much resembling the inhabitants of || that one to which
they are nearest.

A careful study of the map will best help us to follow up
the hints given in our book, and will also suggest to us the
various kinds of " fascination " to | be found in Switzeriand.
First, we shall probably turn to the mountains—those " peaks
of eternal snow," of which we have so often heard. It is hard
to realise that the cold which caps the mountains with ice |

and snow is largely a question of height. If they could be
levelled, the climate would be the same as that of the plains
from which they rise. The accounts of our brave airmen of
the wonderful heights | to which they attain tell us of the bitter
cold, growing more intense every few yards. Long ago most
people regarded high mountains with fear and horror, and only
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and the other with the painting of vehicles. Recently the
report has been published of the committee which has dealt
with house paintinf?, and from the voluminous evidence sub-
mitte<l one may, perhaps, gain some idea of the | arguments
for and against which will be revealed by the other committee,
whilst, at the same time, one may be able to foretell, in some
small degree, whether the use of lead paints will be prohibited
or I restricted in use. From the statistical point of view it is

pointed out that 427 house painters have died from lead
f)oisoning in fourteen years out of an estimated total number
employed of || 150,000. The fatalities exceed the total of all

deaths from lead poisoning among factory operatives, even
including workers engaged in the manufacture of white lead,

pottery, lead smelting, and similar industries. In addition,

it I must be remembered that there are a very large number
of non-fatal cases to consider, estimated at ten times the sum
of the fatal attacks. As far as percentages go, the manufac-
ture of white lead itself is the | most dangerous occupation
considered within the scope of the inquiry, while the per-

centage given for " coach-building " is only a trifle better

than for house-painting ; but, no doubt, more figures will be
available when the second report | is published. The ques-
tion naturally arises as to how far the use of lead paints may-
be made innocuous if reasonable preventive measures are

adopted. However elaborate the sanitary precautions taken
by the employer, he cannot force || his men to obey them.
The report has much to say regarding dry rubbing down.
This is a process which is seldom used in the carriage-building

trade now, if at all. It may still be used by | some firms
during the painting processes of an under-carriage, but it may
be stated emphatically that there is no need for it. The use
of leadless paints forms, perhaps, the most interesting part
of the report, as evidence | is furnished both by the user and
the manufacturer. Painters differ in opinion as to the merits
of these paints, but on the whole we think we may draw the
conclusion that leadless pigments are more useful | than
many are led to suppose, and the greater the number of firms

I
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theory of mimicry in butterflies. The facts are striking enough,
and an elaborate structure of plausible and ingenious |

theory has been built upon them. Yet few men of science,
few intelligent observers of nature, have been willing to
accept all the theory except as an hy^wthesis and with
considerable reservation. The difficulties are obvious, and
have I been sufficient to compel misgiving.

Briefly, the indubitable facts are that there are in various •

parts of the world numbers of butterflies which, without visible

modification of their internal structure, have in external
appearance abandonetl the normal | scheme of colouring and
pattern which belongs to them and have assumed a totally
different scheme which is a more or less accurate copy of that
of other butterflies of widely different types. There has been
ground || for believing that the butterflies which did this

(the mimics) were always of kinds which were good to eat,

while those whose appearance they simulated (the models)
were, on the contrary, unpalatable. It is evident that an
eatable | species would be immensely benefited if it could
delude the birds, or other creatures which naturally preyed
upon it, into thinking that it was uneatable. Finally, this

mimicry is not generally practised by both sexes but | only
by the females, the sex which, as longevity in the female is

more essential to the continuance of the species than is

longevity in the male, nature is commonly especially
solicitous to protect.

Since Bates found | in the Amazon region, the first reported
case of mimicry, Wallace and a score of others have adduced
new facts and new arguments in support of the theory bas -l

(on orthodox " Darwinian " lines) on the facts stated ||

above, and difficulties have been explained away with, at
times, an almost fantastic ingenuity. But great and evident
difficulties remain. Conspicuously there is the initial difficulty

of explaining how this extraordinary process of approxima-
tion of one species to | another has come about . If it has been
by the ordinarj' operation of natural selection of the Darwinian
kind, it must have been very gradual. Why do we find none
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t fPP^°*''^^»'«n- This is a fact of equal importance »>.,tl,
to II Mcndelism and to mimicry.—rA<f Times. e

97. THE COLONISATION OF AUSTRALIA
^'"'^'ly'^^^Hoyernment in loyal but free co-operation
with the Empire and the ,,arent State, was also the ulterior
Idea of Wakefield's doctrine of colonisation. In whatever
degree the Durham Report was influenced or inspired by
Wakefield we may | be sure that it was in that direction
that his influence was exercised.

Wakefield's aim was so to organise colonisation as to make
It a paying proposition," " paying." that is. noi merely in
the narrow financial sense, but |in the much larger and nobler
sense of building up a stable, orderly, and progressive com-
munity m the colony affected, to the equal anrl common
advantage of the mother country on the one part and of th(«
colony

I on the other. The materials which he had to work
with were land and labour—land in the colonies of practically
unlimited extent, and surplus labour in the mother country
only waiting for the opportunity and the i| means to relieve I

the congestion of population at home by migrating to the
external dominions of the Crown where labour was in constant
demand. The King was to bring these two factors into
organic relation and profitable co-ordination. | Wilmot
Horton had failed with his system of pauper emigration to
Canada financed from the mother country. There was no
adequate combination between land and labour, and though
the congestion of population was in some measure relieved
yet I the cost of the relief was found to outweigh the advan-
tage. New South Wales was founded <jn convict labour
and perhaps could have been founded at the time in no other
way

;
but convict labour was manifestly | no adequate moral

basis for a progressive and self-respecting community. The
Swan River Colony had been founded on the basis of free grants
of land to be cultivated by free labour ; in its early days it || 2had proved a failure for more than one reason, but chieflv

"-(43)
-^
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because the system of free grants of land was found to be

incompatible with an adequate supply of labour to cultivate

the land. Wakefield's remedy for this | state of things was

to allow no free grants of land at all but to put a price on any

land sold sufficient to prevent labourers from becoming land-

owners until they had, so to speak, earned their freedom |

to buy land of their own by working on other men's land to

begin with. The whole theory is briefly summarised by Mr.

Mills, as follows

—

" A sufficient price on land would prevent labourers in the

colony from | becoming landowners too soon. This would

ensure a supply of combinable labour because capitaUsts

might then with safety import labourers under agreement.

Thus the colony would prosper to her own gieat benefit, and to

the advantage of || the mother country, which would be

relieved of her surplus population and afforded a new and

extending market." t

The sole purpose of this sufficient price was—in Wakefield's

view but not always in the system as it was | worked out in

practice—^to prevent the premature purchase of land by

labourers needed for the cultivation of land already purchased

by others. The resulting funds were, as it were, a by-product

of an automatic process of combining | land and labour to

greatest advantage. But Wakefield pointed out further

that the best way of employing this by-product was to use it

for the purpose of promoting immigration into the colony.

Thus the whole process would | be accelerated.

" The sufficient price would produce revenue which, best

applied to emigration, would introduce labour into a colony.

With the consequent extension of industry, capital would be

accumulated, and more land bought by capitalists and by 1|

labourers who had completed their term of service. These

new land sales would yield money for fresh emigration and

the process would begin again."

Such in briefest outline is the capital contribution made
by Gibbon Wakefield to the | political thought of the Empire.

For its full elucidation and the history of its application in
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practice we must refer to Mr. Mills's well-studied and well-
wntten volume. If there were many more monographs of
this calibre we | should hear less than we do of Sir John
Seeley's now hackneyed epigram that the English nation
had " conquered and peopled half the world in a fit of absence
of mmd." It is only true in a | limited and partial sense—true
enough, that is, for an epigram, but by no means true enough
for a reasoned interpretation of history. If it expresses the
truth, then the modern history of Australia would have
taken a || very different course from that which it has taken.—The Times.
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98 MEETING OF A SHIPPING COMPANY
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least I II may say it has now become much more normal
:

than anybody could possibly have anticipated in such abnormal

times. Not only did trade, recovering in such a way, con-

tribute to the improvement in freights, but several other

things influenced the | position of shipping.

First, this country captured a large number of German

steamers, which, of course, had been competing with us. In

the next place, practically the whole of the rest of the German

mercantile marine fled into neutral ports, | and is still laid up

there. Then the Government began to requisition steamers

for the transport of troops and for coaling cruisers all over the

world, and I may tell you that they have requisitioned two of

our steamers. | We do not know where they are, when we

shall see them again, or what we shall be paid for them, but we

hope we shall not lose money anyhow. I believe the Govern-

ment has taken 1,200 or 1,500 || steamers off the market,

and, in addition, there are the vessels which the Emden and

the other German cruisers have sunk. Now, the outcome of

these three or four factors has been a shortage of ships,

which has gradually | put us back into a position which I can

only call a shipping " boom." Freights are at present very

good indeed. It may be asked if we propose in these circum-

stances placing contracts for new steamers. If you con-

tracted for I a steamei at the present time you would have to

pay a very high price, and you would not get delivery of the

vessel for twelve or eighteen months, or possibly two years.

I do not think that is good | enough. We do not know how

long the war will last, and there are many things we cannot

cjJculate in the position. If, however, we could buy some

cheap steamers '%n the r-'U " we might be tempted to do so, ||

because we should the: -i the benefit of the high freights

which can now be obtained. There is the possibility that if

you tried at the present time to buy suc'i a boat you might

not succeed in doing so, | but the Government has all these

captured German steamers, which sooner or later will be put

up for auction. Some of them might suit us, but it might be

that we should not find among them just what we require. |
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Still, if a large number of boats were put up for auction they

might go fairly cheap, and it might have the effect of causing

other steamers to be sold cheap, and then we might get our

chance of securing | a bargain. That is v, we ask for power

to raise this additional capital.

Before I sit down you would, no doubt, like me to say a few

words regarding the company's position. As I have already

told you, at || the commencement of the year we started

fairly well, but afterwards times became bad.—TA^ Times.

99. THE ECONOMICS OF OIL FUEL

In its ci 'ie state, coal can only be utilised for steam-raising

purposes in a furnace. Moreover, crude coal is a bulky com-

modity, difficult both to stow and to handle on board ship

even under lavourable conditions. But conditions are not |

always favourable, and it is necessary to have easy access to

the coal, trnd facihties for handUng it, whatever may be the

circumstancts of the moment, either at sea or in port. Conse-

quently the bunker space in a steamer has | not only to be in

close proximity to the boilers, but in order to facilitate

trimming and stoking, space that would otherwise be valuable

for cargo-carrying purposes ha« to be sacrificed. The coal

bunkers of the average steamer occupy | what would be

some of the best cargo space in the vessel. A steamer ot

medium tonnage, consuming about 60 tons of coal a day, in

making the voyage from Europe to AustraUa, with only one

bunkering port en route, || must ordinarily carry nearly

2,000 tons of coal. A ton of Welsh coal measures about 42

cubic feet, whilst coals of various qualities may measure any-

thing between 42 and 52 cubic feet to the ton. Hence the

space occupied | by the bunkers is very considerable. In

actual practice when coal is cheap and freights are low, a

steamer on a long voyage vf'xA sacrifice freight space and

carry as much coal as possible, but should freights rule high,

then I as little coal as possible will be carried in order to earn

the utmost possible freight. A point like thi^ requires more

I
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experience to benefit by than appears at first sight. Com-

paratively small increases or decreases in freight rates and |

the price of fuel may, under experienced management, make

all i:he difference between a profitable or an unprofitable voyage,

o" between a very ordinary result and an exceptionally good

one. A knowledge of the coal markets and the various quali-

ties li and measurements of coal are as essential in the
|

successful management of steamers as is experience of the

freight markets. In a sentence, the space occupied by coal,

its nature and the difficulties attendant on its use, very

considerably affect | both the cargo-carrying capacity, and the

economic handling of a steamer. These facts cannot be

too strongly emphasised at the present moment, when another

fuel and other methods of propulsion are on their trial, with

results already recorded which | warn the progressive

shipowner that a new era in shipping has dawned.

Whilst coal can only be utilised in a furnace, oil offers

alternative advantages. It can be used to raise steam in

ordinary marine boilers, or it can be | so used that boilers

may be dispensed with. Both these methods result m
effecting economies as compared with coal consumption at

present prices. Careful experiments prove that where oil is

substituted for coal as the fuel to raise steam in || marme

boilers, 1 ton of oil will, on the average, do the work of H tons

of coal. Here at once attention is arrested because even the

tyro in shipping business will realise that one-third of the |

bunker space is immediately economised, for oil occupies on

an average about the same space as coal, viz., 40 to 46 cubic

feet to the ton. But this is only the beginning, and by no

means the greatest economy effected . | Coal requires not only

greater space, but some oif the best cargo space in the ship.

Oil can be stored almost a ywhere so long as the receptacle

is not leaky. Owing to this, oil fuel can be pumped into any |

out-of-the-way part of the ship, and spaces which could not

be utilised for freighi-earning purposes are rendered valuable

in that they may contain the oil, and so set free more eligible

spaces for freight-earning purposes. || Oil may even be
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carried in the ballast tanks, and thus almost every cubic foot

of space in a cargo steamer may be made productive. From
this it can be seen that the use of oil fuel results in a | con-

siderable gain of space, but the advantages go further yet.

The transport, handlinfj. storing and stowing of the oil cost

less, and less labour is required in the stokehold. About
one-third of the firemen may be dispensed with when oil | is

substituted for coal, and no trimmers need be carried, for oil

trims itself. Fewer men require less accommodation and
consume less food, hence wages and food bills are reduced ;

and the space which the extra hands required may be | used
either to improve the living quarters of the staff, or to carry

more cargo, t)r perhaps both these may be effected. An
experiment was tried on two of the Canadian Pacific Com-
pany's steamers some months back, which resulted in ||

proving that the substitution of oil for coal in a steamer of

about 4,000 tons, fitted with ordinary reciprocating engines,

results in the saving of over if30 a day.

—

History and Economics
0, Transport.

100. CARRIAGE OF OIL
The applicants carry on business in Scotland ?.nd England
in the sale of petroleum, burning and lubricating nils, benzine,

and motor and fuel oils. They have an oil store and dis-

tributing depot at Grangemouth, from which they send large

quantities | of goods by respondents' railways, and pay the
respondents £20,000 a year in rates. They said that it

recently came to their knowledge that these railway com-
panies carried similar traffic for other traders in Scotland at

much I lower rates than they charged the applicants. In
particular, they so carried for the Scottish oil companies their

finished and unfinished products, which included lubricating

and burning oils, benzine, and | motor spirit, at a fixed mileage
rate per ton. That mileage rate was much less for any given
distance than the rates charged to the applicants. The latter

beHeved that the railway companies had agreements with all

the Scottish oil |i companies, under which they carried the
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products of their works at special or reduced rates. F-xch of

these oil companies competed with the applicants in the sale

of their goods. Applicants wrote to the railway companies

complaining of the preference, | and stating that their business

was handicapped by such high rates as were being charged

to them, but the railway companies declined to give relief.

Applicants claimed as damages in respect of the excessive

rates paid by them since 1907 | the sum of £36,000 against

the Caledonian Railway Company and the sum of £9,200

against the North British Railway Company. They asked

an order on the railway companies to desist | from giving any

undue preference to other traders and directing an inquiry

into the damages sustained by the appHcants.

The Caledonian Railway Company, in their answers, denied

that they had any current agreement with the Scottish oil

companies in terms ||of which their traffic was carried at

reduced rates. They also denied the other material allegations

made in the application, and disputed the applicants' claim to

damages. The applicants, they said, did not suffer any undue

prejudice by reason of | the rates in respect of the traffic of the

Scottish oil companies, which differed materially from the

traffic of the applicant?^. The rates in respect of the traffic

of the Scottish oil companies were put in operation with the

object I of securing the traffic in the interests of the public

by establishing and developing a new industry and giving

employment to large numbers of workmen. A lowering of the

rates complained of would involve the respondents in h< rious

loss.

In 1 1 eir answers the North British Railway Company
stated that the applicants were not prejudiced. The diffe-:-

ences in rates complained of in the circumstances and in view

.

of the terms of the agreements between the Scottish oil com-

panies and the North || British Railway Company were just.

There was no real competition between the applicants and the

Scottish oil companies. No manufacturing of any kind was

carried on by the applicants. The traffic which the Scottish

oil companies gave the North British | Company was more than
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forty times as valuable as that which they received from the
applicants.

The Court found that the unequal tolls, rates, and charges
complained of by the applicants constituted and were a prefer-
ence to traders other than | the applicants which the respon-
dents had failed to justify. The Court therefore required and
ordamed the respondents to desist from giving any such undue
preference, and continued the cause.
Lord Mackenzie said it was not disputed that the rates

charged
| by b. th the respondent companies to the applicants

were m excess of those charged by them to the Scottish Oil
Companies. In the ce-- of burning and lubrJcatirg oils the
difference ranked from .8 to 23 per cent. ; ir. the i| case of
naphtha, which included motor spirit, the difference ranged
from 123 to 181 per cent. In the case of returned empties
the difference was between 31 and 109 per cent | The answer
of the respondents that thisj difference i:. treatment constituted
an undue preference was (1) that having regard to the origin
history, and conditions of the traffic in burning and lubricating
oils, the difference in rate charged to the | Scottish oil com-
panies, who we: ^ manufacturers, and the applicants, who were
merchants, amounting on an average to 25 per cent., was
justified, and (2) that as regarded the new industry in motor
spmt ihere was no competition betwetu the applicants ! and

'

the Scottish oil companies, and therefore no ground of com-
plaint. The respondents said that as between manufacturers
and merchant there never had been equality of charge during
the sixty years that the Scottish oil industry had been in
existence. \\—The Freighters' Journal.

101. A PRIZE APPEAL
Lord Parker, in delivering theii- Lordships' judgment
said

: This appeal relates to the ca^go ex the steamship
Roumaman, a British vessel. On 4th Augrsx, 1914 the day
on which war broke out between this country and Germany
she was I on a voyage from Port Arthur (Texas) to Hamburg
with petroleum belonging to a German company. On the

4

In
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same day the Admiralty, through the Secretary of Lloyd's,

suggested to the owners that the ship should be diverted to
?»'• nort I in the Unitetl Kingdom, and the owners accord-
i ructid the master to go to Dartmouth for orders.

The p arrived at Dartmouth on 14th August, 1914.

On 15th August the Board of Trade issued a notice con-
taining recommendations with regard ti the treatment of

cargoes belonging to an enemy in ships diverted from their

original ports of destination. These recommendations
appear to their Ix)rdships to be so conceived as to prejudice
in no way the liability (if any) of || such cargoes to be seized

as prize. It was recommended that the cargo should be
landed at a dock, legal quay, or sufferance wharf, either in the
port at which the steamer had arrived or in some other safe

port, I and warehoused subject to shipowners' and other
charges until sale or disposal o ild be arranged for. If sold,

the proceeds should be held for subsequent distribution to

those entitled to the cargo, sxibject to shipowners' and other
charges which might | at law have priority to the claims of

the persons entitled to the cargo or its proceeds. Obviously,
if the cargo were liable to seizure as prize, seizure followed by
condemnation in the Prize Court would entitle the Crown
either | to the cargo itself or the proceedt thereof, subject to
such shipowners' or other charges as might, b> law, take
preceu .ice of the Crown's interest.

On 20th August the Roumanian proceeded to London,
arriving at Purfieet at noon on 21st || August. Before her
arrival arran^'ements haa been made to warehouse the
petroleum in the tanks of the Britisn Petroleum Company
(Limited), and p srmission had been obtained from the Custom
House authorities for its discharge into these tanks. When
so discharged | tne petroleum would be in the custody of the
Custom House authorities in the sense that it could not be
removed without their sanction. T. e work of discharge
accordingly began | at 12.15 p.m. on 21st Au^just, the petro-
leum, being pumped into the tanks, which we- ^ situated some
100 to 150 yards from the wharf.
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House at Gravesend v^as delivered on board the Roumanian,

was placed under detention. This letter was not receivedby the master till 11 p.m. Roughly speaking, about || 1.000
tons of o,l remamt>d undischarged at 7 p.m. and 600 tons at
II p.m on 22nd August. Notwithstanding the letter the

Tnl K°/
^''^^''-'^'S!"^ ^^>^ "i' continued. It was completed

InHI ilT'c /"k '" '*'"'" proceedings.
| which did not issue

,n whl^ th
^P

T^""'
""^^ ^^'""^ ^y ^^^'''"S '* t« the tanksm which the petroleum was then warehoused

It will be observe<l that the letter giving notice of the
detention of the cargo did not | refer to its detention as prizeand^ was argued on behalf of the appellants that there wasno effectual seizure as prize until the writ was affixed to the
tanKs. It IS clear, however, that the Custom House is I the
proper authority to seize oi" detain, with a view to its con-
demnation as prize any enemy property found in a British
port. It is equally clear that the letter was intended to operateand must have been understood by || all concerned as intended i

luT?l^' ""? '"' ' ^ '"'""'"• ^° °*^^^^ P"^«'W« intention was
suggested In these circumstances their Lordships are of
opinion that the cargo was effectually seized as prize upon the
delivery of the letter. The point. | however, is of little import^
ance m the view which their Lordships take of the points of

Z^: l" .It ""^^ ""^ '"^"'^ ^y ^^^""^'y ^^ t^e letter, ther.was admittedly a good seizure when the writ was served
In I these <;iroumstances three points were raised by counsel

for the appellants. Thev contended—
First that so far as the petroleum was not afloat at the

date of seizure, the Prize Court had no jurisdiction •

Secondly that even if the Prize | Court had jurisdiction,
It ought not to have condemned the petroleum so far as at theda e of seizure it was warehoused in the tanks of the Britishmroleum Company, and no longer on board the Roumanian :
3.nn,

Thirdly, that II enemy goods in British ships at the 5
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beginning of hostilities either never were or, at any rate,

have long ceased to be liable to seizure at all.

—

The Times.

102. LORD ROBERTS

In the early days of 1915 tiic nation was saddened by the

death of its most famous soldier. Lord Rolxrts had rei hed
a great age ; his work as a soldier had ended some years before,

but the memory | of what he had done remained in the hearts

of his countrymen. No man has ever had a higli* r Ideal of

duty ; no man has ever been more faithful to i.ia calling.

Throughout a long and varn-d life. Lord Roberts | had been
his country's true servant ; he had fought her battles in many
lands, and against many enemies, and »ow that his work
was over, he was esteemed and honour«d not only for his

ability and personal bravery, but also | for his tmswerving
devotion to truth and duty. Even in the midst of a terrible

war, when trouble and suffering are everywhere to be seen,

and when death is all around us, people forgot their private

griefs in the face || of a national sorrow, and the nation

mourned as one the loss of a true hero antl a good man.
We remember, doubtless, the circumstances of Lord

Roberts's death. We know thi.* he went to France to visit

our Army I in the trenches, and that, owing to the bad
weather, he caught a chill and died very suddenly. There
seems something very fitting in the place of his death, sur-

rounded, I as it were, by his beloved soldiers and within the

sound of the firing line. He had led his brave men to victory

in many fights against tyranny and oppression, and now
that his fighting days were over, we may | feel assured that

he would have desired nothing better than to die in their

company in the greatest fight of all.

We know little about the boyhood of Lord Roberts. He
seems to have been designed for a soldier from [| his earliest

days, and this is not surprising, as he came of a family of

soldiers, and his father was a soldier in India at the time he
was born. At school he was not remarkable for cleveme-s
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or great
J

ability, but he attracted attention because he was
not afraid of hard work, but was painstaking and conscientious
in everything that he did. He retained this characteristic
throughout life. He left nothing to chance ; he spared him-
self no trouble or I inconvenience ; he was careful in the
smrJIost details

; he put his whole endeavour into everything
that he did. This is a valuable lesson for j^oung peopleHow often do we find that brilliance and cleverness at school
lead to nothing ? | They are almost valueless unless accom-
panied by strength of character and powers of application

^ The great men of the world have nearly all been hard and
conscientious workers.
The name of Lord Roberts will always be associated with

India. He II was bom there, and. although he came to
luigland at an early age, he returned to India as soon as his
education was finished, lived there for the greater part of his
life, ana made his great reputation as a | soldier there Our
older readers should get his book. Forty-one Yeats in India
which IS a most fascinating work, and throws many sidelights
upon the modesty and innate nobility of his character.

The Great Mutiny was the turning point in | Lord Roberts's
career. You will find the chief incidents fully described in the
.book. At the close of this terribly critical period in the history
of our Indian Empire, he had fought at Delhi. Lucknow. and
Cawnpore

;
he had made | his name as a great soldier, and hehad won the distinction most coveted by our soldiers-the

V ictoria Cross. From this time forward his career is one long
record of promotion and success, culminating in his masterly
conduct of II the war in Afghanistan. A long period of peace /
followed, during which he held the highest positions in ourArmy, and then, when he had reached an age when he might

ofT.'ifr'll Q '!w'.*""
""^^ ^^"^^ ^*^ the I greatest task

of his hfe-the South African War. He had just lost his only
son. he was heart-broken and worn with years and grief, but.when the call of his country came, he answered it without
questioning and went | out to do his duty.
The success he achieved, and many other matters, you will
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read for yourselves in the book. A life so full of adventure
and incident cannot fail to be interesting in the highest degree,
and there | is no doubt that the book will be in great favour.
There are just one or two points about Lord Roberts's life

which we should consider. First, he was a great soldier.

He had the gift of managing large numbers || of men.

—

The Home-Reading Magazine.

103. THE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
The first thing to be proved in any proposal for a change
from steam to electric traction would be the ability of the
latter to comply with traffic requirements, and for the
purposes of this essay, these will be classified | under three
headings, namely, the suburban passenger service, the long-

distance passenger traffic, and the fast and slow freight

services.

So fnr as suburban passenger traffic is concerned, electricity

has already had a fair chance of showing what it can do, | and
the fact of its extension to so many suburban lines throughout
the country affords ample proof that its inauguration has been
attended with success. The advantages of an electrically-

operated suburban traffic are too well known to be gone into J

in much detail ; but it may be stated that the principal

justification for expenditure incurred in this respect is that
line capacity can be greatly increased as a result of the
introduction of short automatic block sections, the ehmina-
tion of II certain shunting operations, and the quickening
up of others, and the rapid acceleration and deceleration at

frequent stopping places en route. When we turn to long-

distance express passenger traffic, however, we find that the
conditions are altogether different. Here the | great factor
is speed, and in this connection the steam locomotive still

retains the advantage, and its great elasticity enables higher
speeds to be attained than has yet been found possible when
electric traction is employed. With the rapid strides | now
being made in electrical engineering science, however, it is
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surely not too much to hope that this difficulty will prove but
temporary in its character, and that before long a motor will
be designed capable of attaining speeds of | from 70 to 80
miles per hour with a reasonable load, which for all practical
purposes can be taken as the maximum for steam locomotives.
Looking at the proposition from an economic point of

view, we find that weight for || weight the first cost of the
electric locomotive is about double that of steam ; but if elec-
tric locomotives were manufactured on a large scale, this
figure would probably undergo considerable reduction. It
must not be forgotten, also, that for the | same adhesive weight
the electric locomotive may actually weigh 30 to 40 per cent,
less than the steam locomotive owing to the whole of the weight
being available for adhesion, and as electric repairs and
renewals cost less, the net | result of the two classes of loco-
motives is somewhere about the same. While the passenger
steam locomotive only runs an average of 27,0(X) miles per
annum, however, spending 75 per cent, of its time out of active
service, | the electric locomotive, which need only be in
the shops for one month out of twelve, does not spend more
than 50 per cent, of its time out of active service, thus
enabling it to run at least 40,000 || miles per annum, or half
as much again as the steam locomotive. In this country,
also, the cost of operation is practically the same whether
steam or electric traction is employed, and in countries Hke
Italy, where coal is very | dear, considerable economics would
result from electrical operation owing to the fact that the
coal consumed in producing electricity at a large modern
generating station is less than half of what would be used by
a steam locomotive in carrying | out the same amount of work.
We now come to the question of electric traction as appHed

to the haulage of freight traffic, and it is here that the best
prospect of carrying out economies is afforded. In the first |

place, the limitations imposed by gauge considerations are
practically non-existent where electricity is concerned, hence
more powerful locomotives could be introduced capable of
hauHng heavier l'>ads at increased rates, of speed. This is
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amply vouched for by American practice, where || the intro-
duction of electric traction has made it possible to double
the average daily mileage run by freight locomotives. Another
very great consideration is that electric locomotives wasteno energy when standing idle, whilst in the case of stationary
steam

| locomotives there is a fuel consumption waste of
about 33 per cent. Greatly improved results are also metwith in maintenance and repairs, and not more than 10 per
cent of the total electric locomotive stock need be tied up Im the repair shops, as against 30 per cent, when steam
locomotives are employed. In regard to the questions ofpoohng or double-crew working, also, preference must be
shovvn to electric locomotives, as owing to the fact that all
the I engines are worked on exactly the same principles, the
drivers can be changed about at will, whereas with steam
locomotives this practice cannot be resorted to without
involving princii^les of a most undesirable character For
emergency requirements, also, the electric || locomotive can i

be turned out at a moment's notice.—JAe Railway News

104. CONTRACTS OF SERVICE BETWEEN
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYES

I PREVIOUSLY dealt with this topic from the point of view of a
dissolution or termination of the contract for service between
master and workman by mutual consent or by effluxion of time
but there are other modes of determining

| the actual con-
tract Itself at any moment, and with one of these particular
forms of termination I now propose to deal. Contracts-
and It must be remembered that the relationship of masterand sen-ant is always based upon contract, either | expressed
or imphed-may be vitiated by the happening of various cir-
cumstances. Thus a contract induced by fraud may be
determined at any time by the exercise of the option of the
party defrauded, but he must make his election | at the

12—(43)
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time he discovers the fraud. A contract made under improper

pressure is void, so is a contract made under a misapprehen-

sion of facts by both parties, and more particularly contracts

opposed to moral conduct or public policy are || void and

cannot be en f< iced. This latter class includes those con-

tracts in restraint of trade which are so often found in the

agreements for employment of travellers or business managers,

whereby one of the parties binds himself after the determina-

tion I of the service, not to enter into a similar employment

which may in any way enter into trade competition with the

business carried on by the late employer, and I will here

consider the various causes and effects operating to | decide

whether and how far, if at all, such contracts are bad in law.

A contract in general restraint of trade is bad per se, because

trade must be for the benefit of the community generally,

and therefore for the | country at large, so that each individual

can live by the exercise of that particular trade or calling for

which he may consider himself to be the best fitted. But if"

the restraint be only to abstain from exeicising a 1| particular

trade in a particular locality or to refrain from dealing with

particular persons, such as those who were in the habit of

dealing with the master during the servant's period of service,

then the position becomes somewhat different, and | one has

to look at the various circumstances to enable any skilled

lawyer to advise whether such restraint is binding or not.

As a general rule, if the restraint be within reasonable limits

as to locality or otherwise, the contract | is not bad, and the

restraint can be enforced by injimction or order of the Court.

What is reasonable or not, however, is always a question

for the Court. In the case of Dowden v. Pook, decided by the

Court I of Appeal, it was held that reasonableness of the

restriction was always a question for the Court to decide.

The most frequent form of contract of this description to be

found ki agreements for service is that the traveller or ||

employe shall not, after the determination of his service, be

employed in a similar capacity for any rival trader who

might compete with the employer's trade. These agreements
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are so lightly entered into by the out-of-work employe,
that it is I well to point out wliat the law is. One of the
earliest cases which still guides the decisions of the courts
to-day is a case of Gosnell v. Price. Gosnell and Price
were hairdressers, and on a dissolution of partnership | where
Gosnell bought out Price, Price covenanted not to carry
en a similar business in London or Westminster or within
600 miles thereof under a very substantial penalty of several
hundreds of pounds. In an action by Gosnell's executors I
against Price for breach of this restriction, it was held that
though the restraint was good as against trading in London
or Westminster the 600 miles radius was too large and was
unreasonable, and, therefore void. Thus it will || be seen
that the area to be excluded mu3t be brought into considera-
tion, and if a man be employed as manager of a shop in
London it would be manifestly unfair to restrain him from
trading all over England, though | one might very well
restrain him from trading in London or within a reasonable
specified radius from the place where the old business was
carried on.

In a case of Pemberton v. Vaughan, Vaughan covenanted
not to open a shop | for the sale and manufacture of ginger
beer within a radius of one mile from the business which he
sold to Pemberton, and the Court upheld the agreement, and
found that the restricted area was within a reasonable dis-
tance and I was not a restraint of trade over an unreasonable
area. Of course, as to the area, very much would depend
upon the general nature of the business, and also whether
a wholesale or retail business was being carried on. \\—The
Miller.

I 3
105. MUNICIPAL FINANCE

Reference was next made to the effect of local government
legislation on revenue and expenditure, and to the need for
increased government aid and a better distribution of the
burden of financial liability. Alderman Bowater said that
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complaint was general | that practically all the rates were

paid by the occupiers of rateable properties, and that sufficient

variety had not been given to the means by which the revenue

required by local authorities was raised. .It was felt that the

financial | liabiUties should be distributed amongst a larger

number of contributory subjects and that all forms of pro-

perty which benefited by the rates should contribute to the

rates. One method suggested for spreading the burden on

more shoulders was increased grants | from tlie National

Exchequer. It might be true that to many ratepayers that

meant money going out of one pocket as a taxpayer into

the other pocket as a ratepayer, but its effect on local govern-

ment would be very marked. || The Government already

gave about thirty miUions—18 per cent, of the whole national

revenue—to local authorities, but it was distributed upon no

fixed principle, and it did not keep pace with the increased

cost of the fresh duties, | national and otherwise, imposed by

the Government. Indeed, the whole business was chaotic,

and no one understood it. If the Government bore one-half

of the cost of those national services, such as education,

poHce, and administration of justice, the City | would receive

£200,000 more per annum and could reduce the City's rates

by Is. Id. in the £.

As an illustration of the effect of Government legislation

during the last five or six years, Alderman Bowater | pointed

out that the Corporation had actually been deprived of

income of £33,000 per annum by the Licensing Act, increased

income tax, di version of motor Ucence duties, National

Insurance Act charges, etc., the whole ')eing equivalent to

a II rate of 2d. in the £. It was probable that in the near

future they would see a definite principle established by the

Government when making grants for local services. Refer-

ence was made to the tendency to make Government grants |

conditional upon the local authority maintaining the j.ervices

aided at a definite standard, or, in other words, to ensure

a national minimum of local efficiency. For instance, the

police administration of the City cost about £150,000 I per
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annum and the Government made a grant of exactly one-half
of the cost of police pay and clothing of £117,000 per annum,
formmg part of that expenditure. The grant was not one-
half the whole

| police expenditure, but one-half pay and
clothing, and a definite standard of police service was insisted
upon by the Government before they made that grant. There
were precedents in existence where the Government had
stopped the grants for unsatisfactory service, || and in one
case they threatened to do so because a local police station
which was tho-'g;ht necessary by the Home Office was not built.
The same applied to education. The Board of Education
msisted upon certain work being carried | out before they
made certain grants, but in this case, towards a total expen-
diture of £726,000 per annum, the Government contributed
£329,000, which was about £34,000 short of | one-half.

In addition to those grants there were sums received by the
Corporation from the Government which were known as
Exchequer contributions, but these grants had no definite
relationship with the promiscuous services of the Corporation
which they were intended | to aid. In the same way the
Government grant towards the cost of Poor-Law services in
Birmingham was only £5 1 .000 towards £343,000. The grants
vyere practically fixed, and had been for many years. || but i

the expenditure was growing. In the case of Poor-Law Unions
one might almost say that it was a fact that the better the
Poor-Law Service the worse the Government aid. for the
Union which spent least received proportionately the | largest
Government grant. As an indication of the necessity for a
revision of the whole basis of Government grants to municipal
authorities he instanced the fact that since the grants were
originally established in their present form in 1888 1 no
fewer than 118 Acts of Parliament had been passed which
had imposed burdens, large or small, on local authorities
Nearly the whole of those had added to the expenditure of
such authorities, and as a natural consequence | had led to
increased rates, while the amount paid to Birmingham by
the Government had been reduced £33.000 per annum.
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Alderman Bowater concluded by referring to another

source of the Council's income, namely, profits from the

trading departments. ||

—

Municipal Journal.

i06. JUDGMENT ON FLOUR CONTRACTS

Mr. Justice Bailhache, in delivering judgment, observed

that the defendants claimed to be entitled to cancel the con-

tract, but offered to perform it at an increased price of 3s. per

sack. That offer the plaintiffs refused to accept, but | wer<

willing to pay a slight increase to cover extra cost of insurance

and things of that sort, but not wiUing to pay the rise of 3s.

per sack asked for. Thereupon the defendants insisted upon

the right to | cancel the contract, and it was in respect of

that right to cancel that this action was brought. The

question to be determined was v nether on the admitted facts

the defendants had brouglit themselves within the clause

in the contract | upon which they relied. The clause was not

one which required that the events mentioned in it and the

failiu-e to deliver the flour should be in the relationship of

cause and effect, as wc:. the case under the preceding || clause

of the contract, which was a dilatory clause. The clause upon

which defendants relied was one which obviously canie into

operation even though the prohibition of export did not

prevent the selle'-s from delivering fiovir. They had only to |

show that there was a prohibition of export preventing the

shipment of wheat to this country. It had been contended

by the plaintiffs that the defendants did not bring thernselves

within the clause unless there was an absolute prevention of |

shipment of wheat from the causes mentioned in the clause.

On the other hai:d, it was admitted by Sir Robert Finlay that

the defendants would not come within the clause if the pre-

vention was a very sUght one, as, for | instance, the pre-

vention of shipment of wheat in one ship owing to a war

between Spain and a South American State. His Lordship

thought that the clause came into operation when there was

a prevention which was not absolute and || total, but which
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was of such an extent that a considerable source of supply of
wheat was shut up by prohibition ; or where a source of supply
was shut up and thus caused a considerable rise in the price
of I wheat i.) th.„ country. He thought that there was a
prevention within the meaning of the clause if either of these
tests applied. The evidence was to the effect tbit, owing to
the prohibition of export, there was a considerable | rise in the
price of wheat—5s. per qr—between 27th July and !2th
August. That constituted a prevention within the meaning of
the clause. If he turned to the other test he found that one
of the countries | from which the export of wheat was pro-
hibited was Russia. That was a considerable source of
supply, although not the most important source. Mr.
Gordon Hewart had been compelled to argue that the clause
did no operate unless the prevention || of shipment of
wheat to this country was^an absolute prevention. There
were, however, considerable objections to construing the
clause in that way. In the first place the clause
did not say " preventing shipment or deHvery of all

wheat to | this country." If he read the clause in that
way he might as well 3trike the clause out of the contract
altogether, because it was very difficult to imagine a course
of events under which there would be a to^al | prevention
of shipment of wheat to this country. The worus " pro-
hibition of exports" must be construed according to the
ordinary canons of construction. It was impossible to sup-
pose that all the countries of the world would prohibit at one
and the | same time the export of wheat to this country,
except in the unlikely circumstance of this country being at
war with the whole of the rest of the world. Therefore, he
did not think that the words " prohibition of || export

"

meant a prohibition of export of wheat from every country
in the world. He thought the words meant a prohibition of
export which shut up a substantial source of supply of wheat,
and. when he found prohibitions shutting up (important
sources of supply, such as Russia and Egypt, he thought
the clause applied. If it had merely been a prohibition of
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export of wheat from such countries as Switzerhand or Tunis

he would have come to a different conclusion. | The defend-

ants had brought themselves within the protection of the

clause, and there must be judgment for thom, with costs on

the High Court scale, as his Lordship understood this was

a test case. It was contended that the contract | would be

open to cancellation if one particular cargo of wheat was

affected, which counsel suggested might happen in the event

of a war between Spain and a South American State, the

sight of a submarine belonging to Spain causing || the vessel

to put back.

I'l
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107. MAINTENANCE OF PERMANENT WAY.

Thic is a question covering a large amount of detail work,

each individual item being important in itself as representing

a link in the chain of the railway permanent way, which, if not

properly and efficiently maintained, in time throws | the

whole fabric out of gear. It will be best, therefore, to con-

sider the various items in their logical sequence as first

constructed.

Hedges, or quick fences, as they are known by the permanent

way staff, are gradually being disc, ded | owing to the heavy

cost of maintenance. In numerous instances a post and

lail fence has also to be supplitd and maintained on account

of holes in the hedge. Quick fences require cutting and

trimming every autumn and weeds removed | from the roots.

This is additional work which the platelayers have to perform,

and the men would be better employed on the permanent

way.

To ensure an efficient road, the bed and formation should

be composed of solid and compact |i material which will

afford easy drainage. In some cuttings the soil, not being

of a sufficiently binding character, is continually falling

down through the disintegrating action of wind and rain ;

consequently the platelayers are often engaged clearing soil

and sand | off the road. Shrubs, rushes and grass are
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encouraRctl to grow on the sides of cuttings and embank-

ments, inasmucli as their roots help to bind the bank together

and prevent slips. The worst formation for a railway is clay ; |

soil is a little better ; sand is not bad as it is heavy and yet

affords easy drainage ; chalk and gravel both make a very good

formation, they are fairly easy to work, and give an excellent

drainage. Water gives more | trouble in a cutting than on an

embankment ; but a great deal depends on the n-'Mre of the

formation.

It is a well-established fact that an efficient drainage is

absolutely essential in the formation of a good permanent

way. Water || is the cause of a great proportion of the

work which platelayers do, and, therefore, it is of paramount

importance- that the system of drainage should be kept in

proper ortler. Drains are usually laid on either si<le of the |

line, in what is known as the " cess." In cuttings a drain

is sometimes laid in the " six-foot " as well. Catch pits and

manholes are provided at freqaent intervals, and it is essential

that the drains should be regularly cleaned | out and kept in

good working order. The formation of the " cess " is also

a subject of importance, and has a great bearing on the efficient

maintenance of the permanent way. In some districts an

ordinary drain pipe is covered | over witl^ soil and the ballast.

Elsewhere, large rough stone or slag is put down to allow

water to drain through easily. In some cases an open " cess
"

acts as a drain. Whilst this latter system gives a free and ||

rapid passage for water and the drain is easily kept clean,

there are many objections to its general adoption. In the

lirst place, unless there was plenty of space betv.'cen the

" four-foot " and the " cess " the men would have no 1 safe

place in which to stand, and there would be great risk of injury

to them through falling into the open drain. When the road

was being opened out, the drain would most likely get filled

with ballast. Furthermore, there | would be a tendency

for the road to be pushed out and into the open " cess."

In steep cuttings, instead of an ordinary pipe down which the

water would rush in flood-time, and, perhaps, cause the drain
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pipes under the | road to burst, an open drain is made of
blue bricks in the form of steep narrow steps, which break
the force of the water and allow it to come down gently and
steadily into the ordinary drains.

Ballast is || the material in which the road is laid, and it

plays a considerable part in the work of maintenance. Ballast
should be clean, hard, and sufficiently bindable, yet loose
enough to admit of free drainage. Stone or si • ballast
should I be crushed into cubes of from 1 to 3 in. imtter.
On ordinary roads, where the formation is composed of soil

or gravel, crushed stone or slag is very satisfactory. Wliere
clay predominates, however, something is requirea to keep
it I down Itisremar ble how clay will work its way through
slag and stone ; but en one takes into consideration the
sharp edges of stone and t:.e weight of express trains pressmg
the ballast into the clay, it is hardly | to be expected that
the road will remain as it was laid. The arguments in favour'
of cinders, or ashes as they are more frequently called, are
as follows : They are soft, elastic, and afford comfortable
running, light and easy |1 to work with, and very cheap.

—

The Railway Netvs.
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108. PRKSIDENTIAL ADDRESS

This is our 27th annual meeting, and in accordance with

the usual custom I have the privilege of submitting to you

some observations on the recent work and progress of the

Institute, and on general subjects of interest at present

occupying our attention as hnancial | officers in the service

of local government. Being, as I am, a Scotsman, and com-

paratively inexperience<l in English methods of local adminis-

tration, I feel that the remarks which I have to offer in the

following pages of this address may not be so interesting

or I so edifying as those made on similar occasions by my
predecessor- and if there is shortcoming in this respect I tnist

that I shall not be judged too severely. I remember, at the

same time, and I do so with pride, that a year ago 1 1 was

your own unanimous clftice. You paid my country a very

graceful compliment, and conferred on myself an exceptional

honour when you elected me to the office of President, and

I record here with sincere gratitude my appreciation of that

generous tribute.

You will II gather from the report which is in your hands |

that the work of the Institute during the past year has pro-

ceeded along normal lines. Many subjects have, from time

to time, occrpied the attention of the Council ; anxious and

sustained consideration has been given to | the more important

topics ; and some useful results have been attained. The

central and other authorities have requested from us counsel

and advice in the elucidation of financial questions connected

with local legislation, and it is gratifying to know that the

Institute thus exerts an | enhanced influence, and continues

to fill an important place in the sphere of local government.

187
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In the light of the stringent qualifications which arenecessary for ordinary mc.ibership of the Institute. I thinkthe increase ,n our numbers during the past yea; will beconsidered | satisfactory. y y
ai wm oe

colleagues. These remind us that our Society grows in yearsand that age must give place to youth, teaching us anew thesalutary lesson to "work while it is day. fo^
I the nightCometh when no man can work."

^

JrZ^^Tll ^PPf^P"^*^ ^o'-'^ ^°"ld be undertaken by this
Institute than the creation of models for the annual abstractsof accounts, and I am glad thac the Council is in a positLn tosubmit to you to-day

| for final approval standard forms ofrate fund accounts. This stage has not been reached without
prolonged and arduous labour on the part of both the specia
sub-committee which has dealt with the matte Ld he

U^rT'%^^^T\ ^^'^ '^'^^"'^^^ ^* °"^^ that this subj ect
Ihke art and kindred matters, is one about which much diversi v

tlvT''^""? 'T*
''^'" ""^^"^ ^^P^rt^' ^"d consequently

they have bestowed much care and thought on the prints nowbefore you. in the hope that while unanimity may not b^
possible on the

| methods of stating fetails, the forms in theirpnncipal features may meet with your approval
I remind you that in the sister country modeHorms haveb en prescribed bv the central authorities for the accounts o?the various local Dodies. and that the published abstracts 11 7

are consequently accepted for the purposes of the Loca
^

the Institute should now look (for England and Wales) and

In I the domestic affairs of the Institute one matter whichm my opmion. should command our whole-hearted attention'
IS the education and training of the municipal financial offier'
If we cannot claim that his calling is a profession by itselfwe can at all events

| say that it has become a highly specia £dand very distinctive branch of general accountaV and
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finance. Just as local government has extended greatly

within recent times, and is still expanding and bringing witli

it in almost every branch of its activity new responsibilities

for I the financial officer, so also is it calling to him for u
higher standard of attainment, and for a greater effort

towards the acquisition of expert skill and sound practical

knowledge.

It is important also in the interest of municipal administra-

tion itself that there should || be growing up from time to 4
time a generation of highly trained and widely educated men,
well qualified for the efficient performance of the special

financial and other duties which are becoming more and more
identified with that service. For this supply of expert

officials I the municipalities naturally look in the first instance

to the financial offices where young municipal accountants

are being trained for the practice of their profession. These
practical training schools, however, are widely scattered

;

they vary much in size and complexion ; their method^.; in

this matter | require guidance and control
; practical work

should be supplemented by theoretical study, and it is here

where this Institute, as a central and representative body,
has, in my opinion, a duty to perform towards itself and an
obligation towards the profession, which I should like \ to

refer to for a little.

The future of the Institute will rest largely upon the
professional qualifications of its members ; that they shall be
men of competence and ability is to it of vital importance.
One of the objects for which the Institute was || established 5
is, as stated in the memorandum of association, " To improve
and elevate the technical and general knowledge of persons
engaged in, or about to engage in, the profession of municipal
treasurer and accountant," and in pursuit of this aim the
Institute inaugurated ten years ago a system of examina-
tions, which, so far as they go, have year by year yielded

very satisfactory results.—77je Incorporated Accountants'

Journal.
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109. SHIPPIN(i CONGESTION
The position in regard to the detention of vessels at Gravesend
shows a marked improvement. The number of vessels
waiting there to enter the docks was as high as forty-three
a few weeks ago. It has gradually come down, and yesterday
there were only six | such vessels. London has been more
fortunate than Liverpool, where the number yesterday was
forty-five.

As regards the disposal of cargoes, the position has also
obviously improved, otherwise the gain in respect of vessels
could not have been possible, but the visitor to the docks |

will still see crowded quays and sheds, and there is yet much
to accomplish before shipowners and merchants can depend
upon normal despatch. The causes of the improve? i.ent are
not to be found in decreased business. On the contrary,
more and more business continues to | flow into the port.
They are to be found in the stoppage of the abnormal arrivals
of sugar which, owing to the special conditions of the trade,
put a strain on the resources of the port quite out of pro-
portion to its volume, in the || relaxation of Customs war |

regulations in favour of the Colonies, in economy in the use
of lighters and carts, and in the general goodwill of all con-
cerned to adapt the arrangements of the port to the novel
circumstances. The labours of the Committee on Port |

Congestion, under the chairmanship of Lord Inchcape, have
materially contributed to ameliorate the situation.

At the moment, the principal problem is connected with
the enormous quantities of v/ool which have been coming
into the port since the beginning of January, and which are
expected to | pour in until the beg ming of July. The
total number of bales to be dealt with in these six months is

nearly 2,000,000, as many as ordinarily arrive during the
whole year. In peace time, the wool discharged in London
is dealt with in | three ways. Part is transhipped to Germany
and other Continental countries. Part is forwarded direct by
rail or sea to the manufacturing districts. The remainder is
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kept in London for the public sales, and is delivered by the

Wool Warehousekeepers (of whom the Port Authority || is

the chief) in accordance with the orders of the buyers. For
the time being the direct Continental shipments have practi-

cally ceased. The direct consignments for the manufacturers
still go on, but conveyance by the sea route is not practicable

owing to the prohibitive insurance | rates, whilst the railways,

which now have to undertake the carriage of all the wool for

the North, are already hampered by war traffic, and, more-
over, find difficulty in deUvering at destination owing to the

scarcity of horses and carts at Bradford. The same causes |

also involve delays to wool sold in London at the public sales.

The result is that wool which is usually out of the London
Dock Warehouses within a few days of sale, has to be kept in

stock and prevents the reception of wool for | following sales.

Thus it is that large acv imulations of wool are taking place

at the lower Docks, and the Port Authority is compelled to

use sheds ar ' open spaces there and even timber sheds at the

Surrey Do o for intermediate storage which is entirely

unnecessary || in the usual course of things, necessitating

double expense in handling and lighterage, and consequently

higher charges on the trade. The remedy does not He in

London, as we can deliver far faster than the receivers can
take. With the urgent requirements for wool | for Army
purposes, it is somewhat surprising that the serious attention

of the War Office has not been directed to this question.

So far as we can judge in London, it would appear that the
remedy is to be found in improving the traction | facilities

at Bradford and in enlarging the terminal storage shed^ there

in the same way as the Port Authority is increasing its shed
accommodation at the London Docks. The incident of last

week, when a Yorkshire factor sent motor-lorries to London
to fetch his wool, | shows where the trouble is and the
seriousness c." it.

The heavy arrivals of wool from tin; Colonies have been
accompanied by equally heavy arrivals of refrigerated meat.
The meat stores ha.\ e been filled for some time past, and new

I
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consignments have had to wait 1| for vacant space. This has

meant that vessels bringing the meat have had to be treated

as warehouses, leading to detention most undesirable from

every point of view. The meat importers have recently helped

matters by agreeing to methods of storage which permit of

carcases | being stowed in warehouse more closely together,

thereby increasing the capacity of the stores. This, however,

has only given partial relief to the position. Conditions in

this trade will be entirely changed within the next few days,

when the Government will assume control of the | whole of

the Colonial meat imports, and a large proportion of those

from the River .'iate. Negotiations are proceeding for

reserving more than half the refrigerated space at the docks

for the use of the Government. One undoubted advantage

of Government control will be to | simplify the storage

question not only in London, but elsewhere.

The grain warehouses throughout the port have been

crammed with grain for several weeks past, and vessels with

grain have been kept waitmg simply because no granary

keeper has any spare room ; ninety-seven barges are || now
Ijang in the docks full of grain, waiting for deliveries from

the warehouse to provide vacant space.

—

The Freighters,'

Journal.

no. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AGENCIES

The aim of most of us engaged in manufacturing businesses

is to extend our trade and to build up large and important

undertakings, but unfortunately we do not always fix a

definite policy in our minds, nor work dihgently and

systematically to the end in | view. We pay close attention

to the organising of our works or factories, to the quality of

our productions and numerous other internal matters, and

being satisfied that a reliable article is being produced at a

marketable price, we must direct our attention to the |

problem of creating a demand for our products.

A fixed policy should, as far as practicable, be decided

!^
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upon and pursued rigorously; to be constantly changing
one's line of action is wasting time. The l)usiness with which
we are associated may be one which lends | itself to the
employment of travellers who work, perhaps, from one's
place of business to a pre-arranged plan. On the other
hand, many large manufacturing companies establish their
own offices or show rooms in our commercial centres, whence
large areas are " worked." It is not || every company that
can support its own establishments in this manner, however,
and the alternative plan is the creating of Agencies in various
parts of the globe, where there is a probable market for one's
manufactures.

There are, of course, various methods of conducting a |

home Agency, but a common plan is for all sales or contracts
to be made between the manufacturer and the cl'ent, the
Agent's remuneration usually being in the form of a
commission .a business obtained from his district.

If the bu'iness is of the class | which calls for estimates
against specific inquiries, a copy of all quotations sent to
customers within the Agent's territory, or, at all events, the
principal details of the quotation, will be forwarded to him,
and he, in turn, will follow the inquiry up, until a | decision
is made.

Wherever possible, however, price lists should be estab-
lished, not necessarily for issue to clients, but to enable an
Agent to deal expeditiously with inquiries he receives direct.
The districts allotted to the various Agents should not b(^

too large, but such as || to enable them conveniently to keep
J

in touch with probable clients, frequently and systematically.
A clear map, on which should be marked the boundaries

of the Agencies arranged, will be found useful.
Carefully worded agreements should l)e drawn up,

embodying all essential conditions, such as | the extent of
the Agency, the arrangement regarding remuneration, and
any expenses it is agreed to contribute, notice of termination
required, etc., in order to guard against friction or misunder-
standing

;
and, of course, the agent should be supported and

l3-(43)

I

i
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encouraged in his efforts to obtain | business, in every possible

v.ay.

In connection with our overseas trade, a huge field is open

to the manufacturer who will cultivate systematically the

opportunities offered.

The methods to be adopted will depend to some extent

upon the particular goods manufactured, and the following

observations | are therefore made on general lines. In the

first place, a large amount of business is obtained through

merchants in this country, who buy to the instructions of

their clients abroad, but whilst not undervaluing the work

obtained in this manner, one should not rest || content with it.

Generally speaking, a merchant has no direct incentive in

seUing your particular goods, at any rate, in competitive lines,

and it is therefore better, wherever possible, to aim at direct

representation. Secondly, there are many important houses

in this country having branch | houses in various parts of

the world, and remunerative Agencies can usually be arranged

through this source. This removes the objection above

referred to, since, as Agents, they have a direct motive in the

sale of your manufactures.

On the other hand, there nre many | important firms in

our Colonies and elsewhere, with long established businesses,

and who would make eminently satisfactory Agents, but who

are not represented at home, and the question arises, how

can one get into touch with such people ?

A good traders' directory or a trade | inquiry Agency may

be consulted ; advertisements may be resorted to ; or one's

friends at home or abroad, in non-competitive businesses, can

often supply the names of suitable houses.

The value of this direct representation is particularly

apparent in the case of manufacturers engaged in the || iron

and allied trades, makers of electrical machinery, and so on,

whose contracts often run into substantial figures, and where

personality on the spot often counts so much in the obtaining

of the order.

As in the case of home Agencies, care should be exercised |
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in the drafting of Foreign Agency Agreements, and the con-
ditions should be expressed in clear and unambiguous
language. Amongst other things to be mentioned, will be
the territory covered, method of payment for orders, notice
of termination required, responsibility for acc(junts etc
An Agent will

| often call for a clause making the Agency
binding for a period of years. This is only reasonable, since
a large amount of pioneer work must be done in the first
years, and he hopes to reap the benefit of such work in sub-
sequent years.

| On the other hand, the manufacturer may
stipulate a minimum amount of business wnich he will expect
in a given time, if the Agency is to continue and reserve the
right of termination if the business is not forthcoming
It is not proposed to deal || here with joint accounts"
—Magazine 0/ Business Education.

111. POINTS FOR THE CONSIGNEE

Self-preservation is ihe first law of nature, both in business
and in private life, and the trader who forgets this when he is
dealing with the railway companies is likely to suffer in con-
sequence. This is not for one moment to suggest that the
companies

| indulge in sharp practices with the deliberate
object of tripping or trapping tho trader; but it is to say
that these earners have certain well-defined rules which if
Ignored either through ignorance or carelessness, may seem
stnct and arbitrary when applied.
Thus one rule provides | that :

" No claim in respect of
goods, for loss or damage during the transit, for which thecompany may be liable, will be allowed unless the same bemade in writing within three days after delivery of the goodsm respect of which the claim | is made, such delivery to be
considered complete at the termination of the transit
or in the case of non-delivery fourteen days after dispatch ''

'

but claims for goods " smaslied in transit, damage to which
was discovered on unpacking," are frequently submitted to
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the railway companies || a week or a fortnight after the
particular consignnients to which they refer have been
delivered, only to be rejected on the grounds that " as the
attached account was not submitted to us within the speci-

fied time we regret we cannot admit any liability in | the
matter "—to quote a stock argument of the railway com-
panies. It is only reasonable that the carriers should fix a
limit to the period within which they will recognise any
responsibility, and the trader will be well advised to examine
carefully his inwards goods | within frrty-eight hours after

receipt—sooner if possible—and get his claim for any loss

or damage that may have occurred during transit into the
hands of the railway company without delay. The sooner
the claim is rendered, the better able is the carrier to | trace

the party at fault—if it is a case of damage or pilferage

—

and the more likelihood is there of the matter being settled

at an early date. ;

After a small parcel has been externally examined as

suggested above and the condition of it || noted, the con-
signee should immediately ascertain its gross weight by
passing it over his own scales in the presence of the railway
company's carman, and then insert, against his signature in

the railway company's book, or on the sheet, as the case
may be, the | exact gross weight of the parcel when delivered

to him.

The object of this is to enable the consignee to substantiate
his claim if it is discovered, on unpacking, that a pilferage

has taken place during transit, for if some of the goods had
been | stolen during the timd" the parcel was in the possession

of the railway company it would naturally weigh less when
delivered to him than it did when handed to the railway
company by the sender ; and by a comparison of the weight
of the package | when recei\ed by the consignee and the
weight of the package recorded at the sending station (on

which weight carriage will have been charged) it could be
shown that a pilferage had occurred.

For the purpose of illustration, and in order to show the
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\alue II of the foregoing suggestion, suppose that A dis-
patched to B a parcel containing fortv l-lb. packets of tea.
and the package and packing weighed 10 lb. The gross
weight of the parcel when handed to the railway company
would be, of course. 50 | lb., and the company would charge
carriage on that weight. Now suppose that' eight of those
l-lb. packets of tea were stolen from the i)arcel during transit
m such a manner as to avoid outward detection, it would be
in apparent good condition when | delivered to the consignee,
and in the ordinary course he would give a signature accord-
ingly, and thus stand but very little chance of obtaining
compensation from the railway company. But if he were to
act in accordance with the abo\e suggestion and weigh the
parcel

| immediately it was deli\ered to him, he would
naturally find that it scaled only 42 lb. Hence it could be
proved that the parcel had been tampered with during
transit, and he—the consignee—would be better able to
support his claim. In such a || Cdse the difference in weight
should be pointed out to the company at once.

It sometimes happens that when a' pilferage takis i)lace
dunng transit, a brick or a like article is inserted by the thief
to make up for the weight of the goods | extracted from the
parcel, or the empty space is filled in with straw, or shavings,
or some such foreign substance to prevent the other articlesm the package from shaking about and the deficiency being
detected at the receiving station.

In a case of this | description the company should be
communicated with at once, and the foreign substance
handed to its representative, for with such a clue to work
upon the railway company's police officers are often able to
trace the culprit and take such steps as will prevent a j like
occurrence.

Directly any discrepancy is discovered, a representati\e
of the radway company should be asked to send a repre-
sentative to inspect such irregularity, so that the company
shall have no chance to refuse the claim on the ground that
" as no opportunity was given ||us to inspect the damage «

I
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(or pilferage) (<miplained c)f and so testify as to the correctness

of the claim, we regret we cannot admit any liability in the

matter." Magazine of Business lidiication.

112. NEW PAKMAMKNTARY SESSION

A NEW Session of Parliament, the Session of the critical yt. t

of the Great War, is opened. The record of the past nineteen

months warns us that there can be no prophesying what turn

Parliamentary events may take ; but the expectation, and

assuredly the hope, | of the Government and those who
support it is that there will be less of political drama and

more of decisive military event in the months ahead than

in those immediately behind us. By general consent, the

ensuing half-year ought to see it settled beyond | all douM for

reasonable minds in any country which of the two causes

now dividing Europe is to prevail in the end, howsoever

long the state of war may last. Great Britain and her AUies

are opening the new chapter of conflict in the knowledge |

that their expe'-tation of vi< )ry never rested upon grounds

so firm as those supporting it to-day. The enemy countries,

whatever their uncensored opinion of the military prospect

may be, show not the least failing in resolution, and have

undoubtedly prepared as busily for the carhpaign 1| of 1916

as any of their adversaries. On all accounts, then, there

ought soon to be developed an intensity of combat greater,

and even much greater, than has yet been seen in the most

destructive war that was e^•er sent upon mankind ; and if |

that anticipation is fulfilled, the nation will have little interest

to spare for alarums and excursions at Westminster. Hope

deferred and eager expectation baulked have been the prime

causes of agitation and mischief in the poHtical sphere since

last spring. If they recur, they will
| produce the same

results, and worse ; but to look for that recurrence, and

treat it as likely, after all that has been accompHshed and

changed for tlie better in the conditions affecting the AUies

—

to whose " steadfast rcsoUe " the King's Speech bears witness
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—would he
I inerrly what a karncd jtulge lately called " a

species <.f treachery." The h..j)e «)f all intelligent patriotism
for the Si'ssion now opened is that it may run an uneventful
course- if a course may be called uneventful wliich is quite
c-rtain, in any case, to || see hnancial demands made upon
the country yet more enormous than ha\c so far been
submitted to Parliament.

That certainly was the principal matter of the Prime
Minister's speech at the opening sitting yesterdav. With
even greater emphasis than has marked his own or his j

colleagues' earlier references to the questitm of finance.
Mr. Asquith put before the House of Commons the urgent
necessity of " facing these things seriouslv. and getting our
people to face them." The still mounting cost of the war.
the severity of the strain that it | will impose on the national
resources for many years to come. " stagger imagination."
How is that to ^^o on ? That it must go on, until the task
of ridding civilisaiion of the foulest pest that ever threatened
it is accomplished, is unquestioned and unquestionable.
All I that is deepest and strongest in the inherited character
of this people is pledged to that. But how are we to sustain
the unexampled \/eight that has been laid upon our shoulders,
not only by our expenditure upon our own vast share in the
war. II bux by our willing acceptance of the duty of supplying
a part of the sinews of war to our Dominions and to' our
Allies ? We can sustain it, in the Prime Minister's words,
" only by submitting to the burden—and a very heavy
burden it | will bc--(jf unprecedented taxation, by the
curtailment of imports and expenditure upon unnecessary
things, by the maintenance at their highest possible le\el
of our productive activity, and of our export trade." Not
only in our Government departments—in which the necessity
of retrenchment was | freely admitted by Mr. Asquith to be
" all-important "—but in every department of public and
private life we have to reduce expenditure. To further this
is the first duty laid at this moment nn the conscience of
every patriotic- citizen. It has been stated that | Members
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of Parliament have returned from the constituencies, after
the brief recess, much disr]uieted at the easy-going serenity
in regard to^the progress and prospects of the war which
they have fo'und still prevailing. There arc pe(»ple, both in

and out of Parliament, who are || apt to treat the absence
of noisy nervousness as a sign of failure to " realise the war,"
in spite of the death-roll and in spite of the already burden-
some taxes. But that the necessity of saving to save the
country is still largely disregarded admits | of no doubt
whatever.

Bread sur\'eys of the present military situation were laid

before Parliament by Mr. Asquith and Lord Kitchener.
In neither case was there much added to the information
already in the hands of the public. The value of such
reviews consists rather | in the presentation of what has
happened in due proportion. That of Lord Kitchener,
carefully colourless as eyer, cannot be said to lean at any
point in the direction of merely speculative confidence, and
his occasional references to this or that substantial ground
for his i own assurance of ultimate victory have all the more
weight. Mr. Asquith, who dealt in more detail with some
of the points involved, made the statement that this country
has now present in the actual theatre of war—not counting,
that is, those who remain || in these islands for home defence,
for reserve, or for training—no less than ten times the
Expeditionary Force with which it began hostilities.—77<c
Daily Telegraph.

113. ACCOUNTANCY IN SOCIAL SERVICE

Those who daily travel the highways of their vocation may
find pleasure, profit, and mental recreation in occasional
consideration of the by-ways which connect their profession
with the open roads along which pass those engaged in other
callings.

It is by means of and through | these by-ways that the
various branches of theoretical and applied knowledge are
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SO linked that tintltrnratli all diversity and nmipU'xity there
seems to be a fundamental simplicity justifying belief in the
unity of science, whose all-comprehending basis as yet puss«!s
individual knowledge, and eludes the | present mental capacity
of the race. It may be of some service, therefiae, to invite
those engaged in a newly organised profession like accountancy
to turn for a while from the consideration of matters which
more strictly pertain to their general work to the contempla-
tion I of results achie^•cd or awaiting achievement in some
of the by-ways of their vexation.

Numerical notation, the fundamental basis of accountancy,
is, like the alphabet, a common possession : thus figures and
letters, or their symbolical representation, enter in primary
form into nearly all the transactions || of everyday life, and
are freely used by all for their individual needs. When trans-
actions arc extensive, continuous and complex,, and affect the
interests of a number of persons, or of the whole community,
there is need for the services of those who, b> iraining | and
experience, have special adaptability and facility in the use
of numbers. Apart from the specific definition of account-
ancy, it has been described generally as being " the science
by means of which all operations, so ^ar as they are capable
of being shown in figures, | are accurately recorded, and their
results ascertained and stated." In thus toucliing life at
nearly every point, accountancy di\erges from its main road
mto many by-ways in which its practitioners are concerned,
not only with generalised enumeration and specific calcula-
tion, but also, with specific classification | and analysis in
(|uantit;itive and (lualitative form. Within our present
limits it is only possible to refer brieflv to the connection of
accountancy with the work of the actuary, the statistician,
the sociologist, and the economist. The" votaries of these
sciences look to the accountant || primarily for the supply

;

of the data from which, by re-arrangement, and in combina-
tion with data obtained from other sources, conclusions are
arrived at wliich are capable of present or future appHcation
for some definite purpose, or of being utilised with data

I
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reaped in other | fields of inquiry, as the base for further

research. The results are of lessened value, or may be quite

misleading, if the original work of calculation and computa-
tion has been carelessly or inefficiently performed, without
regard to its synthetical or analytical aspects, emd without
desire | to maximise the utility of the information

conveyed.

Many fields of inquiry and investigation are tilled either

by actuaries or accountants, or by both, either in common
or jointly, and in many cases " thin partitions do their

bounds divide," but their domains diverge mainly through |

the element of time, for whilst the accountant certifies past

or present fact in numerical dress, the actuary, combining
this information with other data, projects his vision into the

future, and, as a " scientific guesser," predicts arithmetical

and mathematical probabilities. It is in dealing with ||

expectations that the work of the actuary presents its most
striking contrast with that of the accountant. It is the

province of the accountant to certify facts in their rigidity
;

the actuary, on the other hand, estimates with elasticity the

effect of a complex combination | of diverse facts, and there-

from draws general conclusions which, inaccurate if apphed
in detail, are, by the balancing of error, accurate in the

main.

In many phases, accountancy, without set purpose, pro-

vides the statistician with the raw material he tabulates in

order to arrive at | his conclusion, or, with set purpose,

acting on the instruction of the statistician, investigates

records and compiles figures under the tabulations which are

set out for him as likely to afford the maximum information

or the greatest number of ascertained facts out of complicated

and I imperfect numerical data.

In olden times the dyer's hand was " subdued to that it

works in." In modern times the compiler of data may not

himself be able, unless a trained or experienced statistician,

to exercise that statistical insight which can discriminate

between, and apply 1| to their distinctive uses, administrative
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Statistics having a historical or i)urely omcial origin and those
of a pohtical or sociological character, wherein the categories,
intentionally or otherwise, are sometimes so framed as to
bring out certain factors more prominently than others, and
at the sacrifice

| of relativity. The great improvement in
recent years in the technique of statistic?! art, as regards
measurement of precision, probable eff-,\,'. .>! errors, use of
correlative co-efficient, and other mc liods. tuuls o give
greater value to statistical evidence, anc to laciiitate scientific
judgment in the | application of statist. .

.

Whilst the statistician, in the main, deals with the aggregate
and in quantitative form, and is, like the actuary, " careful
of the type . . . heedless of the single life," and deals
pnmarily with the " law of great numbers," which is akin
to the

I mathematical theory of probability, the chief care
of the sociologist is by segregation and qualitative analysis
to ascertain the actual and relative position of sections of
society in administrative, industrial, and domestic life.
In the latter, the basis of such knowledge must, in the main, | j
be the investigation in individual cast s of particular facts.—
The Incorporated Accountants Journal.

4i

8

114. SELF-BALANCING LEDGERS
" Self-Balancing Ledgers " is the term applied to ledgers
kept on a system by means of which each ledger, or set of
ledgers, can be balanced independently of the others. The
system resolves itself into the proving of each ledger, or set
of ledgers, individually, | by means of a " Total " or " Proof

"

Account, which is usually contained at the end of the
particular ledger, and which in effect contains the totals of
all items posted individually to that ledger.
The greatest advantage in the system is the localising of

errors,
| thus obviating the necessity of checking (or

re-checking where all the postings have alreadv been checked
and an error passed) the whole of the work, when the Trial
Balance of a set of books not on the self-balancing system
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shows a difference. Another advantage | is that by writing

up the " Total " or " Proof " Accounts periodically (say

monthly), the total Debtors and total Creditors are obtained

without involving the labour of taking out the indivic ial

balances of the ledgers, which may only require to be

extracted and agreed with the ||
" Proof Accounts " at more

lengthy intervals. This information, which is readily obtained,

is found to be very useful for various purposes, reflecting as

it does on the financial position of the business.

Usually, the sections into which the ledgers are divided

for self-balancing purposes | are " Sales Ledger," " Bought
Ledger," and " General or Impersonal Ledger." It is

assumed that the private ledger accounts are either con-

tained in the general ledger or that a " Private Ledger

Account " appears therein, so that the^e three ledgers com-
prise a complete set of double entry | books. Frequently, in

large businesses, however, where there are numerous sales or

bought ledgers, it is found more satisfactory to keep each

particular ledger on the self-balancing system.

The work involved in the self-balancing of a set of books

under the three main | sections mentioned above is—

-

In the first place, all the subsidiary books must b analysed

under the various ledgers to which the items have been

posted. In the case of the sales and purchase journals, and
returns inwards and returns outwards books, this is a ||

simple matter, as usually the majority of the postings from

the sales journal and returns inwards book are made to the

sales ledger, and from the purchase journal and returns

outwards book to the bought ledger. Any cross postings

{i.e., postings from the sales | journal to the bought or general

ledgers, or purchase journal to the sales or general ledgers,

etc.) must be analysed. The total postings to each ledger

should be shown under the grand total of the particular

subsidiary book for the period, and in total the | two sets

of figures should agree. In some businesses this analysis is

avoided by the opening of a " Purchase Account " in the

bought ledger and a " Sales Account " in the sales ledger in
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cases where goods are bn^ught from, and sold to, the same
firm. I This, however, has its disadvantages, and is not
put forward as ideal.

The cash book presents the greater difficulty, containing
as it does a variation of entries to all the ledgers. The best
method is to provide three extra analysis columns (one for

each ledger) || on each side, and extend the items into the
analysis columns as th« v are p^ -.ted into the various ledgers.

The analysis colunms require to be added and agreed with
the totals of the cash book for the period. In practice, how-
ever, this extension system is | found to have some disadvan-
tages, especially when the cash book already contains addi-
tional columns for departmental or other purposes, as with
so many colunms the book is apt to get too cumbersome.
In this case, | the more lengthy method of anaiysing would
be required {i.e., analysing in a separate book or sheets), and
agreeing in total with the cash book totals.

The method of analysing the bills receivable and bills

payable books, general journal, and any other subsidiary
books, I depends largely upon the number of cross entries.

If these are numerous, the extension analysis columns should
be adopted

; if the postings are chiefly to one book or set of

books, the extraneous items only {' ^' be analysed, the
postings to the mam ledgers being i- at by deduction.

Direct transfers of items from on. account to another
without entering in a subsidiary book are in any case to be
condemned, but where the self-balancing system is adopted
they I must be abolished, the general journal (or special

transfer journal) being used for the purpose.

The entering up of the proof accounts is d^ne as follows—
The trial balance at the date of the commencement of the

self-balancing system is entered in total into | the various
proof accounts {i.e., the net total of balances appearing in the
sales ledger is entered to the debit of the sales ledger proof
account, etc.). The total postings from the various sub-
sidiary books must be posted into the proof accounts {e.g., |

total sales journal postings to the sales ledger posted to the
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debit of the sales ledger proof account, and so on). Thus it
is obvious that the proof accounts made up to any particular
date should agree with individual ledger balances extracted
to that date. || —Magazine of Business Education. i

11
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115. THE PORT OF LONDON
The great port of London occupies a place of such out-
standing importance, not only in this country, but in its
relation to every part of the civilised world, and even to
many places which cannot properly be termed " civilised,"
that it is impossible to give | more than a mere outUne of its
manifold activities. Its geographical position is such that
It may truly be said to be " the hub of the universe." Not
only is it the heart of the Empire, but in many respects the
metaphor holds good in | its relation to the channels of
communication all over the world. From this port spring,
like huge arteries and veihs, long Unes of sea communication
which stretch to the most remote parts of the globe. In its
spacious docks and alongside its expansive wharves may |
be seen huge cargo liners and " tramp " steamers, carrying
their precious freights of wool from Australia

; timber from
the vast forests of Sweden and Russia ; frozen and chilled
meat from Australasia and the Argentine ; tea, coffee, and
cocoa from the plantations of China. Japan, Ceylon, || and
Zanzibar

;
grain froin the great European wheat-producing

centres
;

sugar from Central Europe and South America
;

and the thousand and one commodities which, by means of
an expansive network of sea communication, are brought
from the distant and widely distributed areas of production
to I the more concentrated centres of consumption, whereby
man is enabled to enjoy the fruits of the earth for the
sustenance, recreation, and enjoyment of himself and his
family.

The imports of London are always considerably greater
than its exports. Unlike Liverpool, in which the reverse |

conditions obtain, and which is situated in the heart of a
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great industrial comn; mity, London is rather a warehouse,
a showroom, and a clearing house for the countless com-
modities received on its vast whar\es and quays, providing
raw materials for our textile and other industries. | supplying
the food products required to sustain our population and
furnishing the cargoes for our enormous trade.

In the introduction to this series of articles it was explained
that, as a consequence of our supremacy in the shippmg
world, there are far more channels of || sea communication
to this country than to other countries ; and, consequently,
there are innumerable articles of commerce which, though
destined for other countries in Europe and other continents,
are shipped first to London before being re-exported to the
country of consumption. In this way, the | port of London
acts as the world's commercial clearing house.
The unique position whicii London occupies must be largely

ascribed to its position oi the broad estuary of the Thames,
wih abundant deep-water channels, admirably situated for
coast defence, and commanding speedy sea communication
with I almost every country in Europe, as well as to the fact
that it is one of the connecting links between the Old Worid
and the New.

Originally, there seems little doubt that the site of London
was at the head of the Thames Estuary ; but, | as a result
of magnificent engineering operations, the river was embanked
for miles below the estuary and the adjoining marsh lands
reclaimed.

The Nore lightship marks the mouth of the Thames, and
this is 40 miles from the Metropolis itself. The port consists
of the II whole of the river from Gravesend to London Bridge,
and at the latter place the water is more than 30 feet deep
at high tide. Its huge expanse of dock.i over this area,
ranging in distance from London Bridge, from half a mile to
23 I miles, comprises St. Katherine's Dock, London Docks,
Surrey Commercial Docks, West India Docks, East India
Docks, Millwall Docks. Royal Victoria Dock. Royal Albert
Dock, and Tilbury Dock.
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Owing to the enormous area of these docks and the river-
side wharves, the need was long felt of | a central organisation
whereby the immense volume of shipping could be controlled
by one authority. Prior to 1909, the arrangements were in
the hands of private concerns, each owning and controlling
certam docks and wharves, and, as a result of the independent
management

| thus exercised, the control of the affairs of the
port was unsatisfactory. There v^ere at that time some fifty
separate and distinct governing bodies and corporations.
Some of their powers had been granted in very ancient times,
and the enterprises were no doubt ably managed || as far as
the unsatisfactory conditions would allow. In order, how-
ever, to give effect to the scheme of bringing the whole
organisation of the port's activities under one central authority
having complete jurisdiction over the ports, docks, river,
shipping, and other services, the Port of | London Act of
1908 was passed, under which the whole scheme of the
government of the docks of the port of London was revolu-
tionised. The interests of the separate dock companies were
purchased, the purchase price representing a sum of over
22 million

| pounds steriing
; and the members of the central

mstitution thus formed were elected by the merchants
responsible for the payment of the dock charges and by
others directly interested in the trade of the Thames.
The functions of the Port Authority include all the services

|
necessary in connection with our import and export trade as
follows

1. The provision of wet docks and wharves for the loading
and unloading of the cargoes.

2. An adequate supply of dry docks in which vessels
may be laid up for repair, etc. || —Pitman's Journul. t
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116. PRACTICAL POINTS IN BANKRUPTCY

PRACTICE
When a tnistee is appointed in a bankrupt's estate h<' has
to get possession of the books and papers. Those books and
papers are, for the time being, in the hands of the Official
Receiver, who acts as provisional trustee, and the piofes-
sional trustee when appointed, has to obtain and | take over
the records. It is very advisable to make a list of these books
and papers because when the estate is closed, they will have
to be handed back to the Official Receiver, and if anything
IS missing he will at once challenge it. Then the Offirial
Receiver has

| a correspondence file relating to the estate

oJ thlVfil'^^
important for the trustee to get inspection

of that file because he will get a good deal of information
there which might cost him some trouble to obtain otherwise
The file can usually be borrowed for a few days. | He will
also find that there is on the file a record of the private
examination of the banklupt. Every bankrupt is subjected
by the Official Receiver to a private examination, which is
recorded in writing and signed by the bankrupt. It is thusan important permanent record, and one |i which may comeup against the bankiupt at his public examination which
takes place at a later stage. It often contains important
information which will not be found either in the debtor's
statement of affairs or elsewhere.
The next step will be to get an office copy of the statement I

of affairs, the cost of which can be charged to the peltate
The statement of affairs is an official record which everv

209
»i—(43)

I
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debtor who is adjudicated bankrupt must file. It contains,
as you know, a full statement of his assets and liabilities
and constitutes the basis upon which the trustee | commences
his work, as it gives notice to him of everv asset which the
estate possesses—at least, it ought to do so. For instance
in gomg through this statement the trustee will have to sec
whether there is any onerous property which he may have to
disclaim, such as | leases or contracts imolving some obliga-
tion which would become a personal liability to himself if he
did not get rid of it. He is entitled to relieve himself by dis-
claiming the contract or lease within twehe months of his
appointment or of the time it comes to his knowledge, which-
ever II is the later date. If anything is mentioned' in the
statement of affairs either directly or indirectly of a contract
or a lease, that is notice to the trustee, and if he overlooks
that notice, although it may be somewhat obscure, and
omits to disclaim, he may become personally liable, | or at
least he will have to make a special application to the Court
for leave to disclaim at a later date and probably have to
pay the costs himself. It will also be necessary to obtain
from the Official Receiver the proofs of debt. The first
meeting of creditors

| will have been held before the appoint-
ment of the trustee, and before that meeting a great many
creditors will have sent in their proofs of debt. These proofs
will be in the hands of the Official Receiver and he will hand
them over to the trustee upon application.
The trustee

| should next considc^r carefullj' what is the
position with regard to the landlord and any rent that may
be due to him. Th, landlord fe not a preferential creditor
under the Bankruptcy Act, but he does become practically
a preferential creditor if there are goods on the premises
upon which || he can distrain, because, notwithstanding the 3bankruptcy, he can still distrain if the trustee remains in
possession of the premises with goods on those premises and
therefore, he becomes, to ail intents and purposes, a pre-
ferential creditor. Some arrangement will have to be made
with the landlord as regards continuing

| the occupation of
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nu r ;
"''^"' " ''^""'^' *''^' «^^^^^ ^''^t are lying thoreThe other preferential creditors will come along in the o I

U

nary course
; their proofs will haxe to be detl w t , 1either admitted or rejected in the usual way

Then wf_ ome to the question of | secun-d creditor.
1
hose creaitors may be either wholly or partly se< „ d'I'or voting purposes a partly secured creditor must xalue issecurity an I vote for the balance after deducting tlsecurity from his total debt, and afterwards the tru ?fe n ayn^eem the security by paying him out. If that iT doS^.thm a month after the first meeting at which the proof !been used for voting purposes, then the tnistee wilH a epay the creditor 20 per cent, more than his valuation T|.leason is that the creditor has had to come to a has y c n-lusion as to II the ^.alue in order to put in his pn of or^otng purposes, and. therefore, the law says he shall not bebound absolutely to that value for the time being In if

uZ th! TV " """'^ ^" '"^^ ""* --"d his Sluatonthen the rustee can redeem the | security at the actuahgure at which it has been valued, so that, a; a rule a tru "eeshould n<,t be in any undue haste to redeem. Tin inat erlsnot pressing, and he is usually well advised to take t me toconsider the position.

After having a careful look | round, a meeting of thecommit eo o inspection should be called and the lebtorshould be asked to be in attendance. It is preeraWe notto ha^•e the debtor in the room to start v.ith but to h^v^hm. m attendance to be called in if necessary. It is usuat 1advisable also to see the debtor beforehand, and to ques ionhim on any point of doubt, so as to be as well fortified wthmforrnation as possible before meeting the comm tee butnevertheless the debtor should be in attendance. GeneraSyspeaking the committee of inspection are more or £famihar
|

with the debtor's affairs.--77,c IncorLlTd 5Accountants' Journal.
^^n'^ruiea 5

of
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117. THE SHIPPING OF GOODS
Although in the daily rush the work may lose some of its

fascination, nevertheless the shipping of goods abroad and
the collection of the money they represent is a subject not
only of great importance but of much interest. Most of us
take, at least, a passive interest in ships | and their cargoes,
and in the arranging of the various shipments one's know-
ledge of the geography of the world is greatly improved

;

whilst, in connection with the collection of our accounts,
much useful financial information is acquired. To proceed
with our subject, however ; one of the first points demanding
attention | is the careful packing of material for overseas
shipment. We will not deal with the methods of the Packing
Houses, such as those engaged in the Manchester trade, who
receive, pack, anH dispatch material on account of various
merchants, but witli those businesses where the packing and
shipping is attended | to by the manufacturer. As to the
method of packing, it will be sufficient to say that heavy
material should be securely fastened ir -'de the cases to p/e-
Nent any movement during transit i J special packing
material or cases lined with tin or waterproof fabric should ||

be employed in connection with material liable to suffer

deterioration from dampness or rust. Damage frequently
occurs from these sources, and is not always due to sea water
» r exposure. Space .should be economised as much as possible,
since, if the cubic tons (40 cub. It. are allowed to the \ ton in
the case of steamships) exceed the weight tons, freight will
be charged on the basis of the former, although, of course, at
the Aveight rate and, therefore, in the case of bulky material,
say, machinery in parts, freight may be paid on empty spaces
if this point is | not carefully watched in packing the material.
Again, the weight of packages should be kept down as far as
practicable, first because of the difficulty in handling and
transporting heavy weights in many places abroad, and.
secondly, since the rate per ton increases with the weight
of the package. | For example, the rate of freight to, say,
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a port in New Zt-aland may be 47s. per ton (.n 2 fms pack-ages but. perhaps. 62s. per ton on 4 tons packages, and it-W.1 thus be seen that the total freight on a large ;onsign.ment w.U vary very |i considerably arrording to the weigfus

nL krnrr''7''"': ''" ^'^' ^^'"-^ ''-'^'- '^V extra e.«t ,pa kmg m smaller units or the cost .)f dis.nantiiug the piecesm the case o machmery. and the subsequent re-assen.bl ng onarnval. w, 1 be placed as a set oil against the extra cost I o
fre,glu-. when deciding how th.> n.aterial is to be pa k'dThe next matter for attention is the n.arking and numbering
of the cases. The customer's instructions should be verycare ully followed as to the mark of identification, port „ arknun^bers to be used, etc.; the weights of pac'kV a e jfrequently shown thereon, sometimes in lbs. and in kLHowever, no dimculty presents itself in connection witii this
work.^the only requ.s.te bemg that the marking is neat and

We must now prepare a shipping advice for the use of boththe customer and the shipping agent or steamship | company
to whom the consignment is sent for shipment. TWs
aclv.cc w.

1 contam full infor-nation as to how the materialhas been forwarded, and who pays the F.O.B. expenses Jdthe frejght. In the case of C.I.F. contracts, it wilUtateWBill, of Ladmg are || to be drawn, if the consignment is to 7

plete list of the pa.
. ..ges. with weights, dimension^ marksand numbers, will be given. It is not proposed to deal W;with the nuestion of railway carriage, as the | subject hasalready been adequately dealt with.

It is usual to dispatch goods fur foreign sliipment to theorder of a hrm of shipping agents at thcTport of shipment
these people, for a comparativelv small charge w 11 look
after the whole of the matters connected with 'th actualshipment lof the goods. For instance, they will ^epor
delay m the arrival at the docks, of any portion of the con-signment see to the goods being put on board, take outMate s Rcxeipt. or Bills of Lading, pay the F.O.B. expense
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on account <»f the consignttr or in | the rase of C.I.F. con-
tracts, pay freight «>n his account, and sec that he receives
the shipping chx uinents pnunptly. If consular certificates
of origin are reciuind they will obtain these ; and they are
generally in a position to obtain fa\ourable ratt^ for marine
insurance, and will, if required. || set? that this is efiecWl.

Having completed the shipment, we nmst next direct our
attention to the collection of any sums of money then
becoming payable.

The terms of payment for goods purchased for overseas
shipment vary very considerably, but we will take a few
examples based on customary methwls. | If, for instance
goods are sold F.O.B. with cash against shipping documents
this country, and the buyer has a place of business here, he
will require evidence of shipment beft)re meeting the account

;

but, as he is paying freight, his shipping agents will probably
decline to issue the | Bills of Lading to the seller, unless
instructed to do so. The t^urchaser may, therefore, authorise
his agents to hand over the documents to the agents of the
seller in exchange for the Mate's Receipt of shipment, and
the papers will then be passed on to the seller, who. in | turn,
will present them to his client in exchange for cash. Or, the
seller may obtain Mate's Receipt from his agents, and pass
this document on to his customer, leaving him to obtain
Bills of Lading. If freight is paid by the seller, he will, of
course, be able to || obtain Bills of Lading himself. -
Magazine of Business Education.

118. BANKS AND SMALL DEPOSITS
A QUESTION has been asked as to what facilities are provided
by banks for small depositors who wish to keep an open
account on which they can draw on demand. Many persons
appear to ha\'e formed the opinion that the large bank
offices, which are now so much in evidence | in the principal
towns, are for the convenience only of customers of means,
who can pay in at least a liundred pounds or so at one time,
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I

and that it would bo !,enoath the di^nitv .»f tfu- ..mcials of
such cstahhshin.nt. to ..,„,, .,n arro.uu for an iiuliv idual

na T.
'/•""""•'"•" ^vith a l.alan. r of, sav. onlv £-.5 or

£1U. I he sizf of a banking ( ompanv, or th.' spU-ndour of
some of Its othcfs. lurd not, however, drtor anyone from
becommK a ( ustomcr. for if he rlosts his mind to such impres-
sions he will hml, on making known | to a cashier at the bank
counter that he is wishful .,f leaving,' in the bank a small sum
upon deposit, that the cashier will be perftxtly willing to
accept It. Bankers are always readv to welcome small
depositors, because many small amounts may show (luite an
important total, and. || further, because in accept ing only I

a few pounds as a deposit it may be merely the beginning as
many u banker has expcriemcd, of an account which may
some day show a handsom.- balance.

If, then, an intending depositor has decided in which bank
he will leave his savings -and | he cannot, on the (|uestion
of safety, go wrong in choosing any one of the great banks-
he will probably find on imiuiry at the bank counter that
there are two methods of dealing with his money, either of
which he may adopt. He may accept a deposit' receipt for
his

I money, or he may opju a deposit account and receive
a small p;iss book. There will be no charge in either case
and the rate of interest will most likely be the same whether
a receipt or a book be taken, in the country usually 2^ per
cent.

I If the former method be accepted, the depositor
receiver a receipt, called the deposit receipt, for his money on
the bank s printed f<,rm. signed by the manager or other
officia of the bank. This receipt should be kept in a safe
place by the depositor, so that when he wishes || his money 2back again, all ho has to do is to sign his name across a penny
stamp on the back of the receipt (unless the receipt is already
"^"'^"'^^^ with a penny stamp, when he merely signs hisname on the back), and present the receipt to the cashier

|at the bank, when he will at once receive repayment of hismoney with any interest that is due up to date. If the
receipt he holds is for, say. £20 and h.. desires to withdraw

I
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|i :i
I I

only £3. he signs his name on the hack, demands £3 \ from
the bank, and receives a fresh receipt for £17. If he wishes
to add to the amount he has on deposit, he may sign the
receipt he holds and obtains a fresh receipt for the increased
amount or he may simply receive a receipt for the new
money.

| when he will then hold two receipts either of which
he can obtain cash for at his pleasure. It is quite evident
however, that if a depositor expects to be able to make fre-
quent additions of small sums, or to require to make fre-
quent withdrawals of small sums, the continual || changing
of his receipt may be rather troublesome. It may also occur
to him that a receipt is very easily lost or mislaid. A banker
of course, cannot repay money for which he has issued a
deposit receipt, without either the production of the receipt
duly discharged, or. if it | has been lost, a suitable indemnity
and It might be inconvenient for the depositor in such a case
to provide an indemnity.
The other method referred to, namely, a deposit account

has several distinct advantages over the deposit receipt
system In some parts of the country small depositors are
much I attached to the receipt method, whereas in other
distncts very few receipts are issued, the customers pre-
ferring to have an account. A person who has, say.

jf
10 to

lodge in the bank, asks the cashier to open for him a deposit
account. The depositor signs at the counter a | paying-in
slip for lus ;flO. and he receives in exchange a small book
called a deposit pass book, with the amount entered on one
side of the book. If he desires to pay in £2 more in a short
time afterwards, he takes his book back to the || bank and i

the £2 is entered by the bank on the same side of the book
making thus a total of £12. If. on his next visit to the bank'
he desires to withdraw £2, he takes his book to the bank and
intimates what he wants. | He is then given a cheque for
£2, which he signs at the counter, and receives his money
and the £2 is entered by the bank on the opposite side of the
book, and by subtracting the total of the one side from the
total of the other. | he sees that he has £10 left in the bank
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book fh! T^.
^^^"^'"^ ^^'' ^^""^ ^"ters in the pass

Nothing 'Tr^ °^
'""''r'

^^^^^ '' d"^ *° the depositor.Nothing could be simpler than this method, and small
depositors who make use of it find | it very agreeable and

mSdlr '"'
*'T " ""^^ ^^^^ ^-^- «^ a bTok beingmislaid than a piece of paper like a deposit receipt. A chequebook IS not lyued to the customer for a deposit account as It

s understood that the withdrawals will be made only bythe II depositor in person.-M«g«^,«, of Business Education.

119. THE CEREAL TRADE

fr^^r^lf^^^'^
"""'^ important or interesting than the xast

the world wherein a practical knowledge of it will not befound an asset. The production of corn is usually regarded
as the enterprise of the regular farmer, but small | holderscan often grow to much advantage special high quality
crops for which there is a constant demand at good pricesThe best quality wheat is grown not in England but inCanada and the American North-West. for our slowly ripeningharv^ts result in a mellow and palatable ut somewhati
starchy product, whereas the regions refened to can grow

L^tl A ."P'"f '^P^^y ""^"'^ "«"^t^"t ^""shine fromMay to August, and consequently possesses that strength ind^' gluten which IS necessary for a shapely and attractive

ither .^Lditv"
'""^

^T"' '" M-itoba, Minnesota, andother quality regions
| is over, a great effort is made toget It across the Atlantic. There are, however, difficultiesand delays. It sells so much better in Eijglank if gradedby the Canadian Government, that nine cargoes out of tennowadays consist of wheat which has the State hall-mark

It IS a II grievance of the English farmer that his own IGovernment will not grade his wheat for him, and that hecompetes at a disadvantage with his Canadian relative
English miUers buying wheat from over a dozen competing
countries are the best judges of wheat in the world, but even
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they prefer
| the certificate of a Government expert to alwavshaving to sample the corn for themselves

^
To learn to know a good sample of corn is a useful thine

nke the Dairy Show in London, where seed corn is I dis-

FtoHc 'h°'
1'"^

'J
'^'' ^''^' ^^""t^y exhibitions of'li^stock where the seed merchants have stands, he will do weU

'

o inspect the grain there set out. He will find hat ^heongitudinal cleft which runs along every grain is not deepm these prize samples, thac the | grain itsdf is plump andmore or less of a true oval shape. Biting a ffrain across^n
the middle will enable him toL the clur'wrhZuld
be a pure sof white, and show no grey or black specks

by the feel and taste, and the latter will, of course enable

ta^e. I?frf
*''

l!"^*
"^"^^'"^^^- " the wheat bety

tastes a bit hke nee. he may be sure it has been grown undera tropical sun. and has come from some such place as I

rndt"°'Tr>*^' ^T' P"^ "^ ^°"*h ^"^^'•i^-' or else from

be pfth. F 1- u '"T;
'°^*' ''^"^ palatable, it will probablybe either English or New Zealand wheat ; if decidedly softand starchy most likely it is a sample of that new Frenchwheat which English farmers are now | advised to sowbecause of the very large yield to the acre. The sample o^barley depends in value a good deal on the fineness o^l tl^skm. and an even pale colour, with a minute crinkling of the

surface.are things much esteemed. Oats have to be exam-med somewhat
| differently, for here the undesirable element

consists in thickness of husk. This varies extremely fowhile expensive seed oats will be only about 5 per cent, husk,

mucn'T ^^•^\^T' *" "' ^^""^ ^^^^"ti"^ are often amuch as 25 per cent, of mere envelope. The husk of || the ^
oat however, IS of some feeding value, and is used a an

^

ctnTrTtL f
^^

m mixtures containing expensive and con-centrated food. The price is often quite good for what iscalled a by-product, say. 4s. per cwt' There are normLy
occupations more uitoresting than that of | an expert in the
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choice of corn
;
so many countries are drawn upon, and theres such constant vanety that one is ever accumula ing know-

Ihl?
••

lu ''T^ '"^" ^^'"' ^^^^ ""t smoke and who is an

clean'"! e' i"
"1', r'"^ "^ ""^^^ ^^^^^ ^" ^^^-l^td;clean palate, is well | worth considering, and it has thespecial recommendation that knowledge can be picked ud

tt tlSnd"
—^'---Pation. !f thesalarie^ ofXerttea-tasters and wine-samplers are not to be expected, there is

about ten ^ 1lf ""f '
*^? ^"'*^^

'
^''^^d^"^ ^^"^'^"^es

a^cLtur. ."
."^""'^'ii"

^""^'^ ^""y' ^"^ ^^ the homeagnculture cannot provide more than three millions theremaming seven have to be bought from abroad As in

made from English wheat, it is almost certain that at 11
least 80 per cent, of the modern town loaf comes from abroad.
1 ne bix Great Powers " on which we rely for wheat oroduc-
tion are the United States, Canada. Russil, India Argentina

naid %"''""', ''""* ^"P°^^"^^ b^'"g about nSnamed. For malting barley, we look to California •

forfeeding, ^o
| Russia and, in a lesser degree, to India and

vrITu .
&^.^^*,^ountnes are competing desperately forEnglish custom m the market for oats ; these are Argentinaand Russia. Sometimes Canada and the United ^StaSs

or les's ournfVh
^^.""^j"^^'^ ^"^ Australasia are moreor less out of the runmng | nowadays. Maize is a tropicalproduct which seldom ripens in this country It is afattening and slightly laxative food, and is liked by children

the' uXd t"""'.'"^"-
P^,^""""*^^ ^h^^P^^ than wheat, andthe United Kingdom seldom uses less than ten million

quarters of it yearly. It | has been remarked that no articlehas more clearly " a bedrock value " than maize, and thatwhen the price falls to 5s. per cental, sales rise by at leas
20 per cent. A cental, of course, is 100 lb

nil^r '! f'i"^"'f
^'ff^'-^"^^ between the way cereals || 5o Afferent kinds and origin are bought and sold.-MagaJ.

of Bnstness Ediicatum.
'«g«2»»e
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120. WAR TAXES AND STOCK VALUATIONS
Last month we dealt with the Income Tax provisions of the

ZZt^t Z .? ^^? """'" '"^^'^*^^ '" the Chancellor's
speech. Smce then the Finance Bill has been introducedmto Parliament and its provisions in relation to Income Taxand Excess Profits Tax appear in this issue, but as I there
are md.cations that various amendments may be made inthe Bill, we do not propose to deal further with it in a generalway unt, It has become law. There is. however, one matter
affecting the Excess Profits Tax and also the controlled profitsunder the Munitions Act, which | can profitably be discussed

tI M^'^f
""*

^'T'
"^""^^y' *^" ^"^^*^°" «f ^tock valuations.The Munitions Act and Rules give no guidance as to how

stocks are to be valued at the beginning and the end of the
controlled penod, and we do not anticipate that the Finance
Act when

| passed will afford any assistance in this direction
as regards trades and businesses which are subject to the
Excess Profits Tax. In ,^her words, it will be left to the
propnetors and their aco. ntants to settle the matter with
the Inland Revenue authorities. The question is therefore
one which professional

|i accountants will have to considerm connection with the accounts which come before them for
certification. We do not. of course, refer to the actual taking
of stock but to the basis on which it is to be valued as
under the exceptional circumstances, it may be that' the
ordinary

I rules will not apply. We propose first of all to
discuss the subject from the point of view of the Munitions
Act and the Rules made thereunder, and afterwards to seehow far the same considerations will apply in the case of
accounts prepared for the purpose of the Excess | Profits Tax

In the first place, it will be convenient to take the simplest
possible case, namely, that of a business where, at the last
balancing date-say. 30th June. 1 915-the stock was taken
at actual cost price and no question of allowances for old or
depreciated goods

| arose. We will assume also that 'the
undertaKing was scheduled as a controlled establishment on

I
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31st July last. It will be remembered that, under theMumtions Act rules, accounts have to be made ud for Ih!ordmary financial year of the undertiing "nd thaV wheJethe contro covers only a || part of that period, an apportttment has to be made on the basis of time. In the maWvof cases ,t will be found that the stock has nceased crside/ably m value at the date of the balance sheet priorlo th^

fhTtIt hasTrJ-" *^^ ^^" *^^ J"- baJce sheet

con ri i'l';^^'^'"'''^'"^
^* *h^ commencement of thecontrol

;

and that the realisation of the increased value haso a large extent, fallen into the controlled period The sameremark applies to work in progress, and the question th^tarises ,s this
: Should the Exchequer benefit bylhe hLcrease

L;";:'.'"tV^":^""
*^ ^^^ establisVmtlrntgunder control? The intention of the Munitions Act isapparently to secure for the Crown a proportion o?tL profitswluch accrue during the controlled period and it /.^l!

reasonable therefore to claim that any increase iL stc^k

itTa t t'w t^-
'"^*"^ -^^^""^^"^^^ '^-^^ "e excludedine fact that the increase m value may have resulted fromthe war should not affect the matter."^ How;then i^^^^^^^

toaS l^t"?' '° ^^ "^^^ ' 0"« method w^ud beto alter the stock value in the accounts of the standard per od l1 iby adding theM increase which had accrued^Mhe date
^

when the control commenced, thus augmenting thep ofits forhe standard period and decreasing the profifs for the yearm which the first period of control occu^. Another would

profit W^^^^^ TT.' '' ' '^^"^^'^ ^-- *he "ntriled

aa\u Y I '
'^ ^'^^^'' '" ^^""^ct ? Providing it is con-ceded that the market value is the proper basif. a mid2course would seem to be more equitable viz.. ti ta^e thestock at market value in the accounts of the standard perSland to make a deduction from the

| profits of the controlSpenod for any increase in value between the balanc^nite

I./
^^7/"encement of the control. This wouIdlvo dwhat might be regarded as an unfair increase in the prifi sof the standard period.

piuuis
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In the second place, it frequently happens that stock is
takeu

. n I a conservative basis, and liberal allowance made
fox any loss which may be anticipated from depreciation of
goods which have been held for a considerable time, and also
from any anticipated fall in market values or other circum-
stances. Under these conditions the proprietor would suffer
still more severely if no || adjustment were made. It appears
however, that adjustments of this description are contem-
plated under Rule 9. which provides that in determining the

"u n^u •' °^ ^"y P^"""^ ""^ assessment " due consideration
shall be given to any matter which may appear to the Minister
or to the referee material to he | taken into account "

Coming next to the end of the period of control, the same
difficulty will arise, but in a somewhat different form It is
practically certain that many classes of goods, and especially
those relating to munition work, will fall heavily in value
after the conclusion of th^ | war. To take those goods into
stock at market price at the end of the financial year (which
might in some cases almost coincide with the termination of
the war) would obviously be to take them at a value which
would never be realised, and thus bring in as profit | anamount which never had been and never would be earned
This difficulty would also arise, although periiaps not quite
so acutely, if the stock were taken at cost price tlu-oughout
and It IS easy to see that there will be great difficulty inamvmg at an equitable adjustment by || any other means i

than treating each case on its merits.--77;. Incorporated
'

Accountants Journal.

121. MONEY AND CREDIT
At the conclusion of our first article on this subject the
question of the creation of credit was under considerationA httle reflection will show how simple is the process by
which the credit structure, without which we could not
occupy our predominant position in the banking and
mercantile world, | is reared. If an individual can persuade
a banker to make him an advance against securities, such
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suin will immediately be placed to his credit with that ba,ikand so create a deposit. Against it. cheques may be drawn

bo rowerT™: ""'
''^^.T"*'"^

*^^ engagements of theDorrower.
| This mopey will m due course be paid into -oneor more of the other banks to the credit of the pr on Jpersons m whose favour the cheques are draw t^machmery provided by the Bankers' Clearing HouTe be n.'used to transfer the credit from one bank to another A al

clear that the advances of one institution become the depositsof another mst.tution. It should be obvious alsc. thaf helendmg power of the banks will be regulated largelv by 1 oamount of actual cash in their possession. || olily 7re^
^<^1^ '"""*'^" '' '^"''"^ transactions ii^'oU.' tpavment of com or notes across the counter but . woll
conducted bank will not distend its credit.f^eyo d whit;

To'stits'
'"^''"' ^"•^^' '"^^^"^^^ ^y the s"ndnotes in Its possession, since each credit created gives thepower

I to the borrower to take the proceeds in cash.^alt^oughm actual practice very httle money is withdrawn Thevolume of credit which will be available for lenZg toThe

vCacth" ;::do'^P^"f "P^l ^ ^^^^ --y circunfstles
\py active tiade, involving the circulation of large amountsof bankers'

|
money in the channels of industry will restrict

htrrd'tlfetr '"
I'^

^^^"^^^"^^"^^ of^h^e'dSu^nouses, and the latter may be compelled to seek other means

BanlcTfSand" T'^'
"""^^^' '^ ^-^wing from" h:

iob stLfbtt- .^"''
f"^"";^

practically all the Londonjoint stock banks-there
I is only one exception-publish a

Ltrand'h 'T'. '^^' *^^^^ P"-'P^' liabiS and

round solr r ?""
f""'"

^"'" '"^'^'"^ "? '^^' ^^^«""t ^o"^esround, some at least require the bill brokers to renav a

m^e^a betf t'"-
^^^"^"^' ^" ^^^ that the/'L;

n ^.>^li. '
'^"""'"^ " ^^ '^'^' '""'•^ ^^P^^ially as in aU 2probabihty some part of their actual cash balances will havebeen drawn away from London, in order to provide fircertain transactions which are treated on a strictly c^h

I
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basis, involving payment in notes and coin. These sums
are transferred to the country | branches of the joint-stock
banks

; or the provincial banks, which bank with the London
institutions, will withdraw a certain, proportion of their
balances. All the banks do not make up their balance
sheets on the same day, and credit which has been called in

by one bank on a certain | day is immediately set free and
used by another bank on another day. But once or twice
a year the banks, not only in London, but throughout the
country, make up their balance sheets on the same day, and
as combined with this there is a desire on the part | of all

kinds of firms and institutions to have a good cash showing
when their accounts are struck, a whol ale withdrawal of
funds from the money market takes place, and the discount
houses are compelled to resort to the Bank of England for
a very large sum, not infrequently reaching || twenty millions
or more. The method is one which meets with a good deal
of criticism, and it would be good to see it abolished, but here
a very big question open"- out which must be reserved for

another occasion. Bankers also lend freely to the Stock
Exchange for the | purpose of financing the speculative com-
mitments in which the members of that body and the general
public are wont to indulge, and if business is active, which
it has not been lately, important amounts will be employed
in this way, making demands on credit resources which may
lead to the | curtailment of facilities for borrowing in other
directions. When we are all paying our income tax some-
time between January and March, very large sums will be
transferred from our balances at the banks to the credit of
the Government at the Bank of England, and so reduce the
amount of | funds available for ordinary banking purposes.
There is, in fact, a constant ebb and flow of money on
Treasury account, as throughout the year the Exchequer
is drawing in funds in the form of taxes, and setting it free

again as fuel to ensure the smooth running of the machinery ||

of Government. Up to a point, the collection and disburse-

ment of the country's taxation are spread more or less evenly
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over the financial year, which concludes on 31st March, and
it is only the income and property taxes which are crowded
into the final quarter, and almost invariably produce acute |

stringency in the loan market by curtailing the volume of
bankers' money which can be offered to the discount houses
and others in need of it. Of course, it happens sometimes
that the supply is more than sufficient for all purposes, in
w!uch case the operation of the ordinary economic | laws
governing supply and demand will usually but not always
enable credit to be obtained on easy terms, which in due
course will affect the rates of interest at which the discount
houses will buy the bills offered to them. Easy monetary
conditions will often be experienced after the banks | have
completed the balance sheet operations referred to, and
are again willing to use their funds in the market, when the
Government is spending freely or paying the interest on the
National Debt. So far, we have confined attention to the
internal aspect of banking and monetary matters, and there ||

remains the big influence exerted by the external movement
of gold.

—

Magazine of Business Education.

122. CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS
Before people, as the result of trade, became organised into
civiUsed communities, there was little difference between the
employment of one man and that of his neighbour. Savages
are all very much alike ; it is only as society advances that
differentiation appears. All were fruit-gatherers or fishers or
hunters

; | at a later stage all were engaged in the tending
and rearing and using of their sheep or their cattle. Now,
however, so far has division of labour been carried that the
most astonishing diversity of employments exists. At the
Census of 1911, hundreds of the names given in | answer to
the question " Occupation ? " were unintelligible to the
ordinary man: the Census authorities themselves were
obliged to construct a little dictionary before they venttired
to group the occupations into classes. The many thousands

»S-(43)
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of workers grouped all co-operate with one another, and in

order to make a living sell | their services. They are all

producers helping to provide for the wants of the great

community in which they live.

These wants are not lew nor small. Every day in our

islands forty millions of people desire, and most of them

get, three or four meals a day. That the || many millions

of loaves may be baked each day involves a long chain of

industries stretching from the farm to the baker's shop.

Extractive industry (which forces the field to yield grain for

making the bread, or the mine to yield iron and fuel for

cooking it) ; manufacturing industry (which | grinds the

wheat into flour or supplies the implements that aid in its

production or the material means, the ships and engines,

for conveying it to its consumer) ; and the trading industry

(which brings the food within reach of the eater, which

enables the densely packed i cities of our land | to be fed from

the prairies of the Middle West or the pampas of the

Argentine)—^these are incessantly engaged in a struggle

against starvation. And food is one only of our needs.

Clothing and shelter and fuel are nearly as urgent ; and

these, too, involve long series of industries. | Other cravings

we have that can be satisfied by personal service alon ; the

craving for amusement, calling for the services of the music-

hall artiste or the cinema operator ; the craving for enlighten-

ment, calling for those of the teacher or preacher or writer

;

the craving for freedom from pain, calling ll for 'doctor and

dentist and nurse.

Since all these occupations, from that of the Prim.e Minister

controlling the affairs of the Empire to that of the artistes

doing their turn at the halls, are called for in the life of the

nation, we must regard those engaged in them as | '(productive

workers. We are not to refuse the term to the doctor

because his service results in nothing ta: ible and material,

while we bestow it on the ignorant negio who gathers the

drug that—^through the doctor's skill in administering it

—

restores the patient to health. We are not to | call the

I
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manager of the m,l unprcKluctiv^ because he does nothingbut d,rect and overlook, while the boy that feeds the o .m

Z v^
" '"PP'^

I'
'"^'^^'^^'^ ^^'"^"^1 ^-' ^'^'--'^d is a pro-ductive labourer. For when we use the word "

Production^'

Kbn'7^' T ''^^r"^'<'" «* matter-that, indeed. | all he

ulZ Vl'^f^ ^^^^'d ""* do-but the bringing out ofmiUy 1 „ Produce is to give Utihty. And this utility may

the'en'r^r' 'V '""'"''' ^'""^' '' "'-" ^^e miner loosensthe coal from the surrounding layers and so gives it theadded property of || being more readily taken to furnace orhre
.

or when human exertion utilising the agency of fireransforms he decomposing granite into porcdain and thesand mto glass. The workers in mine or china factory orgla -house are not creating matter ; but they are causingma ter to assume properties by | which, from having been
useless to us. it becomes useful.

^

ni h"' ^f'\^
faulting from the work of Production neednot be embodied in a material object capable of being trans-

ferred from one person to another. It may very well befixed and embodied in human beings. The cluwemay be
|
less palpable, less evident to the senses than in

tuton, and lawyers clergymen and actors, is vain, a Utilityhas been produced; a pleasure has been gi^ - \n incon
• ^nience or a pain has been ^verted

; and to a greater or I
.s degree there is a permanent change in the persono whom the serx-ice has been rendered. The utility con-

ferred on humanity by the labour, other than muscular ofwriters and thinkers may persist throughout the ages ; and

of'lltime ' '"''~^' ^'"'^^ "' vvell-being-to%he end

Production, we have noted, is now so complicated and so
^

greaUy divided that it calls for a grouping into cUssesOne other point must be considered before we deal with this
classifying. Production may not be the result of labour
Utihties may be. and are in ever-increasing quantity
brought

I out by persons who exert their muscula? or nervous
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faculties without any feelings uf a disagreeable kind, but

solely because of the pleasure derived from the occupation.

Such exertion—the unpaid services of councillors, magistrates,

students, for example -though they aid much to the income

of humanity, cannot be regarded | as Labour. For labour, to

use a well-known definition, is " an exertion of mind or body

undergone partly or wholly with a view to some good other

than the pleasure derived directly from the work." The work

of a Member of Parliament, even the attendance at dreary

and drowsy debates, | would in most casus be as earnestly

and efficiently performed if there were no £400 a year attached

to it. The salary should be regarded as an acknowledgment

from a grateful country for services rendered, rather than as

a reward for labour. To the extent that we deM(,ht |1 in

our work, the work is not labour ; and the reward ^^o obtain

for it is nothing but a by-product.

—

Magazine of Business

Education.

t I

123. NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

A NEGOTIABLE instrument s a document which, t)n being

transferred from one pv-non to another, confers upon the

person to whom it is transferred the full title to the benefit

of the document, irrespective of any defects that there may
be in the transferor's title, and free from the claims | of any

other person, provided that the transferee is a bond-fide

holder for value and that he took the instrument without

notice of any defective title of the party from whom he

received it. A person who takes a negotiable instrument in

good faith and for value obtains a | title valid against all the

world.

A negotiable instrument, such as a bond payable to bearer,

is transferred by delivery, that is, by simply handing over the

document to the purchaser. An instrument like a cheque

payable to order, must first be indorsed and then be

transferred by delivery.

A I bank note is a negotiable instrument, and, tlierefore,
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if a person receives a bank note honestly and for value he
becomes the absohite owner of it. Even if the person from
whom he obtained th#note iiad stolen it. and consequently
had no title to it. his legal right to || the note is complete so
long as he gave full value for it and did not know, when he
tf)ok it. that the note ha<l l)een stolen.

Bills, promissory notes, and cheques are negotiable instni-
ments. The negotiation of a bill of txrhange means its
transfer from one person to another, (in such a manner as
to constitute the transferee the holder of it. A bill payable
to bearer is negotiated by delivery, but if it is payable to
order it is negotiatetl by the indorsement of the holder
accompanied by delivery. It is to be notetl that " delivery

"

is an I important factor in the negotiation of a bill. The Bills
of Exchange Act, 1882 (Section 21). provides that every con-
tract on a bill, whether it be the drawer's, the acceptor's, or
an indorser's, is incomplete and revocable until delivery of
th« instrument, in order to give effect thereto

; provided |
that where an acceptance is written on a bill, and the drawee
gives notice to or according to the directions of the i)erson
entitled to the bill that he has accepted it. tlu acceptance
then becomes complete and irrevocable.
A holder of a bill is called a holder in due i| course when

he has taken the bill, complete and regular on the face of it.

under the following conditions : that he became the holder
of it before it was overdue, and without notice that it had
been previously dishonoured, if such was the fact ; that he
took the bill in | good faith and for value, and th'at at the
time the bill was negotiated to him he had no notice of any
defect in the title of the person who negotiated it. When
the holder of a bill of exchange (which, of course, includes a
cheque) is a holder in | due course, he holds the bill free
from any defect of title of prior parties, as weU as from mere
personal defences available to prior parties among themselves,
and may enforce payment against all parties liable on the bill.
The above are the provisions which the Bills of Exchange
Act I specifically applies to bills of exchange, but they do not
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differ much from the conditions which apply to other negoti-

able instruments, these conditions being that the negotiation

must be in good faith and for valut and without notice of

any defect in the transferor's title, in order that a good ||

title may be obtained.

Where a bill is negotiable in its origin, it continues to be
negotiable until it has been restrictively indorsed or dis-

charged by payment, or otherwise. A restrictive indorse-

ment is one which prohibits the further negotiation of the
bill ; for example, if a cheque is indorsed " Pay | John
Brown only," John Brown has no power to transfer his rights

as indorsee to anyone else, though he has the right to receive

pa5anent of the bill and to sue any party thereto that his

indorser could have sued. A lestrictive indorsement may also

be in a form which 1 expresses that it is a mere authority to

deal with the bill as thereby directed, as " Pay D or order

for collection."

Cheques may be crossed generally or crossed specially.

A general crossing means that the cheque bears across its

face the words " and company," or any abbreviation thereof,

between | two parallel transverse lines, either with or without

the words " not negotiable," or two parallel-transverse lines

simply, either with or without the words " not negotiable."

A special crossing is one where the cheque bears across its

face an addition of the name of a banker, either with or

without II the words " not negotiable." A cheque may be
crossed generally or specially either by the drawer or by the

holder, and where a cheque is crossed generally or specially,

either the drawer or the holder may add the words " not

negotiable." The ordinary meaning of the words " not

negotiable " upon | a cheque is apt to lead one to conclude

that such cheque cannot be further transfened, but this is

not so, for so long as there is no defect in the title the cheque
may be transferred from one person to another as freely as a
cheque without those words, | and each successive holder

acquires a full title. The meaning of the words " not

negotiable " upon a crossed cheque is given in Section 81
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of the Bills of Exchange Act, namely, that where a person
takes a crossed cheque which bears on it the words "not
negotiab e. he shall not | have and shall not be capable of
giving a better title to the cheque than that which the person
from whom he took it had. It follows, therefore, that if a
person takes a " not negotiable " cheque, even in good faith
and for value, and without notice of any defect || in the
transferors title, he cannot obtain any better title to the
cheque or its proceeds than the transferor hsid.-Magazine
of Business Education.

THE END

PHfiit4 hy Sir Itaae PUman & Sont, Ud., Batk^ EntUmd
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PITMAN'S SBORTH^CilD ORADUS. Writing Exercises in ordinary

print foe Manual . Sd.

PRMAN'S SHORCTAND REPORTER. Containing instruction in

the Advanced Style : with jz Exercises 8/6
Qoth 8/-

KE7 XO "PITMAN 'S SHORTHAND REPORTER" Sd.

REP0R3INQ EXERCISES. Exercises on adi the rules and con-

tracted words. In ordinary print, counted ior dictation . Sd.

KET TO THE "REPORTINO Zeroises." Advanced Stylc v-
PITMAN'S SBORTHASD CAXASHISM. Containing over 1,200

questions and answers on the theory oJ the system. In crown

8vo !/•

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND WRITINO EXERCISES AND EXAM- *

INATION TESTS. Contains exhaustive classified lists of words

illustrative of every rule in the system, and graduated sentence

exercises in ordinary print for writing or dictation practice.

In crown 8vo, paper boards . . . . • • V~
KEY TO "PITMAN'S SHORTHAND WRITINa EXERCISES AND

EXAMINATKMI TESTS." In crown 8vo, cloth ... 8/6

EXAMINATION NOTES ON PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. By
H. W. B. WiM. •. 8 in. by 3} in., doth 1/6

GRADED SHORTHAND READfilOS.
ElMnentUr, with Kir. In crown 8vo, oblong , . . . M.
Intarmadiate, with Kiy. In crown 8vo, oblong . . . . od.

Advanoed, with Key. In crown 8vo, oblong . . . . Sd.

GRADED SHORTHAND READINGS. Second Series.

IntarmediatB, with Kay. In crown 8vo, oblong . . . Sd.

GRADUATED TESTS IN PITMAN'S SHCHtTHAND. Illustrating

all the rules in the Intermediate Style. In note-book form,

post 8vo (6iin. by 4jin.), with ruled paper . . . . Sd.

PROGRESSIVE STUDIES IN PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. A
simple and extended exposition of the principles of I'itman s

Shorthand J/-
TALKS WITH SHORTHAND STUDENTS. By James Hynes . ly-

LECTUREITES ON PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. By the same
Author }/"

CHATS ABOUT PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. By George Bletcher V-
PITMAN'S SBOSXHASD RAPID COURSE. A Series of Twenty

Simple Lessons covering the whole of the system and specially

adapted for business purposes. Complete with Additional

Exerciifs. In crown 8vo, cloth, 200 pp W"



rmUM'S SBOSTHAIID RAPID C0UB8B. Without Additional
iC>xcrcis6s • • . .

f^JSSJ'.fSSP''^ SHORTHAND RAPb OOURSE " .'^D^^M. EXERCISES OH " PITMAH'S SHORIHARD RAFID
BEiMIQ EXERCISES OH THE RAPH) CODRSB (in Shor'iand)

PmiAII^S mORTHAHD DRILL EXERCIffiS (81 in bv 6 iii ) '

'™!^'i, f"o«™Aw> ooMimBaAL coram, 'sAyfapteq for commercial students. Cloth. 240 poKEY TO "PITMAH'S 8H0RTHAHD COloiERCm. COURSE."

""raSoMPoffls .?°" """^'^ shorthaSS
SUPmEMBHTARY EXERCISES IH PTOIAH'S "SHORTHAHD.
nunJ'fL .'i^J!!!-"—-^grP"!!-!''''''

" Course. In crown 8vo
PITIUH'S EXERCISES 01 BU3IRB88 SHORTHAHD. By A

^TJ*"??' II'-^:^ <i?""*>'
FCSPT. For use with the InUructoi

or the Shorthand Commercial Courtt .

1;-

Si.

4/-

8/-

V-

1/6

V-

6RAHMAL0GUES AND CONTRACTIONS.
CWAjnm^pES ATO COHTRAOnOHa For use in classes

EB^j^m T^°aSfflMm W)'"c<^ffiSSoHsOP POTAH's SHORraSrorTfFTc^S^Sft?
—...._?*'"*• """ '**''• *" crown 8vo, limp clotli

°^J°«SSA^J"JSiSL?™0"'SE THE GRAkMALOdUES^ ?F"4" ' ™0"™^"^ Compiled by UiTCKOROE:oue 7tm by 5 m
GRAiaiALOOUE AHD CONTRACIIOH DRILL CARDS .'

H.

80.

6d.

4d.

V-

SHOBTHAND DICTIONARIES.

""5*"r^^^¥-™.,*P FOKlHAJro MCnOHART. Edited byA. KEYNOLDs, M.A C.-,ntiuns concise dt-aaiUons as vreU asshorthand forms. Cloth . .

"™*»'8 SHORTHAHD DIOnOHARY. Contkiiis th- shorthandforms, fully vocalised, for 62.000 words; and alphabetical lists

by siin^KTs P^^cfofh
'=°°'^»'»""»- Crown 8vo Oi in.

™?i:^ b^°K. "^^S™^ WoriOHARY.- Royal s.mo

PITMAH'S
,
MTOBTm'S ASSISTANT. Companion volura'e toPUman , Shorthand Dictionary. In crown 8vo, cloth. 230 pp.

7/8

«/-

1/6

3/3

SHORTHAND PHRASE BOOKS, ETC.

'""pJ!?"*^*' ^^SB BOOK. Over 2.400 useful general
Phrases, New and Revised Edition, with a valuable intro<Sc-tion dealing with the principles of phraseography '" ""^^"'=;

SHORTOAHD WRITERS' PHRASE BOOKS AND OUIDES. lad!"uicludes about 1,300 Technical Tenas and PhrM^ with

1/8
91-

Tiiii mi iaiinii>i



Uectrieal and
RaikTW
EsUto Acnti, ate.

Ftintiiif and PnUiiUiif
iBsnniKs

ShortUand equivalents; a carefol explanation of the Sbort-

band-Typiit's dutiet, and raany Exercises. Each in fcap. 8vo,

dotb, about 02 pp. H«l~
StoektaoUnff ud Viuuioial
<V>mTiM>wi«l

Hmlcipa]
Irao and Steel Tnd«
CMl EmtMetiac

Ohemioia aad Drax TMdoi Ui.n\ and IDUtanr

OUuri tn prepvaHon.

IHDIOAL BEPOBXDIO IN PimAH'S SHOBTHAmX By H.
DiCKiKSOK. With an Introduction and Lists u< Pbraseograms,

Outlines and Abbreviations. In crown 8vo, clotb . Hat

SBOBXHiflD GLEBE'S OUIDB. By Vinowt E. Collinge, A.C.I.S.

Specially designed for shorthand clerks working m a professional,

government, or commercial office. In crown 8vo, clotb

TEOBRIOAt BEPOKmO. New Edition

«/-

a/-

Hi

It;

t

m
^^^HkJLiA ,i

DICTATION AND SPEED PRACTICE BOOKS.
BFEaALISED OOEBBSFOHDEIIOE BOOKS. (1) The Chemieal

Trade. (S) TtM Paper Trade. (8) Hm BoUdiiig Trade. In

ordinary print Eaob 6d.

GBADQATBD DIOTATKW BOOKS, ai PoUtioal Spaecbet.

(2) Sarmooa. (4) Siaaehaa (Oommardal) aod Addreoea. In

ordinary print. In crown 9vo Each dd.

OBADUATBD DIOTAIBM BOOKS. (New Series.) Book I, Com-
mercial, and IljPoUtical Each 6d.

BEPOBUNQ PBAOnOL Dictation Exercises in ordinary type,

marked in 20's and 30"$. In crown 8vo, cloth .... 2/6

PBOO^SSIVE MOTATOB. Letters in ordinary priiit. Counted
for various rates of speed. Third Edition^ In crowu 8vo, cloth S/6

SHOBTHAm) OAHDIDATB'S IHOTATIQN EXEBCISES. Original

test pieces, specially compiled and arrariRpd for dictation practice.

Counted for dictation. In crown 8vo , cloth .... 1/-

COMXEBCIAL MOTATUm AID nPEWBXmO . . . . 1/-

QBADUATEO COHMERCIAL IiETTfiBS FOE DIOTATIQR . Sd.

SPEED TESTS AND QVIDB TO BAPIDWBimO IE SHOBTBAND.
In crown 8vo , cloth 8/-

FIVE ELINUTE fVBBD mSTS. With Introduction on Acquisition

cf Speed by P. P. J acksom. Contains 123 tests of miscellaneous

matter counted for varying rates of speed from 80 to 200 words
a minute. In crown 8vo, cloth 8/-

CUHmLATIVE SPELLEB AND SHORTHAND VOOABULABT.
By Charles E. Smith. In crown Svo, cloth .... 2,'-

POCKET DICTATIOH BOOKS. Noe. 1, 8. S. and 4. Speeches, etc.,

iu orduiary print, counted in lo's for dirtat'.on. 24 in, by jj in.

Each 2d.

SPEED TBAINOia IN PITIIAN'S SHORTHAND. By T. F.

Marriner. a twelve weeks' Course of study and speed practice Bd.

ACQUISITION OF SPEED IN SHORTHANa By E. A. Cope. In

ordinary print. In crown Svo Sd.

BSCWN'S SEORT-CtrrS IN SHORTHAND. Phrases and
Abbreviations for Fast Writers of Pitman's Shorthand. By
Georci Brown, F.I.P.S. In crown Svo 1/-

IHE 8EEM06RAPHIO EXPEBT. For Pitman Shorthand-Writers.

By W. B. BonouE and W. F. Smart, la demy Svo, cloth,

270 pp. . . . . . - . . . Nat 6/-

SBOBTHAND OCMDIBBCIAL LEXmB-WBITEB. Advanced Style 1/-



5

!SI I&IMJ' BHOBTHAWD COmnCBaUL Lins&^WBITBB " U.(HE BHOBnuHD oomMgamS!^m.mScmumm
ID one volume .... Snth /OmCI WpSX ni BHOKTHAMD. Sp^ui™. o« tegal "and othir

""
Prol«)ooal Wojk commonly dictated to Shorthand Clerk«, in
toe Advanced Style . . !'•

jgrjTp "omcK WORK n shobihaiid." '. ' ' ' &^
,„„gty'«- In crown 8vo, doth .... a/g

"Afe,-,*^?H''"°"™" " "HOBIHiMDL In thi "'
Advanced Style .,«

SK4IIB OOBBKarOHDjOlOB Ot SBOBIBAHDl In the Advanced..Style j^-

£iFn2?,121^ qoBBUPomnaiOB n bbobtbahd " .'
.' £lmsmiJOBavs ooaMMSKmmm n pinuv^s shobtIKAHD. First, Second, and Third Series. Advanced Style, withKeyi in ordinary print. Each in crown 8vo, oblong. Limp doth 1/-

PITMAN'S SHORTHAND BEADING BOOKS.

IBflOP'S riBLES .
^ '^« «>f»»'«' StrJ^

AST BBADOIO&. With Key . . Sj^Agnm^^ fflOBTHAHD BBAI«B. Il..„trafd
"

: l ^
FEBILS or IHB BUSB.' AlID OTHEB STOBIEs' Id.

In the IntormadiAta St*l»

^^aIt??*?fi?*¥?4S=S
a?ADEB!T L With Key . ei^B BAniiB OF LITK. By Charles Dickems Hnth tliiTHE VICAB or WAKEnKLU: By Ol.vm Go" s«t„. IllustTated {/?

THE BOHAWAT AIBSHIP ARS OIHEB STOBIES
°''*''

fliTALES AHD SKETCHES. By Washinoto» laJSi With Key .'

Vfl

GOLUVEB'S VOTAQE TO ULUPOT. By Joxatha:. S^'^t^
*"

'^LZ/^VS'^^i^^^^^ '

•""'•
5/-

SELECT BEAOmoS, Ha 1 . .'
°""' J^

MUMJJlEAIlISaS, Ha 8 ... : H-"^ 395" ** PSALMS. BiWe Authorised Versio'n. Cloth eUt'red edges ... >-"ui gui,

COW^BdAL BEADEBS Of SHOBTH^ID.' (i) Commerel.i

srrs;^s'B&'&.r.'»'^«i^^
„,

ffiTC^x^s"^^ "««• «>• J-- ^rv 1!-

JS SSL2S ^'^ By Sir A.' COI.AK DovL. * Z Qo k B^IJHE BETUBH OT SHEBLOCK HOLMES. By Sir A ComIn
^

SELF-CULTDBB. By J. S. Bt.AcnK .
™"*

fr
KEY TO -SELFKTOLTUBE'- In post 8vo . . . a!'^ ^l



nauBonoiit fboh amerioan Avmut^, with k<t . .

taTuSSsD or SLKKFY HOIXOW. By V\ ashingtcn Utino.

With Key ....••• • „ • . \ ' •

RI» VA> WmaX By Washington Ibyimo. VMth Key

kOmm n BUSSIESS TBAIMIIIO. By G. K. Bucknall.

A.C.I.S. Crown 8vo, 288 pp., »/- Kay, 19a PP. • •

t THE HOLT BOLE. In th^ Ua»y Repotung Style. Id demy »vo

(6i in. by jf in.), 800 pp Cloth, ted edcei
Roan, gilt edget
Morocco, gilt edget

t IHI HIW XESTAMEST. In Easy Repottuig Style, with two

coloured maps. Sue ol page, 6i iu. by 4 *£>•
. .

Roan, red edgns

Morocco, gilt edges

1/1

4/6

FOBEIGN ADAPTATIONS OF PITMAN'S SHORTHAND.

gPniAinO PBOHOORAFHT. By G. Ledgek. In EagUib . Mat ll~

SPEBJjnO SHORTBAirD. By A. W. Lyndrjdob ' ^ •
.

w"
ntENCH PHOHOQEIPHX. By T. A. Reed. Rule* in Engltth,

Examples, etc., in French. Fourth Edition . . . • V~
RBKMRAFHIB RIIUJI. By Spbmce* Hbebbkt. Cloth lat W
rsraOH ADAnAZIOII. By H. Dblajoox. Cloth • • • ?/•
^guMtw tHOKIBAMD. la German and EngUtb. Cr. Svo. . 1/6

. Cloth W"
LATIN ?BOIIOGSAPHT. By ReV.W.TATiocK, S.J. In Latin. Cloth W6
IPAnSB IBOBXHAND. In Spanish. Ooth w6
DR TO ^iSnSH SBOBlBAinX" Qoth «/-

TAQUIORAFIA BSPANOLA COBBESPONSEIfCU. Cummercial

Correspondence Exercises. Cloth 1/6

liSQBIBAnX In Welih W-

SHOBTHAND TEACHERS* BOOKS.

nniAH'8 SHOBTBAIID TBAOHEB'S HANDBOOK. In crown

8vo, cloth . • •
: ^^

.... 1/6

kJEiUOHATION BOIES ON PITMAN'S SHOBTHAND. ;S-« page 2.

NOTES OT LESSONS ON nTMAN'S SBOSTHAND. Size 8 m.

by il in., doth • ... 8/6

PBEPABATIOM FOB A 8H0BXHAND TEACHER'S EXAM<
DIATIOH. Size 8 in. by 3} ">•• c><^t>> ^*

A OOMMENTAST ON FHHAN'S SHOBTHANDi An exhaustive

analysis of the Principles oj the System, and a Guide for Adv7jiced

Students and Teachers. By J. W. Taylor. In foolscap Svo,

doth Kilt, 448 pp 4/6

DERIVATIVE AND COMPOUND WORDS IN PITMAN'S SHORT-
HAND. By H. W. B. Wilson »/-

THE METHODS OT TEACHINO SHORTHAND. By E. ].

McNauara, M.A. In r-owii Svo, cloth «ilt . . . . »6
CHART OP THE PHONOQEAPHIC ALPHABET. 32 in. by 33 In. M.

Mounted on canvas with rollers and varnished 8/-

CHABIS ON PITMAN'S SHORTHAND. Twenty larje Charts

(32 by 3J in.) • .. The Sat 7 6
Mounted on canvas lai"

t Twentieth CetUury Edition.

fr
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SHOfiTHAND 8TATI05EBT.

Sampl* leavw oi

a
Ma

--. —_., „ ^Tittmm on m
Fooo Not-book, of .n, de«riptioo mad. ,o ord«

nota-buokt pott free.

loi;S.?ph;^iiiS,Ta''.?an«;S %ir^"^^S^'i -««' ">- Gramma.

,«.-72 pp., red li„„, .uitaEte lor^ J'!l'^'.f°P'r'.«>yt»»t,fc.51

•>•«.: twelve copies, bypoit 4. (L'^ "*
'
*" ""P""' ^ P««t.

,».-90 pp.. w.th tte Contracted VVortU inside the cover. Price Id,^ P??t"7M.

cover. Price St, bTpSijI'^'P'"*'*^""""* !**»»«> towSthi

l^ow. Nos. 1 and 2 are temporarily .uspendcd.J

nPOBTHIO PAPER, packet of five quire,, fc

PENS, PENaiS, ETC.

BOXES or PE>S containinj 9 doz., U h.

TYPEWBITING WORKS.
Tax nnnoB typist. svANm. v n.to the Elementat^ Examina^ron, ,£*"% ^ f"°P'«« «"'<>•

«5~^^n''TTPSSSa."Br£^'t:^-.ao„-'*

bine. 6th Krii,
™ rr?."^. ;*» be used witli any

~ZZ
—,r ••**iww«u,iiM

^ card,. 4? ex^X ^"J^^ ice any machine

^Jpl^^1^X':'o.T'^''' "^ '"«' ^ "' «^e mi:hin-e

^.'p^h'^^.l.r'^s^^iNi^-WErma. Kcap!

1/6

&'6

1/-
8/-

1/C

«/-

«^-

»-



-"it^^^^p^''*'"
"

I

nuonoAt loooi tCTiwairao obi» ««•. »«»«»-,^ ^
^'Tih^SSJ^?lU^«'«v.. SthBdiiio... U.po.t-,to ^^

doth .MM t-

» iSKocK niymi^ HiirouL bV h. e«««oo..
^_

*^*iLE.M0KOii. 6»ln. byjliiu . • •
O"*" "^

WOBKS IN ORDINABI TYPE.

Ure or tn OAAO nWUI. I).my «vo. with m»r lUustr.-

"Oemy »vo. cloih "

BHOBtHAMD PEBI0D1CA19.

pet, *L
,

Monthly ^^?«§«X U?El«ne&7*t""«di"«- •"••

3 months, by p<»t
st S

SSSi^' " IT"- *•

S^r«y print in .,^tg«. .^^^ by p2.?!»M "IS^iir^Jly

m,Sa-.8'llS5lSHiSfe^lSSfe'''IS:'i^^^ ^.itio. o. P.S.W.. lOi. ;

by post, U
CATALOeUES.

S.« Isaac Pitmak & So«, Ltd.. wiU be ple«od to «nd on .pplication

mny of the following Catalogues—
_,___^ ,_ m>krumtXi

pnaM^roSwEWaiL HAMDBOOKS. suitable foe use in Evening

A CAmOOTO OF SOlENTinO AHD TBCHinCAL WOBKS.
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Pttniaii*• Shorthand
(CaMMMTy EdMto*)

A n«w ftnd eoaplatc ilxpotttloo of Sir Umc ntnun'f

Systefll ol Fbonegrsphjr. D«ifMd for Qui or Stlh

Instntction. With ov« IM Rcadinf «n4 Writfaf

BxffdMt. toftthtr with SmnmariM of tho RttlM.

Tl

-^i^-

lUf to tb« inttrvctor" (<

CootAtalDf • Key to ftU the UwinMm,

Mm It. M. t «Mb; S5<

V,

I

J^ 1

4 r-

a'
Pitmmn^t %orlhaiiidi Maimi^
Centainiog UUtgwOM in th« RulM oi Pitnttl^

Shonhuid. with 100 BMding nd VMlt»C BiMNiMi.

ffri«tl«.| dftmifcM.

K«y to Um "MaaMl"
MmM.

j-M

Pitman • Sh
An odaptfttiim of Ph<

and foming th* second

Prim SI.M.

K«r to tk« **R«|K>rtor"

Prle«8i.

LoitooM

Sir liUAc Pitman & Sons, Ltd., t Amk.v Cocker, E.C«j
|

Bath, Nbw Yobx and M^sjmqme
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